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The 27tb Amual Public Hearing of the Joint Legislative C:O.ittee on Aging 
was held septlllber 20, 1989 in Roc. 101, Blatt Building, CoiUIIbia, S.C. 
The hearIng began at 10: 30 a. •. , recessed for I unch fro. 
and adjourned at 4:35 P·•· 
12:30- 1:30, 
Members present were: Representative Patrick B. Harris, Chair; 
Represent at i ve Dave C. Wa I drop, Vi ce-Cha i r; Represent at i ve D i I I B I ackwe I I ; 
Senator Peden B. Mcleod; Senator Isadore E. Lour i e; G I or i a H. Sho I in; Th011as 
D. St i I we II ; and Robert C. Wasson. Senator Ne II W. Sill i th was absent . 
Staff members present were: Keller H. Barron, Research Director; Sherri L. 
Craft, Research Assistant; Beth Mitchell, A~inistrative Specialist; catherine 
Drennon, Legislative Intern and carolyn Schmitt, Volunteer. 
40 persons presented oral testimony, 5 persons subllitted written testimony 
and 142 persons attended the hearing. 
OPENING REMARKS: 
Good Morning! I '• Pat Harris, Chai run of the COIIIi ttee. Most of you know 
ttte. 1 think, but I would I ike to introduce the 111811bers of the eo.ittee. 
First we have the Vice-Chairun, Representative Dave Waldrop on •Y left, 
Representative Dill 8 I ackwe II on my right , Senator Isadore Lourie, Senator 
Peden Mcleod, G I or i a Sho I in, Thollas St i I we II , and Robert Wasson. · 
Our staff lllellbers are Keller Barron, Sherri Craft, Beth Mitchell, 
Adllinistrative Specialist, catherine Drennon, Legislative Intern fr011 USC 
Co II ega of Socia I Work, and caro I yn Schmitt , vo I unteer, who a I ways comes in 
graciously and handles our sign-in table. We are very thankful for this. 
I'd I ike to recognize at this tiM Shirley Cline fro. the Life Enrichllent 
Center for Older Adults fro. Greenvi lie Technical Center. Is she here? If 
not, when they ca. in we wi II see that they are properly introduced. A 
representative for CongressWOEn LIz Patterson fro. the 4th Congress i ona I 
district is scheduled to be here and wi II probably show-up later. 
As I said if you wi II notice we have a full schedule so we are trying to 
keep it on ti• as -..ch as we possibly can. 
We have sa. representat i vas fro. the .act i a. Fro. .y ~town newspaper, 
we have Jaan Goodson fro. the Anderson Independent and a I so a represent at i ve 
fro. Educational Radio Network, Derek Myers. We are glad to have both of you 








- I just wanted to advise you that I • going to 
leave at 11 and I' II be back arCU1d 12 o'clock. 
- senator Lourie has been an integra I part of thIs 
eo.lttee ever since I've been on it and always 
contributes ..ch to the work of the eo.ittee, 
as do our other I eg i s I at i ve representat I ves. I 
think Senator Lourie and I started on this 
eo-ittee together a nUIIber of years ago. I 
w i II not tell you how •ny. But Senator Lourie 
when you have to leave, please excuse yourself 
and we w i I I I ook forward to having you back. 
Yes sir, Senator Mcleod. 
- I was going to whisper in your ear but I '• going 
to have to step out around 11 : 30 but I shou I dn' t 
be gone I ong. 
- Both of these folks are lawyers. 
-Just don't take advantage of the Senate while we 
aren't here. 
- We wi II try not to Senator. If any of the 
presentators have written stat.ants, please 
give t~ to Sherr i Craft and we w i II see that 
they get properly added in the records. 
ThIs w i II 110ve us on into our fol"llal agenda. 
At thIs ...,t , the presentator Is He I en 
Brawley, cha i rperson and 0 II i e Johnson , 
Executive Assistant to SC eo.ission on Aging. 
Good Morning! 
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Helen D. Brawley 
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JOINT LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE ON AGING 
PUBLIC HEARING, SEPTEMBER 20, 1989 
Representative Harris and members of the Committee ••• 
I am Helen Brawley, Chairman of the Commission on Aging. 
pleased to have the opportunity to speak with you this morning 
how our agency is working to meet the needs and concerns of 




First, I would like to express my personal appreciation along with 
that of our agency to this Committee and to the General Assembly for 
the commitment and support that resulted in many pieces of legislation 
being passed during the first session. 
For example: 
Homestead Exemption Application 
Long Term care Insurance Regulations 
Amendments to the Bingo Regulations 
Continuing Care Retirement Communities Licensing and Regulations 
We appreciate your efforts and support for an increase in the 
Homestead Exemption; and, ask your continued support for funding this 
increase. 
I want to thank Keller Barron and her staff for their excellent 
cooperation and support on behalf of the elderly. Their assistance and 
guidance in legislative matters as well as many others has made it 
possible for the Commission on Aging to accomplish many more 
legislative goals that would ever have been possible. 
The Commission has a mission statement that reflects our 
commitment to improve the quality of life for all older South 
Carolinians. Our vision is to have policies and programs that will 
support older persons in achieving maximum independence and self 
sufficiency. To strengthen older persons' capacities to remain at home 
intact in their families and in their communities, is our commitment. 
According to our statistics our state's aging population is 
growing at a much faster rate than the national average. Since 1980 
the number of senior citizens in South Carolina increased 46% 
compared to only 24% nationally. We rank 3rd nationally in the number 
of retirees relocating to the state. 
Our budget request reflects our commitment to expand services and 
enhance the capabilities of our Aging Network to serve this ever 
growing population. 
We also agree with and support the legislative goals of the 
Council on Elder Affairs which address: 
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- Protection for Maintaining and sustaining Independence of Older 
South Carolinians 
- Strong Commitment and Support for the Commission's Budget 
Request 
- Establishing State 
Transportation 
Policy that Assures Adequate Public 
-·and, Initiating Studies to Evaluate Current Programs and 
Services and Develop Appropriate Legislation to Address the 
Needs of Older South Carolinians 
We as Commissioners, our staff, Area Agencies and Local Service 
Providers are diligently working together to create a better 
environment in which programs and services are planned, developed and 
delivered to older South Carolinians. Also, several issues such as 
configuration, quality assurance, and performance based contracting are 
being addressed through committees. These committees are comprised of 
representatives from all levels of our Aging Network to help us make 
decisions that are workable and will make a positive impact on the 
Senior Citizens whom we are here to serve. 
We are pleased with the progress of these committees and will 
share results of our cooperative efforts with your committee. 
Mr. Ollie Johnson, Executive Assistant to our Director, is going 
to provide further detail on our programs and budget priorities; and, 
at the completion of his presentation we will ·try to answer any 
questions that you may have. 
I earnestly want you to give us any suggestions, advice or 
comments which we can take back to the Commission that will enhance our 
effects to provide services and solutions to the many problems facing 
our rapidly growing senior population. 
Please feel free to call or write to me or any of our Commission 
regarding any matters that you feel needs our attention. 






- Thank you, Mel•! And I believe Oil ie Is rwxt 
and I '• going to Interrupt to .ake a lltt le 
ca•ant. You know there is one sag~~ ant that the 
Hollestead Tax Exe~~pt ion has never addressed and 
that is those who are renters or tenants and 
ca. i ng down this 110rn i ng I heard on the radio 
that the state of Minnesota a II ows a tax refund 
- a certain percentage on the MOUnt of rent 
paid. This man had collected it for 2 years but 
they caught hi• the 3rd year. He was a resident 
of the state penitent i ary in Minnesota. St i II 
it gives us some idea of a course that we can 
pursue to give some relief to the renting public 
over 65. They said they caught hiM and he 
wasn't rea I I y a rent paying person but a 
resident of the state penitentiary of 
Minnesota. So I 've asked Kel I er to see if she 
can get us some information on how this law 
works. Maybe your Conn iss ion w i II want to have 
a look at it also. 
- 1 will follow that with great interest. 
-Ollie, come around. 
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Chairman Harris, members of the Joint Legislative Committee 
on Aging, I am Ollie L. Johnson, Executive Assistant to the 
Director of our Commission. It is a pleasure to have the 
opportunity to present updates on several programs, issues and 
concerns being addressed by our Commission and our Aging Network. 
Also to present to you, and ask your support of our budget 
request. 
May I express the regrets of our Executive Director, Mrs. 
Ruth Seigler, who could not be here today. Some time back our 
Commissioners selected Ruth to attend the National Leadership 
Institute on Aging at the University of Colorado. This Institute 
is sponsored by the Administration on Aging. 
May I also recognize Representative Dill Blackwell who was 
selected by the s. c. Federation of Older Americans as their 1989 
"Legislator of the Year" in recognition of his outstanding leader-
ship and support on behalf of the elderly. Mr. Blackwell was 
recognized at the Federation's annual meeting last March. 
As indicated by Mrs. Brawley, the Commission supports the 
goals and priorities developed by the Adv~sory Council on Elder 
Affairs. This group represents most organizations and advocacy 
groups with which we interact and most importantly has strong 
membership from older persons. Mrs. Miriam Patterson will present 
comments from that group. 
As Mrs. Seigler noted in her presentation to this Committee 
last year, the Commission was facing many important decisions 
regarding configuration, quality assurance measures, and 
performance based contracting. In 1987 we were asked by the 
General Assembly to study the cost and benefits of establishing a 
statewide computer-based volunteer service credit program. We 
would like to update you on our progress: 
1. The s. c. Commission on Aging's Committee to Study the Number 
and Placement of Area Agencies on Aging (SNAP l has completed 
its work. Its recommendation to have no more than 10 Multi-
County Area Agencies on Aging was adopted by the Commission on 
June 7, 1989. We are working with local service providers in 
affected regions to designate AAA's and have them in place by 
July 1, 1990. I also take this opportunity to express our 
appreciation to Ms. Lillian McCreight, chairperson, and 
members of the SNAP Committee for their outstanding work in 
bringing a difficult task to a favorable conclusion. This 
report was previously shared with your Committee. -
2. The Commission, in conjunction with the State Health and Human 
Services Finance Commission, Department of Health and 





Department of Mental Health, and the Department of Mental 
Retardation, is developing a Statewide Profile of Older Adults 
in South Carolina. This study will be a detailed survey of a 
randomly selected sample of older adults which will provide an 
accurate, reliable profile of the characteristics and needs of 
the older population in South Carolina. The data will be used 
by all state agencies supporting the survey and available to 
other agencies. 
In September 1988, the Commission approved the formation of a 
Performance Based Contracting (PBC) Evaluation Committee. The 
Committee is chaired by Mrs. Erminie Nave, a member of our 
Commission. The Committee was comprised of representation 
from all levels of the Aging Network and included legislative 
staff. Performance Based Contracting is a contracting method 
by which providers are reimbursed at an established rate for 
the number of units of services provided. The Committee was 
charged with the responsibility for evaluating the impact of 
Performance Based Contracting on the delivery of aging 
services in South Carolina and for developing recommendations 
for improvements to the system. The report will be submitted 
to the Commission on October 11, as information, and 
distributed to the Aging Network for comment. The final 
report will be submitted to the Commission at its December 
meeting. A copy of this report and the Commission's decision 
will be shared with your Committee. 
In 1988 the Commission received a two year grant from the 
Administration on Aging to design and implement a comprehen-
sive quality assurance system for the Aging Network. The 
goals of this grant are to (1) assure that providers have the 
capability to provide acceptable levels of services, that are 
(2) consistent in quality; (3} that resources are commensurate 
with acceptable levels of service provisions; (4) that 
intended efforts of services achieved; and, (5) that the 
limited supply of. services are provided to clients which are 
most in need. 
During the first year an Advisory Committee, its responsibili-
ties and goals were established. Interviews were held with 
service providers, policy makers, and others concerning the 
quality of in-home services . for the elderly. The interview 
explored current quality assurance activities, experiences and 
attitudes. Results of the interview were published in an 
"Assessment of Quality Assurance Activitie.s in South 
Carolina's Service System for the Elderly." Service standards 
will be developed, field tested, and evaluated during the 
second year. 
5. In 1987 the General Assembly mandated the Commission on Aging 
to study the cost and benefits of establishing a statewide 
computer-based volunteer service credit program (HR-233/S-252) 
to provide services to frail older persons. You have 
previously received the results of this study. The findings 
of this study indicated the cost effectiveness of such 
programs has not been demonstrated. As an alternative to the 
computerized credit program, the study recommends establish-
ment of volunteer coordinators for each region to further the 
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recruitment and expansion of volunteers, and to better serve 
the elderly. The value of volunteer services is widely 
recognized. In addition to extending services that can be 
provided to the elderly, volunteerism provides older persons 
the opportunity to contribute to their communities and raise 
their self-esteem. 
Now, I would like to direct your attention to some of the 
priorities of our 1990-91 budget request. 
Our budget includes requests to strengthen the capacity of 
our agency, area agencies on aging and local aging service 
providers to meet the growing needs of Older South Carolinians. 
The report of the SNAP Committee recognized the need for 
additional funds and staff for enabling Area Agencies to fulfill 
their mission: this is reflected in our request. We are also 
asking for further incremental funding of Alternative Care for the 
Elderly (ACE) to provide community and in-home services for frail 
older persons who do not qualify for MEDICAID. We are requesting 
funds for a volunteer coordinator demonstration project as 
recommended in the study previously discussed and for a Regional 
Nursing Home Ombudsman program for the Appalachia region. We are 
also requesting funds to enhance and strengthen the capacity of 
the state agency to meet the many challenges and opportunities 
presented by the rapidly growing elderly population. 
We are further requesting funds to annualize the 1989-90 
cost of living benefit to area agencies and local providers and 
provide a 5% cost of living increase to these entities for the 
1990-91 budget year. 
In our non-recurring budget we ask your support for our 
request for funds to continue development and upgrading of the 
Management Information System tor our Aging Network. We have also 
submitted a major request for funds to address the need to improve 
and strengthen the state's system of senior centers. In October 
1988, your Committee asked that the Commission survey the need for 
improving and adding senior centers across South Carolina. This 
report will be submitted to our Commission on October 11 and 
shortly thereafter formally submitted to your Committee. 
Our budget request contains needs identified in the survey. 
$562,900 to repair 39 existing multipurpose 




$4,215,000 to construct 10 multipurpose senior centers in 
counties which currently have none. 
$566,125 to expand 12 facilities in 11 counties that need 
more space. 
- $1,268,000 to establish 14 satellite centers in 8 
counties to provide services to elders in areas 




Senior centers provide a focal point where older persons can 
come together for services and activities that enrich their lives 
and support - their continued community involvement and 
independence. 
My presentation reflects the Commission's commitment toward 
our vision that all older South Carolinians be able to achieve 
maximum independence and self-sufficiency and live meaningful and 
dignified lives within their community. we urgently ask your 
support for our budget requests which will help us accomplish 
these goals. 
We sincerely thank the Joint Legislative Committee on Aging 
for your past guidance and support and look forw.ard to your 
continued leadership on behalf of all older South Carolinians. 
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SOUTH CAROLINA COMMISSION ON AGING 
BUDGET REQUESTS 1990-91 
PRIORITY 1: BASIC OPERATING PUNDS TOTAL STATE PUNDS 
This request reflects the cuaulative iapact of caps on federal adn•in-
istrative funds, across the board reduction of state funds, and 
ordinary cost increases due to inflation. Included are cost of living 
increments for federally funded positions, funds for mandated training, 
printing, and building rental increases. 
$ 88,893 
PRIORITY 2: EXPANSION OP AREA AND LOCAL AGING SERVICES 
Funds are urgently needed to expand and enhance aging programs and 
services to help the rapidly growing numbers of older South Carolinians 
maintain their dignity and independence. This request includes funds 
to strengthen the capacity of Area Agencies on Aging meet their 
mandates in planning and coordinating aging services and in developing 
and allocating resources for local aging service programs. Funds are 
being requested to replace state funds for services lost in across the 
board reductions and to expand in-home services for frail elderly 
persons who do not quality for MEDICAID services. 
Funds are also requested for developaent of volunteer services to 
expand the Aging Network's ability to serve older persons; and, a 
regional long-tera care Oabudsman prograa is included for the 
Appalachian Region because of its high concentration of long term care 
beds. 
$ 811.782 
PRIORITY 3: PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS 
As the nuabers and characteristics of the State's older population 
change, the Coaaiaaion and its network of area and local agencies 01ust 
be strengthened and developed to meet the demands and challenges 
created by tbia growth. Included in this request are funds to 
strengthen public inforaation on aging issues, programs and services; 
education and training tor professionals, paraprofessionals, and 
caregivers ot older persons; quality assurance for aging services; 
technical assistance in aanageaent of aging services; and, planning to 




PRIORITY 4: -COST OP LIVING INCREMENTS POR CONTRACTORS 
These funds are needed to annualize the 1989-90 cost of living 
increaent for Commission ~rantees and contractors and to provid~ a 5~ 
cost of livin~ increase for 1990-91. 
$ 395.510 
TOTAL $1,575,119 
SUMMARY OP NON-RECURRING BUDGET REQUEST 
PRIORITY 1: MANAGEMENT INPORMATION SYSTEMS TOTAL STATE FUNDS 
For several years the Commission has been developing and installing a 
Mana~eaent Inforaation Systea for the Coaaission. Area Agencies on -
Aging, and a~in~ service providers. This includes a Client Information 
System for trackin~ services to older persons, a Service Provider 
Accounting Systea, and state-level pro~raa and fiscal data processing 
support. Due to liaited resources, the various elements of the system 
are not inte~rated and are used on free-standing micro computer 
systeas. This results in ~eneration of paper copy data which must be 
manually re-entered for use by other a~encies. This severely limits 
the efficiency of the systea and increases costs for use of the system. 
Upgradin~ of the systea is needed for manageaent purposes and to meet 
the recent le~islative mandate for inforaation sharing among State 
human service a~encies. 
$ 163,540 
PRIORITY 2: SENIOR CENTERS 
Senior Centers provide a focal point where older persons can come 
together for services and activities that enrich their lives and 
support their continued coaaunity involve•ent and independence. In 
October of 1988, the General Assembly's Joint Legislative Committee on 
Aging asked that the Co••ission survey the need for improving and 
adding Senior Centers across South Carolina. Responses to the survey 
indicated that the •ajority of existing centers needed major repairs. 
that aany centers need additional space, that ten counties have no 
centers, and that eleven satellite centers are needed. This request 
would fund the needs reported for iaproving and strengthening the 












- Do you want to take quest i ona now before we hear 
fr011 Mrs. Patterson? Helen indicated that after 
the preaentat I on she wou I d take quest I ona. 
- Mr. Johnson, I appreciate a II the nIce thIngs 
you said and I '• interested In Perforunce Based 
Contracting (PIC) but I'• also interested and 
disturbed that we are not tapping all of the 
federal sources of 111011ey that we •lght be 
us i ng. I '• wondering i f you wou I d I ead in an 
att811pt to uke sure that the de I i very fo I ks 
have SOMe flexibility with their MOney and 
whether there's sOMe federa I Manias that we are 
about to • iss. I suspect that s011et i mas we 
don't move quick enough and because of that we 
miss so.. monies. I wish you folks would take 
that under advis8Mnt and see what we can do 
about that. I' II be interested in following up 
on that. 
- We wi II follow up on that and see if there are 
sources. We cart a in I y hope if any of the aging 
network fo I ks f i net out about these sources they 
will let us know. We try to stay in touch with 
the staff peop Ia in WashIngton and that's what 1 
have been doing. 
- 1 '• sorry Mr. Chairun but please indulge • 
just this ..ch further. I thInk It's l11p0rtant 
that we keep records and we fo II ow our ru lea but 
1 also think it's iMpOrtant that there be 
enough f lex i b i I i ty so if we see needs they can 
be addressed. I want us to be ab Ia to tap those 
11011ies quickly rather than COM ctown· to end of 
year and f i net that we have • i ssed out on theM. 
I think you understand what I • saying. 
- I understand what you are saying. 
- Mr. Johnson, I be I i eve Senator McLeod has a 
question. 
-Mr. Johnson, along the 88118 I ines about the PIC, 
the I oca I prov i ders had a rea I ruckus about i t 
before and I don' t want to •ss up a good 
progr• by thinking we are going · to save a 
dollar and it costs us two dollars. 
- Most of the questions we had about PIC I ast year 
had to do w i th the COIIp8t it i ve proposa I issue 
and I think the CoMMittee has pretty .uch 
addressed that in ter•s of providing funds to 
I oca I Counc i I s on Ag i ng to ensure the i r 
cont I nu i ty. Perhaps i f new funds COM down, 
they uy be c0111pet it i ve but the eo.i ttee has 
not eo~~pleted its work. I '• a I ittle reluctant 














- I don't understand what you are saying about you 
are going to give each I oca I counc i I 80118 core 
funds as to ensure that they can continue. It 
sounds I ike you are st i II goIng to put i t on the 
co.petitive level. 
- 1 don ' t know i f a I I of i t i s going to be 
noi1COIIIP8t it iva and I believe the Conli ttee is 
still addressing that issue. 
- On this Colaittee, I noticed you have SOIII8 
I eg i s I a tors ' i nvo I v8118nt but have you got SOII8 
local people involved? 
- Yes sir! These are represent at i vas f r011 the 
1~1 Counci Is on Aging on that Committee. 
There was a concerted effort to get everyone 
involved. 
-Any further questions of Mr. Johnson? 
-As a follow-up on Senator Mcleod's question will 
funds be distributed evenly throughout the 
counties in your needs request? 
- Yes sir! We took a survey of the entire network 
and asked theM to send to us what they felt they 
needed in terms of senior centers. Shou I d they 
be repa i red? Rep I aced? How IIUCh wou I d i t 
cost? There are some count i as that don't have 
arch i tectura I drawings and they may have g ivan 
us their best estimate but we surveyed the 
entire network. 
- One point blank quest ion: Is there going to be 
anything for W i I I i amsburg County? You can think 
about that and don't have to answer. 
- I have a copy of our budget and I can te II you 
if we received something fr011 Willia.sburg 
County. I don' t see anything in here f r011 
Wi II iaaburg County indicating that they want 
any repairs and I 'm I ook i ng at the port ion that 
dea Is with ex i s t i ng mu I t i -purpose centers that 
need to be repa i red. 
- Well you know why I came up with that question. 
- Yes sir. We are very sensitive to Wi II iauburg 
County. In my view we have been doing 








- Let • llake this stat-.nt and I ' II quit . I '• 
going to tell you the reason I asked this. 1 '• 
a llllllber of this C:O.Ittee but I represent, 1 
thInk everybody In thIs State. Though I thInk 
those folks were aisled a little bit, anything 
possible to help thea I would certainly 
appreciate and I 'd I ike that for the record. 
1 • d I ike to see W i II i aasburg County served and 
every county in this state as far as that goes 
to be served in its anti rety. Nothing against 
your progr•, sir. I think ya• II do a f ina 
progr•. 
-Your point is well taken. We will be working to 
do everything we can for thea. 
- Thank you. 
- Any further questions? 




Thank you, Oil ie. Glad 
Now Miri• Patterson, 
for Counc i I on EIder 
1989-90 
Kiriam Patterson 
Council on Elder Affairs 
P.O. Box 5 
KcCormick, SC 29835 
LEGISLATIVE PRIORITIES 
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON ELDER AFFAIRS 
Issues surrounding the ability of the elderly to maintain an 
independent and productive 1 i fe on into their very e 1 dest age, frame 
the legislative goals of the Council on Elder Affairs and the various 
constituent organizations in which the Council coordinates and 
collaborates. 
We are ·very appreciative of the Joint Legislative Committee on 
Aging and the General Assembly in sponsoring and passing legislation 
which affects the well being of the elderly, such as LTC Insurance 
Regulations, Continuing· Care Retirement Communities Licensing and 
Regulations, Homestead Exemption Applications, and raising the 
Homestead Exemption. We must keep the momentum moving forward in order 
to appropriately respond to the impact of rapidly changing demographics 
of the elderly population. 
With this brief 
legislative issues and 
coalition efforts will 
goals: 
introduction, we have taken a number of 
organized them into several major goals. Our 
provide testimony that centers around these 
GOAL I: Protection for Maintaining/Sustaining Independence of 
Older South Carolinians 
GOAL II: Strong Commitment and Support for the Budget Request 
of the Commission on Aging 
GOAL III: Establishing State Policy that Assures Adequate Public 
Transportation 
GOAL IV: Continue to Initiate Studies to evaluate Current Programs 
and Services and Develop Appropriate Legislation to Address 
the Needs of Older South Carolinians 
Goal I includes maintainin~ or sustaining independence for the 
elderly. This priority is so 1mportant to our state. By investing in 
legislation that promotes this concept, you allow older persons to 
maintain dignity and a high quality of life, while at the same time 
continue to pay their way for their needs: 
Legislative areas that address this goal include: 
1. Increase the Homestead Exemption (H-3043/S-12) 
2. Increase the funding for the provision and expansion of 
community-based and in-home services. Of the Commission's 
original request for 2.5 million dollars, currently $250,000 
is appropriated through the Commission's budget and $700,000 
revenue is anticipated from bingo tax. 
We support the Commission's budget request for an incremental 
increase of $150,000 to provide additional community-based 
and in-home services for the frail older persons who do not 
qualify for Medicaid Community Long Term Care Services. 
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3. Encourage the State Housing Authority in coordination with 
the Commission on Aging to continue development of innovative 
housing options for low and middle income elderly such as 
shared, echo and subsidized housing. 
4. Pass legislation to give a $300.00 tax credit for families 
who provide at least six months of continuing home/community 
based care for a frail elderly family member who has been 
certified by a physician as nursing home eligible. (H-3004/ 
S-13) 
5. Increase monthly personal needs allowance for individuals in 
residential care facilities from $25.00 to $30.00. 
6. Develop initiatives or pilot projects to test the establish-
ment of Adult nay Care services for a frail elderly person as 
a fringe benefit for state employees. 
7. Support for the continuation of the Dementia Registry. 
8. Support for legislation that provides that batteries and 
cords for hearing aids be exempt from state sales tax (H-
3368/S-296) 
9. Support for Medical Durable Power of Attorney and Family 
Consent. 
GOAL II: We would ur~e ~our careful review and support of the 
budget request of the Comm1ss1on. The Commission is a small state 
agency with a total budget of $13,527,397, which includes $10,976,415 
in federal funds. Approximately 90% of these total funds are 
distributed across the state to provide programs and services. In 
recognition of the growing elderly papulation and more importantly the 
frail elderly, the Commission is requesting 1.5 million in 
recurring funds to expand the Aging Network • s capacity to plan and 
provide expanded in-home and community based services. The 
Commission's non-recurring budget requests 6.7 million to repair 39 
senior centers, satellite centers and nutrition sites located in 22 
counties; expand current facilities in 11 counties which are no longer 
suitable to meet the needs of the population served; and construct 10 
multipurpose centers in 10 counties which currently have none. Senior 
centers are the foca 1 point for provision of a variety of services, 
information and activities vital to seniors. The non-recurring budget 
also seeks funds to continue upgrading the network management 
information system. 
GOAL III urges the strengthening of the state's commitment to 
allocating resources to assure adeguate and a~eropriate public trans-
portation. Adequate, accessible transporta 1on continues to be a 
critical need for our elderly population all across South Carolina. We 
continue our support that 1/4 of one cent of the state gasoline tax be 
dedicated to public transportation and that this proviso be made 
permanent (Act No 197, 198V. 
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GOAL IV: There are several areas of agin~ programs and services 
that would benefit from studies initiated by t e legislature, they in-
clude: 
1. Initiate a study of Adult Foster Care services similar to 
program in other states. 
2. We support the efforts of Senator Leatherman's committee to 
study health care costs. 
Harris - Thank you very much, Ms. Patterson. Let me 
interrupt just one minute. I think if you wi II 
check your agendas. We want everybody to be 
fu II y heard. We don' t want to 11 iss anybody and 
for this reason we set out the time f ra~~es. 
Everyt i me you go over your t i 118 f r8118 you 
infringe upon the presentators to ca.e. We want 
everybody to be thorough I y heard but we have 
just gotten about 15 minutes off schedule. 1 
hope that the rest of the presentators will try 
to keep it in the time fra.. Next i t• on the 
agenda which is Ms. Connie Shade, Pres i ~t of 
SC Association of Area Agencies on Aging. 
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PUBliC HEARING TESTIMONY 
Connie Shade, President 
SC Association of Area 
A&encies on A&in& 
P.O. Boz 850 
Aiken, sc 29801 
JOINT lEGISLATIVE COHntTTEE CN AGING 
SEPTEMBER 20, 1989 
S. C. ASSOCIATION OF AREA AGENCIES ON AGING 
fl 
R&p. Harria, n•mb~r• and •t~~~ o~ the Joint Legia~ative ComDittee on 
Aging, my name ia Connie Shad•. I am the A~in~ Unit Director o: the 
Lover Savannah Cwuncil o! Governments and am here today presenting 
temtimony on behal~ o£ the South Carol~na A•sociat1on o~ Area Ag•nci~S 
on Aging. 
Today th& South Carolina Association o: Ar•a Agencies on Aging vish to 
•xpr••• our ain~•r• gratitudw to you :or your cont1nu•d supper~ to 
e~udy the needs and problems o~ th• older cit1z•ns o: Soutn Carolina. 
Since the inception o! the 3oint L•gisla~1ve CQmm1tte• on A;1ng 1t has 
id9nt1~ied problema o£ our old*r citiz~n• and sought aolu~ions, and 
1or thia v• are extremely grate£ul. w~ look ~orvarc to the upcom~n; 
••••~on and the opportunity to vork together to insure th• h1~hes~ 
quality o~ li~• £or our old•r citi:•ns. 
Th• Old~r Ameri~ans Act int•nds that the ar•a agency on aging shall b~ 
th• l•ad~r relativ• to all aging i:5ues on behal~ ot all older p~rsons 
in th~ pl3nning and zerv~c~ ec~a. Tn~s means that the area ag~nc1 
~ha!l pro5ct~vely ~~rry au~, ur1der the l~~d~~~hip and d1~~c~~on ot ~~~ 
----
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State ag~ncy, a wide range o~ Lunctions r~latad to a~vocacy, planning, 
c;:oard:ina t ion, inter-~gency linkages, 1n!~rm~t1on sharing, broker1ng, 
monitoring and evaluation, d~~igned to l~ad to the development or 
enhanc@ment o£ comprehensive an~ coardine~ed community based syst~ms 
in, or serving, each community in the planning and aervic~ ar~a. 
Thes~ eystem3 shall be designed to assist older persons 1n lead~ng 
meaningful and dignified liv~a in their own homes an~ 
commmunitie~ co long •~ poss~ble. 
In deve~oping a eomprehensiv~ area-wide aging netvork system, the 
priorit1:ze thos~ needs, services 
available !~om public and private sources to m~et .th• i~ent1~1ed needs 
and G>valuate dttvelop and adn:1n1st.er • 
, 
sec~r• •uditional resources to asist local providers in 
th4Pir rG>gl.on; provide t~chnical a~sistance to local governmental 
co:nmuni'"..l 
civ:.c groups, t!1.,.- corporate and voll.lnt.ary eeotc.rs, a.:'ld 
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el~ct~d o!£icials r~~arding th~ id~ntiLi~d n~~u~ and issues impac~~ng 
th~ older eiti:~na o£ th• Stat~. 
Th~ Ar~a Agency ia on~y one pact o! ~ ~otal Aging Me~work which 
1ncludes many divers• eg&ncies including the Commission on Aging, 
county councils on aging end other ~ocal ~erv1ce providers, PSS, 
Health and Human s~rv1c•s Finane• Commi~~ion, DHEC, m•nt.al health, 
•ocial s•curity, ~he privat~ sector, •tc. A~~ o! those agencies must 
work in · conc•rt. to m••~ th~ ev•r increasing needs o~ the olc•r 
citiz•na o~ our stat•. In m~•ting thes~ needs, non• o! thes• a;enc1es 
can •tand alan•. Th•r• must. bw int•r and int.ra-agenc:y coordination 
and m•morenduma o£ agr••m•n~ that ar& impl~m&nted, not juat. Siin•d, at 
all l•vela o! t.h• n•tvcrk. This n•cesaitat•• p~annin;, C;JOrd1nation 
and advocacy !or th• most e!!;ctiv~ continuu~ o! car• poasibl•. 
Th• r•sponaib1lities I ju~t mentioned must be carr1•d out in order to 
~ 
~nhanc• th~ quality o! li~• !or our old•r cit~~vns. A problam tha-:.. 
all Ar•a Agenc1•• ~ac• is lack ~i iunding !or •ta!! to car:y out t~e 
:functiona o£ an Are-a Ag•ncy whl.c~; a:.-* rnaudated by th• Older Am•ricans 
Act.. W• app•ar ~•:for• you l~~ay r~qu•st1ng your suppcrt o! tne 
Commission on Aging•• budg~t tc !~nd an add1~1onal p•rson at ~ac:!"l 
Ar•~ Ag•ncy ( $~00, 000). Tl1~ acd1 tl.on o! on• c 1 J ag!.ng ae:-•1 !.c:ao 
.. 




on aging. We req~~~t you~ euppo~t o! the res~oratian o! t~~ previoua 
by Ar~a Ag~ncies and county council~ on •sins pr1mar1!y ~~~ ~~tch~n~ 
R~~~oration o! jus~ t~~ fY 87-aa 
r~duction~ o~ $62,~42 would allov th~ pr~visiun g! an ad~!t!onal 2,3J~ 
hours o£ homama~e~ e~r.,ices; 700:J aea.!.~; and 7~,690 un!ts c! 
C$!.5, :JS~>. Th•~~ ~unds vill be used to aaintain the Suqmer Schgcl c~ 
th~ Agin; Het~cr~ Training Con~•renca; and the varicua 
v•ry educ~~ional ~nd b•nw!it th~ ent1r9 aging netvcr~. vhi=~ ccnai3t3 
o! th~ num•rous asenc!es I mention•~ warlier in my pr•s~ntation. 
the So~t~ Ca:oli~~ 




r.ulti~u~poa• aenio~ centers in th~se 10 cuun~!~• !~ •4,2!S,e00~ 
E:leven counties need additional sp~o~ in ~rder to a~rve more ~enior 
citi:e-na. The estimated cost is $546,0~0. The add1ticn~l ~p~~~ ~ill 
e:-.abl., the aites to serve an add:!. t1ona.l .:=au:L'-hund•·*'d cu1cJ w! ;ht. < -t.ee > 
older persona each day. The surv~y ~l~~ ind~c~twd that ten Cl0) 
G3tallit.e centers in eiaht <S> count.~es w~r• ne-eded to rea:h those 
ol~er peraona vho a~e not ~blw to •=c••• the existing center•. The 
estimated amount ia S1,14S,000. W• st~on~ly u~9~ •tate budset •~pport 
for improving or adding Svnior Centers ~n South Carolina. Sen1.cr 
Centers are the tocal point tor old~r persons to come t.ciether tor 
aervioea and activ1tiea to enri;h their livea and support their 
continued co•munity involvement and !nd•p•nd*nce. 
Thre• years ago th• General Aasembly increased ~he atate g&soline ~ox 
and 1/4 of on• cent ••• d•signa~•~ for public transpcrtati.on 
activi.ti••· ~any ol~wr South Carolinians can not access ne~ded 
carvicea due to th• lack o~ transportation. W• encoura~~ your 
cont1nu•d aupport o~ th• 1/4 o~ one cent earmarkLng o~ the state 
gasoline tax for pub1ic transportation activitie• and ask that a 
~ 
portion of these fund• be alloc&t~d to publ~~ t~ansportation p~rposes 
for the elderly and handicapped person~. 
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The Area Agencies also support legislation to: 
1> ~ive a S3C0.00 tax credit fo~ f&miliea who provide 1~-
home care fo~ a £rail, elderly f3mily mem~er vho haa 
been ce~tif~ed by a physician aa nursing home elisible; 
2> exempt batt~~ies and ccrda for hearing aida from eal~s 
tax; 
in nursing home ••ttin;s. 
~ndig~nt". 




We appre~1ate the oppo~tuaa1ty to come b•for~ you today ~nd present our 
testimony on the issues a!fe~ting the eld•rly that are o! concern ~~ 
us an~ allow us to ic~nt1fy the ar~as i~ which ve need ycu: continued 
~uppcrt in order to make a pu~1tive impact on th• quality o~ ~ife fer 
th~ old•r citi:ene of South Carolina. 
We ap~laud your ei!orta to ~ate and look forward to w~rk~ng togeth~~ 




Conn1• Shada. Chairperson 
South Carolina Associ•tion o~ 
Area Agenci•• en Agin~ 
Lo~•r Savannah Counc~l o~ Gov•rnm•nts 
P. 0. Box 850 
Aiken, s. c. 29802 
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__......,_ 
lllclrecl lleDutrie, C~ilaiotN 
SC eo.alaaloa oa W...a 
1013 liD& St. 
Joint Legislative Committee on Agin& 
September 20, 1989 
Colu.bla, SC 29205 
Presented by Mildred McDuffie 
Commission on Women, Commission on Aging Coordinating Council 
Gentlemen and ladies: I first would like 
to thank you for the opportunity to appear before 
this able, esteemed committee. For many years 
you have struggled to address the needs of the 
elderly in South Carolina, and I appreciate your 
establishing this forum for public discussion. I 
congratulate you on your efforts. 
This morning I come before you both as 
member of the South Carolina Commission on 
Women and current chair of the Commission on 
Aging Coordinating Council. The focus of the 
Council this year--and a concern of the Commis-
sion on Women for many years--has been car-
egivers for the frail elderly. 
The statistics I am about to share with 
you will, I am sure, come as no smprise. In South 
Carolina over the next 12 years, the general 
population will increase 25 percent. The popu-
lation age 65 and older will increase 75 percent, 
and the population age 85 and older will increase 
246 percent. 
Presently, the majority of those over age . 
65 are healthy, active and able to care for 
themselves. About 20 percent, however, have 
some functional limitation in feeding, ambulat-
ing, toileting or dressing. When someone reaches 
a level of frailty when three or more of these 
activities are limited, he or she is at greatest risk 
for institutionalization. 
The present cost of nmsing home care is 
$20,000 a year; and on any given day there are 
about 10,000 people residing in institutions. 
Because most do not have resources, the cost to 
the state is about $125 million dollars a year. 
If we maintain the status quo, South 
Carolina will need 8,500 new nursing home beds 
by the year 2000. We know we can't build them 
all, and it's more expensive than we can afford. 
Besides, from talldng with older people and their 
families, we know they would rather consider 
options other than institutionalization. 
Because South Carolina has such strong 
family values, the family frequently would 
prefer to assume a major role in caring for the 
elderly. This caregiving role has traditionally 
been assigned to women in the family. 
Nationally, in three-fourths of the cases, 
the caregiver is a woman--likely herself to be 
older and in poor health. A third are also poor. 
According the Older Women's League, in 1982, 
72 percent of the providers of unpaid care to the 
frail elderly were women, andover half were age 
45 and older. 
To assume increased caregiving respon-
sibilities, over eight percent quit work, and 20 
percent worked fewer hours, took time off 
without pay or rearranged work schedules. In 
30-40 percent of these households, providing 
unpaid care was theequivalentofafull-time job. 
We know that because of the declining 
birth rate and increasing longevity, women will 
now spend more years caring for aging parents 
than for minor children. 
With increasing numbers of women in 
the workforce, employers are becoming aware 
of the difficult decisions women make in balanc-
ing needs of the family and requirements of the 
workplace. Many employers may be willing to 
assist in supporting caregivers. 
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We know that SO percent of the nation's institutionalization-- with two persons eventu-
employers have established such policies as flex ally dependent on public assistance for their 
hours and leave policies, job sharing and volun- survival. 
tary part-time arrangements to help working S) While primary focus may remain on 
parents c~ for their ~~~n. Perhaps they the care needed by the frail elder, we cannot 
co~~ examme the possibility of allowing such ignore the needs of the caregiver. Government 
pohCies to be used for the care of frail elderly, as services are needed to supplement, not supplant, 
well. . spousal or family care. Respite care is one small 
Private sector and government involve- step in relieving the burdens of full-time car-
ment. will be needed if we are to find creative egivers. 
solunons. to the challeng~ ~~providing support The model state bill attached to this writ-
~or caregivers: One possibility for government ten testimony addresses the need of caregivers 
mvol~ement Is providing respite services for for short-term or periodic relief. The bill does 
caregivers. involve some cost to the state, and it may be that 
Attached to this testimony is a model you will want to consider limiting the program 
state bill, suggested by the Older Women's at first to persons eligible for Medicaid. 
League. I encourage you to study the fact sheet . . Government, private sector and commu-
and suggested legislation attached at your con- mnes. can come together to offer support for 
venience. I would, however, ask you to con- carepvers. We should begin to explore how 
sidcr: much community support for caregivers might 
1) Both humanitarian and financial con- be created--or might already be available. Might 
siderations would lead us to believe that we ch~hes offer adult day care as relief for car-
should be exploring ways to avoid institutionali- epvers-as churches have in the past offered 
za~on. Essential to such a strategy is providing child care as relief f~ mothers at home? Are 
relief and support services to unpaid caregivers. there other .commumty resources that may be 
2) Already, family members-not gov- abletoprovtderespitecare? Areemployersable 
emment-provide most care for the elderly. The . to offer support for caregiver/workers on a 
Department of Health and Human Services voluntary basis? What other governmental ageD-
estimates that 60-80 percent of cue received by ~esfmsti~tions might be committed to provid-
impairedeldersisprovidedbyfamilyand friends mg carepver support? 
who are not compensated far their services These questions, we feel, should be ad-
3) Too often cuepvers bear the ~tal dressedifweas apeoplearetomecttheneedsof 
burden of providing care with little help from our frail el~ly-and those who care for them. 
other family members of the community. This A Wise woman once said: the debt passes 
burden can result in physical, psychological and/ forward. ":-~~has we owe ~ureldcrly, we have 
or financial stress to the caregiver--and can lead a res~nStbility to our. children to find cost-
to abuse or neglect by the caregiver. effecnve w_ays to meet these needs. In this casc-
4) Most unpaid caregivers are older a rare case mdced--thc most cost efficient way is 
women. Housebound, physically exhausted, the way most elderly would prefer: care at home. 
often depressed, isolated and financially de- . I pray we will be creative enough--and 
pleted, these women are likely themselves to committed enough-to make that a possibility in 
suffer a breakdown. That could result in two South Carolina. 
dependent adults instead of one and a reluctant I thank you again for the good work you 







1325 G Slreel, N.W., Lower LeYell, Washington, DC 20005 
(202) 713·1111 
RESPITE SERVICES FOR CAREGIVERS 
Commentary on the Model State Bill 
At both the state and Federal level, there is today growing 
attention to long term care alternatives to nursing homes for 
disabled adults. Both humanitarian and financial considerations are 
causing legislators to seek ways to enable persons who would otherwi! 
be ins~itutionalized, to remain at-home. Essential to such a strate~ 
is the provision of respi~e care--relief and support services to 
unpaid caregivers. 
It is family members, not government, who provide the most 
care for the elderly. The Health Care Financing Administration, of 
the Department of Health and Human Services, has estimated that 60-81 
of the care received by impaired elders is provided b~· family member: 
or friends who are not compensated for their services. 
All too frequently these caregivers bear the total burden of 
providing·care, with little help from other family members 
or from the community. This burden may be overwhelming, resulting 
in ·physical, psychological and/or financial attesa to the caregiver. 
The consequence for the dependent adult may be neglect, or even 
physical or psychological abuse by the caregiver. 
Most unpaid caregivers are older women. Because of the 
traditional role which society expects of women, and their greater 
life expectancy than men, the primary caregiver for a ~isabled elder 
is usually a wife or daughter. OWL's Gray Paper No. 7, "Till Death 
Do Us Part: Caregiving Wives of Severely Disabled Husbands," has 
docume~ted the heavy burden laid on women who are caring for their 
disabled spouse or parent. Housebound, physically exhausted, often 
depressed, experiencing social, familial and personal isolation, 
as well as financial depletion, these women are. likely themselves tc 
suffer a breakdown, or to abuse the person dependent on them for 
total care. Without community support for the caregiver, the result 
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may well be two dep.ndent adults instead of on•, and reluctant 
institutionalization, with both pe~sons eventually dependent on 
public assistance for their survival. 
Thus while the primary focus may remain on the care needed by 
the frail elder, we cannot ignore the needs of the caregiver. 
Government-supported services are needed to supplement, not supplant, 
spousal or family care. Respite care is one small step in relieving 
the burdens of fulltime caregivers. In today's budgetary climate, 
it is hopefully a smail enough step to have a chance for enactment 
into law. Work on this legislative issue can help to focus public 
attention on the larger question of a long term care policy based 
upon the human needs of both frail elders and their ca7egivers • 
In recent years legislation has been introduced in Congress, 
to extend benefits under Medicare and Medicaid so as to include 
respite care and other supportive services, and to provide financial 
incentives for families to care for disabled adults at home1 however, 
such legislation has not yet been enacted into law. Action needs 
to be taken at the state level, as well as in Congress. 
The model state bill attached is intended to address the 
need of the caregiver for short term or periodic relief, by establishi. 
an administrative structure for the development and provision of 
respite services at the local level, and a financial structure which 
ensures that respite care services are available to all who need 
them, regardless of income. This bill could be attached to other 
long term care legislation, or approached separately. It should be 
noted that the bill does entail some cost to the state. Practical 
political realities in times of shrinking government budget may 
dictate that on the first round, the program be limited to persons 
eligible for Medicaid, but the ultimate objective ·is to ensure that 
no one needing the services is excluded. 
An analysis of the separate sections of the bill is also attached 
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RESPITE SERVICES FOR CAREGIVERS 
A Model State Bill 
SECTIO~ 1. It has come to the attention of the Legislature ~at: 
(a) 60-80\ of the care provided for functionally disablod 
adults is delivered by family members or friends who are not 
compensated for their se~vices. Family involvement is a crucial 
element for avoiding or postponing institutionalization of the 
disabled. 
(b) Family or other caregivers who provide continuous care in the 
home are frequently under substantial stress, physical, psychological 
and financial. Such stress, if unrelieved by family or community 
support to the caregiver, may lead to abuse or neglect of ~e 
dependent adult. 
(c) Because of their greater life expectancy and traditional role in 
the home, older women are, in most cases, the primary caregiver for 
disabled adults. The deman~s and responsibilities of the caretaking 
role impose special stresses on these women, who are coping with 
their own aging, often themselves in failing health, and suffering a 
depletion of their financial resources. The consequence may be two 
patients instead of only one, and institutionalization. of the 
dependent adult, with an added burden on public funds. 
(d) Respite care and other coJNnunity-based supportive services for 
the caregiver and for the disabled adult could relieve some of these 
stresses, maintain and strengthen the family structure, and postpone 
or prevent institutionalization. 
(e) With family and friends providing the primary care for the dis-
abled adult, supplemented by community health and social services, 
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SECTION 2.. Therefore it i• the intent of the Legislature to provi~ 
a structure for the establishment of both in-home and out-of-home 
respite service·s which will provide relief and support to family or 
other unpaid caregivers of disabled adults: 
(a) To encourage individuals to provide care for disabled dependents 
at home, and thus offer a viable alternative to institutionalization~­
(b) To expand the coverage of services for the elderly and/or disabled 
under Medicaid, so as to include respite care services; 
(c) To ensure that respite care and other supportive services are 
made generally available on a sliding fee basis to persons who are 
not covered under Medicaid; 
(d) To asslst families in.securing the services, including respite 
care, counseling and information, which are necessary for their care 
of a.disabled adult • 
SECTION 3. Definitions 
(a) Respite care services: . Relief care for families or other care-
givers of disabled adults. The services will provide temporary care 
or supervision of disabled adults in substitution for the caregiver. 
(h) Eligible participant: An adult (l)who needs substantially 
continuous care and/or supervision by reason of his or her functional 
disability, and (2) who would require institutionalization in the 
absence of a caregiver assisted by home and community support 
services, inclu~ing respite care. Income and assets are not criteria 
for eligibility • .. 
(c) Caregivera A spo~e, rel.ative or friend who has primary respon-
sibility ~or assis~ing with the care of a functionally disabled adult, 
and who does not receive financial compensa~ion for. such care (or who 
receives compensation for such care under In-Home Supportive Services). 
(d) Copaymenta Einancial participation in service costs by the 
par.ticipant being served, according to a sliding fee schedule based 
on .the participant • s income. 
(e) Institutionalization: Confinement in a skilled nursing facility 
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SECTION 4• The Director of the State Department of Aging, herein 
referred to as director, shall administer this article, and establish 
such rules, regulations and standards as the director deema necessary 
in carrying out the provisions of ·this article. 
SECTION s. The director shall ensure that county-wide or regional . 
·agencies, either public or private non-profit, be designated or 
established, to provide or coordinate the following services: 
(a) In-home respite care and other in-home supportive services, 
available to participants for a minimum of four (4) hours per week, 
including but not limited to the following: 
(1) nursing servicesJ 
(2) home health serv~cesJ and 
(3) housekeeping,_ personal care, and chore services, 
(b) Adult day care and adult day health care services1 
(c) Short-term inpatient respite care (1) in an inpatient facility 
meeting such conditions as the State Department of Aging determines 
to be appropriate to provide such care, and (2) to be available to 
participants for a maximum of fourteen (14) days or 336 hours per ye 
(d) Emergency respite care on a 24-hour basis for short periods, 
either in the home or out of home1 
(e) Peer support groups for caregivers, 
(f) Counseling services for c•regivers and other family members: 
(g) Educational programs for caregivers and for service providers: a 
(h) Case management, coordinating the provision of the above services 
to participants. 
SECTION 6. The director shall establish criteria for program 
eligibility, including financial liability, and shall assume 
coordination of existing funds and services. 
SECTION 7. The State shall contract for those available services 
funded by this Act. Services which are not available shall be 
planned and developed. 
SECTION a. To ensure uniformity of services statewide, the State 
shall make grants and loans to entities to provide in-home or out-o 
home respite care programs in those areas which do not have adequat 
community-based long term care programs. 
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·I (a) In making grants and loans, the State shall give preference to· ~ 
i areas in which a high percentage of the population is composed of 
j individuals who are elderly, medicaily indigent, and/or disabled. 
~ (b) In making granta·and entering into contracts under this Act, 
·: preference shall be given to entities which establish programs to 
I 
) ' provide training for persona fifty (50) years of age and older 
J who wish to become homemaker-home health aides or coordinators of 
caregiver support services. 
) SECTION 9. Data shall be collected to document the extent and 
nature of the need of unpaid caregivers, especially older women, 
fnr respite services. 
SECTION 10. Any services provided for in this Act shall be in 
addition to any services already provided by Federal or state law, 
e.g., respite care under In-Home Supportive Services. 
SECTION 11. Fundinq 
(a) The State shall seek all necessary waivers from the u.s. Department 
of Health and Human Services in order to provide in-home and community-
based services, including respite care, to persons who would otherwise 
face placement in a skilled nursing or intermediate care facility. 
(b) Home and community-~ased services, includi~g respite care, as 
set forth in 42 u.s.c. 1396n(c)(4)(B), shall be reimbursable as 
Medicaid benefits upon the approval of the Department of Health and 
Human Services. These home and community-based services, including 
respite care, shall be included in the Medicaid scope of benefits as 
covered and reimbursable services for the duration of the approved 
federal waiver and to the extent the State can claim, and be reimbursed 
by, federal financial participation funds for these services. 
(c) Participants not eligible for Medicaid benefits shall, to the 
extent their income permits, contribute to the cost ~f s•rvices receivec 
The amount of copaymerit shall be determined by a single statewide 
sliding fee schedule, which shall be adjusted annually to reflect 
changes in cost-of-living. Copayment fees shall not exceed the 
actual cost of services provided to the participant. -
(d) t-ledicare and othe~ third~party payors shall be billed as appropriatE 
These funds will be used to offset or supplement the capitation paiu. 
- 32 -
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(e) Every in•urer i••uing an individual or group health in•urance 
policy for delivery in thia atate which provide• coverage for in-
patient ho•pital care •hall provide coverage for both in-home and 
out-of-home re•pite care •ervice• to re•ident• in .thi• •tate • 
(1) Such respite care coverage ahall be available to covera4 . 
person• who are under the care of a physician, and for whom insti~t 
tionaliaation would be required in the abaence of a caregiver • 
(2) Such re~pite care coverage ahall be included at the 
inception of all-new policiea and added to all auch policies 
already isaued before the effective date of thia Act, without 
evidence of inaurability. 
(3) Such coverage may b~ ~ubject to an annual deductible of 
not more than $50 foi each per•on ·covered under the policy and may 
be subject to the coinsurance provision which provides for coverag• 
of not lea• than 75\ of the reasonable charge for such servicea • 
Sources 
American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) 
Older Women's Leap (OWL) 
Dcpanr:nent of Health and Human Services 
Census Bureau 
Ameri~ Demographics 
South Carolina Commission on Aging 
Attachments 
Public Policy Institute Fact Sheet Long Term Care 
Respite Services for Caregiven: A Model State Bill. Older 
Women •s League 
Respite Services for Caregiven: Analysis of the 
Provisions of the Model State Bill 





















PUBLIC POLICY INSTITUTE 
FACT SHEET 
LONG-TEBM CARE 
Definition of lon9-tera care 
e Long-term care is a set of health care, personal care, and social 
services delivered over a sustained period of time to persons who 
have lost, or never acquired, soma degree of functional capacity, 
as measured by an index of functional ability. 
Lonq-ter.a care aa an important health policy issue 
e The population over age 65 has grown by 56 percent in the last two 
decades. Increased longevity has added more years of life, but 
these are not always healthy years. 
e The cost of long-term care is high and can lead to impoverishment. 
"""· 
Most Americans have little protection against its high costs • 
Women provide most long-term. care, both paid and unpaid, sometimes 
with considerable emotional or financial sacrifice. 
The lon9-ter.a care population 
e Primary recipients are older people because of the higher prevalence 
of chronic illness. Other recipients include people who are 
developmentally disabled or mentally ill, and people with chronic 
infectious diseases like AIDS or tuberculosis. Chronic illness may 





In 1985, there were 28.6 million people over age 65. Approximately 
6.3 million of them had functional impairments, with 2.6 million 
of these being severe. About 21 percent of these individuals lived 
in nursinq homes, with the remainder livinq in the co .. unity. 
People aqe 85 and older have the greatest need for lonq-term care 
services. Major reasons for NUMBEROFPERSONSNEEDINGLONG-TERMCARE 
institutionalization are disability 181 1980-2040 11 
and lack of family support. 18 
In 1988, about 6.9 million 
older people will need 
long-term care services. 
By the year 2000, the number 
of older Americans in need of 
lonq-term care will increase 
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LoDg-ter.. care services 
• Informar care includes unpaid help provided to someone who has 
some degree of physical or mental impairment. About 75 percent of 
disabled older persons living in the community rely exclusively on 
help from family and friends. About 72 percent of informal 
caregivers are women, either wives or adult daughters. 
• Formal, paid care can be provided in the community or in an 
institution. There were 19,000 nursing homes in 1985, with 1.6 
million beds. There were about 10,800 home health agencies in 
1987, including 5,700 certified to participate in the Medicare 
program. 
The coat of loDg-tera care 
• Th~ average cost of a year in a nursing home in 1987 was $25,000. 
• The cost of care at home ranges from $50 to $200 a day, depending 
on the needs of the individual. 
• Indirect costs to family and friends include lost wages and 
benefits, reduced leisure time, and the added expense of paying 
someone to provide care. NURSING HOME COSTS 
BYSOURCEOFPAYMENT 
PayiDg for 1oDg-tera care t•7 
• 
• 
In 1987, $41.6 billion was spent on nursing 
home care. Nursing home residents and their 
families paid about 51 percent of that amount. 
Medicare, Title XX, and other programs pay for 
some long-term care, but their contribution is 
not a major factor in financing these services. 
For example, Medicare spending amounted to less 
than two percent ($600 million) of total nursing 
home expenditures in 1987. --.., ......... ..... 
• Medicaid is the primary government prograa supporting long-term 
care services. It accounts for 87 percent of publicly funded 
nursing home care. In 1987, Medicaid's share of total nu~aing home 
expenditures was $17.3 billion (42 percent). 
• Private health insurance paid less than one percent ($400 million) 
of total nursing home costs in 1987. 
• About one-third of older people spending any time in a nursing 
home become poor. After only 13 weeks in a nursing home, 7 in 10 
older Americans· find their income reduced to the poverty level. 
Within a year, over 90 percent are impoverished. 
For more information, write to Jane Tilly 
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RESPITE SERVICES FOR CAREGIVERS 
Analysis of the Provisions of the Model State Bill 
SECTION l summarizes the background facts of which the 
Legislature takes notice and which provide the impetus for the 
legislation. 
SECTION 2 states the intent of the bill: to ensure that 
respite services are_ made available to everyone who needs them. 
SECTION 3 defines the key terms ·in the bill. (b) It should be 
noted that although it is the caregiver who will receive the respite, 
it is the disabled adult, not the caregiver, who is the "eligible 
participant;i.e.,the person eligible for the services. This is t~ 
enable Medicaid and private health insurance coverage of such 
services. 
(c) The "caregiver" who is addressed in this legislation is 
whoever has primary responsibility for the care of the disabled adult. 
It may be a spouse, relative or friend, as long as this person is 
not compensated for her or his services (other than limited compensa-
tion under In-Home Supportive Services,in states where such compensa-
tion is available to family members). 
(d) •copayment", the share of cost to be borne by the participant, 
is determined by the participant's income. The participant's assets 
are not included as a factor in determination of the copayment amount. 
This is an important but controversial principle, since this bill 
is not cost-free to the state. All too often the cost of long term 
care for a disabled adult results in the impoverish.nent of that 
person's spouse, as well, a situation which is not desirable. 
Therefore, in this bill it is only current, available income which 
determines the amount of the copayment. 
SECTION 4 establishes which state agency shall be responsible 
for administering this law. The state agency which is most appropri?~ 
for this role will vary from state to state: e.g., in some states 














Department of Aqinq. 
SECTION 5 lists the services which should be made available, 
and which should be either provided or coordinated by county or 
reqional aqencies. Included are a wide range of respite and other 
' supportive services, all of which are important elements of the 
respite care which is needed: in-home respite care, adult day 
care and adult day health care, short-term respite care in an 
inpatient facility, emergency respite care, peer support groups for 
the careqivers, counseling services, educational programs and case 
manaqement. 
In addition to periodic "time off" from the provision of 
care, many caregivers have stressed the vital importance of peer 
support groups, enabling them to express their feelings, and to 
help each other in practical ways. Professional assistance in th~ 
development of peer support groups increases the likelihood that they 
will be a key element of respite care. 
SECTION 6 is intended to ensure the necessary coordination 
and oversiqht of the program at the state level. 
SECTION 7: The State need not provide all the services 
itself, but may contract with local agencies in their provision. 
In areas wh~re such services do not exist, the state has a respon-
sibility to ensure their development. If politically feasible, you 
may choose to limit the provision of such services under this bill 
to non-profit agencies. 
SECTION Sa In areas where there are not adequate respite 
• services available,·the state is encouraged to make grants and loans 
to aid in the development of such services. Special consideration 
should be given to organizations which will train older women, 
especially displaced homemakers, to assist in the provision and 
coordination of respite services. 
· SECTION 9: One function of this legislation shou.ld be to 
collect data on the existing need of caregivers, especially of older 
women, for respite services. Such data will be essential in laying 
the basis for further legislation in this area, or possibly for 
seeking to qualify a demonstration project for Medicare funds. 
- 37 -
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SECTION 10 stresses that the intent of the bill is to expan(~. 
svailability and scope of respite care, not simply to rearrange 
ting services. In some states, in-home respite care and adult 
health care services may already be available to Medicaid recipient. 
SECTION 11 deals with the funding of the respite care to be 
ovided under this bill. 
The Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981 (P.L. 97-35, Sec. 2176) 
~ermits the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) to waive 
Federal requirements ·so that states can be reimbursed under Medicaid 
tor home and community-based services, including respite care, which 
are provided to individuals who would otherwise have to be placed in 
a nursing facility. Paragraphs (a) and (b) deal with this waiver and 
the coverage of respite care under Medicaid. 
(c) Persons not eligible for Medicaid shall be charged for the 
respite services on a sliding fee basis, based on the disabled adult's 
income. Since the amount charged cannot exceed the cost of the -
services provided, this means that the state will partially subsidize 
the cost of the services provided to persons at the lower end of the 
fee schedule. Since the alternative is likely to be i~stitutionaliza­
tion, with resultant financial impoverishment and eligibility for 
Medicaid, this cost of respite services borne by the state may well 
be less than the state's share in the costs of Medicaid would ulti-, 
mately be. 
(d) Where appropriate, Medicare and insurance carriers will be 
billed tor respite services provided, thus diminishing the state's cost. 
(e) This section is probably the most controversial provision 
of the bill, since it would require health insurance policies to 
cover respite services for persons who would have to be institutional-
ized in th~ absence of a caregiver. This provision could be omitted 
from the bill if political realities so dictated. 
Finally, two elements considered but omitted from this bill: 
First, an alternative funding approach would call for the state to 
request that the Secretary of HHS waive Federal requirements so that 
Medicare coverage could be provided for a demonstration project -
offering respite services. Since this bill calls for the developrne.,t 
and provision of respite care services throughout the state, the 
- 38 -
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•demonst~ation project• model seemed inappropriate here, but it 
might be considered as an additional strategy • 
Secondly, the bill could include a p~ovision fo~ a state 
income tax c~edit to be made available to individuals who maintain 
in .thei~ home a person who would requi~e institutionalization if not 
cared for in the home. The tax credit, related to actual care-related 
expenses, would offe~ a financial incentive to provide care at home. 
An example of such a bill, introduced in the California legislature 
in 1982, is ~•produced here. · 
CALIFORNIA TAX CREOIT.BILL 
An act to add and repeal Section 17053.10 of the Revenue 
and Taxation Code, relating to taxation, to take effect 
immediately, tax levy. 
LECISLATIVF. rnii~SEL'S DICEST 
The existing Personal Income Tar. Law authorizes specified 
credits against the taxes imposed. 
This bill would authorize until january 1, 1986, a credit of 
a specified amount to a taxpayer whose gross income does not 
exceed a specified amount and who resides in this state and 
provides care within his or her residence for an 
institution·bound frail ~ld~rly or disabled person, as defined. 
The bill would take effect immediately as a tax levy. 
Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: yes. 
State-mandated local program: r'.o. 
The people of the St~te of c~Jiforni• do en•ct •s follows: 
1 SECTION 1. This act shall be known. and cited as 
2 ··The Home Care Act:• 
3 SEC. 2. Section 17053.10 is added to the Revenue and 




17053.11J. (a) A taxpayer whose gross income For the 
calendar year in which the taxable year of the taxpayer 
begins is twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) or less for an 
individual, or forty thousand dollars ($40,000) or less for 
a joint return, and who resides in this state and provides 
care within his or her residence for an institution bound 
frail elderly or disabled person (hereafter referred to iiS 
"eligible person'') shall be entitled to a tax credit against 
the amount of .. net tax'' (as defined by Section 17039). A 
taxpayer may claim that credit for up to three eligible 
persons for whom care is provided; however, the 
taxpayer may claim. the credit for only one eligible person 
who is not related to the taxpayer. No more than one 
taxpayer may claim the credit for care of the same 
eligible person during any one year. 
(b) The amount of the credit allowed by this section 
shall be' two hundred Rfty dollars ($250) for each eligible 
person residing in the taxpayer's home as a regular and 
consistent resident for at least six months during the 
taxable year. 
(c) For purposes of this section, ''institution-bound 
frail elderly or disabled person" means a person 65 years 
of age or older who would require institutionalization (as 
described in subdivision (d)) if adequate care at the 
home of the taxpayer was unavailable and ha\•ing both of 
the following: 
( 1) Those chronic physical or mental limitations which 
restrict individual ability to carry out normal activities of 
daily living and which threaten an individual's capacity to 
live an independent life. 
(2) Cross income foi· the calendar year in which the 
taxable year of the taxpayer begins of one thousand two 
hundred dollars ($1,200) or less and not more than fifteen 
thousand dollars ($15,000) in total resources. For 
_purposes of this pangraph, .. total resources" includes 
cash, securities, real property, the fair market value of 
interests in trusts, life estates or similar arrangements, 
and the fair market value of all other property and 
interests in property. 
(d) ~e Franchise Tax Board, in determining the 
-3- SB 1338 
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1 validity or any credit claimed punuant to hu$ section, 
2 may require the taxpa~er to provide a written statement 
3 from an attending physician that the eligible person 
4 requires cart; similar to that offered at a skilled nursing 
5 facility or intermediate care facility. 
6 (e) If the ts~yer elect, to Illite the credit provided 
7 bJ· this section, that credit shsll be in lieu of any deduction 
8 under Section 17202 for providing home care subject to 
9 that credit to which the tup~~yer othernise may be 
10 entitled, if sny. · 
11 -(et-
12 (/} This section shall be in effect with respect to 
13 computation of taxes for taxable yean ending before 
14 January 1, 1986, and as or that date is repealed, unless a 
15 later enacted statute, which is chaptered before januitry 
16 1, 1986, deletes or extends that date. · 
17 SEC 3. This 11ct shall become operative only 11 the 
18 federal Community Home Health Services Act of 1981 (S. 
19 2.14} is enscted. 
20 ~~ 
21 SEC 4. This act provideJ for a tax levy within the o 
22 meaning of Article IV of the Constitution and shall go into • 
23 immediate effect. 
0 
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Joint Legislative Study Committee on Aging 
Public Hearing- September 20, 1989 
Testimony Presented by Steven W. Hamm, Administrator 
South Carolina Department of Consumer Affairs 
Good Morning~ I want to bring a couple of issues to you all in 
my role as both the Administrator of the Department of Consumer 
Affairs and in my role as Consumer Advocate. The General Assembly 
has designated the Department to be the regulatory attorney for the 
State representing the public in various regulatory activities for 
the Public Service Comission, Health Department, and in fact we 
have a number of cases that we are doing up in Washington involving 
telecommunication issues and others. 
The first issue I want to address is Health Insurance. There 
has been a lot of comment and discussion about automobile insurance 
this past year. I have my fears that those comments and discussions 
are not over with yet. But auto insurance is not the significant 
insurance issue facing the citizens of South Carolina. Health 
insurance is. Indeed, my office has been involved in health 
insurance cases and I report that this Monday morning I argued a 
case in front of the S.C. Supreme Court in a matter involving the 
Insurance Department and a health insurance company. I had argued 
that the Chief Insurance Comissioner had granted to a health 
insurance company an increase greater than the evidence justified. 
I ultimately won that case in the Supreme Court and then 
unfortunately the Chief Insurance Commissioner asserted that he had 
no authority to direct the company to give back the money which they 
had unlawfully given them in the first place. I challenged that 
decision in the Circuit Court and I lost. Then this Monday morning 
I argued in the Supreme Court that it was not appropriate and that 
in this particular situation the health insurance company should be 
mandated to return those funds to their customers. 
It is obvious that Health Insurance is an imediate interest to 
everyone and a special interest to the elderly and older citizens 
because health insurance is so very expensive. I wi II point out 
quite candidly in our advocacy program which was created in 1978 
that we had the broadest responsibilities of any program of this 
type in the nation. We are the only one with health insurance, auto 
insurance, as well as uti I ity matters. Unfortunately, although we 
have generated a legal record that is the best in the nation. We 
have been unable to get the kind of financial support in the General 
Assembly to allow us to hire the expert witnesses necessary to be 
involved in those kinds of cases. We have not had those funds 
adjusted above the inf I at i onary amount in the last 10 years·. 
A couple of things I want to point out is the complaints. le 
are seeing a number of complaints that have particular impact on the 
elderly and I think there are those that are seeking out the elderly 
as victims and I want to remind you of what some of our complaint 
files are showing. le are seeing individuals and organizations 
selling burglar alarms and fire alarms that seem to_ be very much 
focused to the elderly with video presentations that are literally 
designed to scare people to death in an effort to sell vastly 
overpriced systems to people. I think are somewhat on the grey edge 
in terms of their ability to be oversold by various programs. I 
think we need to be aware of those kinds of things. 
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Another problem is in the area of pest control. We continue to 
have problems where pest organizations go into elderly people's 
homes and come out claiming that the home is infested with termites 
and pests. That is simply not the case or if indeed there is a 
problem, many times we find people being over charged which is a 
very difficult issue to deal with. We don't have a pricing statute 
in S.C. and I'm not going to suggest that we should, but I think 
this group, my agency, and all the other agencies need to be aware 
that there are those that are not at alI hesitant to attempt to take 
advantage of the elderly. 
Home repairs is another area where we see significant problems. 
We are looking at a complaint right now involving an elder S.C. 
citizen where my conservative guess is that they were charged three 
times what a local reputable organization would charge for home 
repairs. This has placed this individual in serious financial 
difficulty. It's affected their credit rating and indeed I think it 
was someone simply trying to take advantage of an elderly citizen. 
I would suggest that this group ought to be supporting legislation 
that monitors specialty contractors. In S.C. there are not any 
special requirements generally to hold yourself out as a 'umber or 
certain other fields. I will remind you for example we a: dealing 
with complaints in the Rock Hi II area where a plumber routinely 
charges $211 just to get to the front door. The Attorney General 
and I are working on that problem and again it is a difficult 
issue. I think with some specialty contractors licensing or at 
least registering we would enable us to have a sense of who was out 
there and perhaps have an ability to deal with some of those kinds 
of problems. 
Another problem is financial consultants. Anyone in this room 
can call himself/herself a financial consultant. Certainly in this 
era of inflation and rising costs some of our older citizens who 
have tried to save over the years and are trying to make good use of 
their financial resources might in fact turn to financial 
consultants and indeed lose a large part or all of their savings 
with these people. And again we have no regulations that deal with 
people that hold them out as financial consultants and again our 
older Americans are more likely to be impacted on this because some 
of themselves over the years have tried to demonstrate good 
citizenship and have tried to save for their later years and in fact 
they are being taken advantage of. 
You might be interested to know the Department is now 
responsible for pawn shops. Pawn shop owners are telling me that 
they are seeing more and more older citizens using pawn shops to 
pawn various items to make ends meet. I just wanted to bring that 
to your attention. le are also seeing a growing number of check 
cashing organizations in this state. Elderly people are going to 
check cashing organizations but sometimes the amount to· cash the 
check is 101 of the face amount of the check. Other states have had 
some serious problems with those kinds of organizations. Indeed, 
I'm in the process of drafting legislation for the General Assembly 
so we can at least monitor their activities and limit some of these 
charges and other problems. 
The General Assembly this past year passed legislation dealing 
with Continuing Care Retirement Conwnunities and made the Department 
of Consumer A f fa i rs respons i b I e for I ook i ng at those conwnun i ties 
effective July 1, 1990. We have identified over 40 such 
institutions at this point. Very candidly given the budget 
situation, I'm not entirely persuaded that the General Assembly 
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while g1v1ng us that mandate is actually going to expect us to do it 
because I '111 concerned about the level of funding necessary to deal 
with that $tatute. This is a very significant piece of legislation 
simply because we are expected to look at the financial stability of 
that organization to ensure when citizens go in there and spend 
large sums of fees, the organization has a reasonable expectation of 
continuing over time. It is a tremendous liability on the 
Department of Consumer Affairs to reassure citizens that in fact 
that particular institution is capable of meeting that obligation 
under the terms of the contract which involves a detailed financial 
accounting and review. And I'm extremely concerned that the General 
Assembly is not going to fund that program in such a way that I can 
adquate ly assure citizens a part i cu far faci I i ty I i censed by the 
Department in fact meets those very specific financial requirements. 
I' II finish with one final issue that I think you ought to be 
aware of and it's an issue broader than just the state of S.C. It 
involves a lot of money. There is legislation in Congress right now 
dealing with utilities and regulated utilities in all the states. 
Utilities in S.C. collectively presentty hold over $300 mi Ilion that 
they collected for federal income tax purposes that under the terms 
of the 1986 Tax Reform Act are never going to be sent to the federal 
government. The utility industry wisely included in that 
legislation that the states could not look at that over collection 
and the states could not mandate that those refunds be made in a 
timely fashion. Indeed the refunds might be made as many as 20 or 
30 years from now. I would suggest that in terms of the impact on 
the elderly who has high rates of federal income taxes that wi I I 
never be paid to the federal government, it is going to be a small 
conso I at ion to find out the refund is going to flow back to them 
over the next 30 years when in fact they might not be here for that 
period of time. I have urged all members of our congressional 
delegation to support that legislation. All members of our 
congressional delegation are not supporting that legislation and I 
would hope that this group would suggest that we allow each state to 






- Thank you very IIUCh! And I know there are going 
to be sa.. questions. 
- Mr. Chairaan, I detect fro. this last report to 
us that thIs is SOIII8th i ng that we as a eo- i ttee 
probab I y ought to go on record with our 
Congress i ona I delegati on. 1 wou I d ask you as 
Chai.-.an to instruct staff that they get with 
Mr. tta. and get an appropriately worded 
reso I ut ion for us to forward to tt••. Mr. a.-, 
back to your hea I th insurance, do you detect a 
need for I eg i s I at ion in the state in connection 
w i th the prob I ems with the hea I th insurance? 
-Well, I believe everytime I go to court that I'• 
r i ght even i f I don I t win. But I have hopes 
obviously that the SupreM Court wi II agree with 
11y pos i t ion and assert as I did that the ChIef 
Colllissioner had the authority to direct those 
refunds to take place. I will tell you that if 
the Supr8118 Court issues a ru I i ng stating that 
he doesn It have the authority and the cOMpany 







- This eo-Itt• •t 1-t speaking as one 11811ber 
would be glad to do all that we can to get that 
legislation passed. 
- I have great hopes that I was persuasive 
enough. So the Supr- Court w i II reverse that 
decision but we will si~ly have to wait. But I 
thought it was the kind of thing I thought you 
needed to be aware of. 
- We w i I I certa i n I y take that under cons ide rat ion 
at the eo.i ttee level. Are there any other 
quest ions of Mr. tta.? Steve, I want to thank 
you for the job you are doing and thank you for 
eo~~ing over today. One quest ion on these 
spec i a I ty contracts? Shou I d that be hand I ed at 
the state level? 
- Yes sir! There is legislation f I oat ing around 
and I know there are 1118111bers of the Genera I 
Assam I y concerned about it and feel I ike it is 
burdensODB on the local people. 1 can 
appreciate that . Ya 1 I I are going to have to 
make so. fundMenta I decisions. If you have a 
larger vision, that larger vision should include 
our older con.M1ity as well as citizens in 
genera I . There ought to be SOM standard if 
sa.eone wants to say they are a plu.ber or sa.. 
sort of repair person. We have COIIp I a I nts now 
where people went in to do one repair and they 
did basic structural da.age to a conau.erls ~ 
because they d i dn 1 t know what they were doing 
and I wou I d hate for that to cant i nue. 
- Thank you very IIUCh! We have an i ~rtant 
•ssage for Mr. Ji• Cal iff. Moving on to the 
next presentator one well-known to the 
eo- i ttee, Fletcher Spigner, Execut i ve Director 
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Good morninq. MI name is Fletcher Spiqner, and it has been 
my pleasure and priv ledqe to serve as Executive Director of the 
Council on Aqinq of the Midlands for over the past fifteen years. 
I have watched our aqinq network chanqe in so many positive ways, 
and some of those chanqes have come in some pretty turbulent 
times. But we have survived, and I can tell you that Councils on 
Aqinq throuqhout the state of South Carolina are alive and full 
of enerqy to take on the challenqes that face us in the 1990's 
and beyond. The South carolina Association of Council on Aqinq 
Directors has become a real drivinq force in aqinq network 
politics and policy makinq, and I believe that what we, who have 
the priviledqe and experience the pleasure and pain of workinq 
with our older citizens every day, have to say and contribute is 
of the hiqhest importance to the future of our state. 
I am not here today to advocate anythinq that is unique or 
innovative, and I am not here to stir up controversy. There are 
others who are better able to do both of these than I am. I am 
here solely for the purpose of advocatinq for those older people 
who are at home and at risk - those people for whom we simpl¥ do 
not have sufficient resources to allow them the diqnity of 11vinq 
a quality and decent life. 
Almost 35,000 people in our country are 100 years of aqe or 
older. There are 500 South Carolinians 100+, and the Council on 
Aqinq of the Midlands serves 60 centenarians amonq its 9,500 
clients. South Carolina's illiteracy rate of 25%, some say 35%, 
is double or triple the national rate. 25t of our older 
population live in poverty, and this is almost twice the national 
rate. By the year 2000, one in eiqht of us will be 65+. By the 
year 2030, one in five of us will be 65+. 
The Council on Aqinq of the Midlands is a private, non-profit 
orqanization serving older people primarily here in Richland 
County. While we are the larqest orqanization in South Carolina 
exclusive!~ sarvinq the needs and interests of o~der people, we 
are typical aaonq Councils on Aqinq in our dedication and desire 
to meet the day to dai needs of our state's older people. Our 
Council has a 2.5 mil ion dollar budqet, derived from over 45 
different fundinq sources, and a qrowth rate of at least 15 to 
25t every year. 
In one capacity or another, we serve between 7,500 and 9,500 
clients. Our orqanization receives 87,000 incomin9 telephone 
calls a year, and our proqrams and services, espec1ally those for 
homebound older people, have waitinq lists. 
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The Council on Aging has assessed 11,000 clients in their own 
homes since 1981, and today 4,000 of these assessed clients are 
active clients on our rolls. 2,000 of these clients have three 
or more impairments each. Many live alone in poverty; go without 
hot baths or showers; don't get to the doctor when they need to; 
don't vote because they can't get to the polls; seldom, if ever, 
eat hot meals; lie around in the same night clothes day after 
day; and generally live in clutter and dust. This state must 
focus on these essentially disenfranchised and forgotten older 
people. They are alive and DQt well, living in their homes, 
frequently by themselves, very frequently in poverty, illiterate 
and unable to help themselves, unless we come forth to do so in 
the name of God and human dignity. 
The greatest need among older people is the need for food 
preparation assistance, with transportation, housecleaning, the 
ability to leave home and just walking around rounding out the 
top five. 
The picture becomes even clearer as the focus becomes more 
narrow. In Richland county, for example, 400 of our clients are-
severely isolated, depressed and/or chemically addicted. 560 are 
severely disoriented and confused, and 400 others have been 
hos~italized in the last two years. These are people who live in 
the1r own homes, most likely by th~mselves, not in institutions. 
I wish I could bring these clients to you so that you could 
see and feel their needs. 
Consider this profile of real people served last year in a 
special agenc! effort supported· by one of Columbia's finest 
corporate cit zens, the South Carolina Electric and Gas Company: 
the average aqe, 78 years. 47% lived alone. 53% had at least 
one psycho-social problem. over half had four or more health 
problems. Almost half had five or more health problems. Nearly 
all had impaired vision and almost half impaired hearing. Four 
out of five could not walk without assistance. over half could 
not bathe without assistance. Half could not dress without 
assistance. Almost half could not use the bathroom without 
assistance. And almost half experienced bowel or bladder 
incontinence. Two-thirds had high blood pressure. Almost 
two-third8 had heart problems. One in four had diabetes. Three 
out of four had arthritis. And one out of four had kidney 
problema. One in five had a history of psychiatric problems. 
one in five had serious neurological problems. And one-third had 
serious respiratory problems. 98% of these clients needed 
assistance with house cleaning, food preparation or 
transportation. The average number of medications per person was 
five. It is no wonder that 40%, almost half, experienced 
confusion, and almost half, one in two, were hospitalized at 
least twice during 1988. 
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These are real people, in their homes many living alone, 
many in poverty, and they are disenfranchised because they are 
not visible to you and me and they can't even get to the poles to 
exercise their right and responsibility to tell us how they feel 
and what they want. 
The Council on Aging provides over 20 programs and services 
to older people in our community. The Retired Senior Volunteer 
Program, for example, recruited almost 900 volunteers who worked 
in over 85 different organizations last year. They gave 120,000 
hours of service, or $400,000 worth of donated time. over 500 
Meals-on-Wheels volunteers donated 17,000 hours of service 
delivering meals to over 400 homebound people every day last 
year. And the Agency provides Homemaker Services, Respite Care 
services, Sitter services and many, many others. 
But when you look at all of our services, and all of the 
other services bein~ provided by many other fine organizations, 
they pale by compar1son to the documented needs faced by an 
essentially disenfranchised people. 
Councils on Aging throughout the state are in a wonderfully-
unique position to be of great service to older people. Through 
our programs, we serve older people and make it possible for .. 
older ~eople to serve themselves and others, young and old alike. 
Aging 1s what really binds all of us together, because it is the 
one thing we do together. 
Our state must rally in support of our parents and 
grandparents, in support of our friends and relatives, and in 
support of those who are strangers to us. 
Most all of the money we receive is earmarked, and it is not 
nearly enough to meet the current documented needs. Only 7t of 
our budget comes from the United Way, a great community 
organization, and another 12t from the local County Council. 
These dollars are flexible but make up not quite 20' of our total 
budget. 
In Richland County there are 175 ~eople waiting for home 
visits, aa.a of thea for as long as n1ne months. A home visit is 
a prerequisite ~o receiving needed services. In July alone the 
Council on Aging received 258 referrals for service, for programs 
that have waiting lists. 
Historically, and unfortunately still the case, social 
service dollars in our community are channeled to agencies and 
programs serving children at a rate of seven to ten times that 
which is channeled to services for older people, despite the 
decreasing numbers of 5 to 17 year olds and the fact that the 85+ 
population will double from 1980 to the year 2000. 
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The future of the aging pr09ram lies squarely in the hands of 
people like you and me. The ag1ng program needs financial 
resources which are flexible, enabling us to serve people on 
waiting lists and those who fall between the cracks. Flexible 
resources like United Way and local government funds, And there 
are over 400,000 different reasons! good reasons, why the state 
of South Carolina should place a h gher priority on providing 
flexible state dollars to serve those people who could not be 
here today even if Uhey wanted to. · 
We must care about our state so much that we are no longer 
willing to allow any older person to live out his last years 
without a hot bath, without a hot meal, without a daily change of 
clothes, or without a warm and caring contact with the outside 
world. 
Thank you. 
Harris - Thank you very IU:h! Any quest ions of Mr. 
Spigner? The Mid I ands area is indeed fortunate 
to have you. You have given us a challenge. 
Representative Blackwell has just co .. anted that 
these are sCM of the questions that he wanted 
80118 answers to and you have g ivan us a 
challenge. We wi II try to respond. Thank you 
so -..ch for being with us. Next presentator is 
cha I rperson, Dr . Richard Cow II ng, of SC Nurses ' 
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The interest of the South Carolina Nurses' Association 
Council on Gerontological Nursing is the health and well-
being of the elderly citizenry of South Carolina. Our goal 
in providing testimony this year is not to promote a 
particular legislative agenda, but rather to advocate a 
"legislative consciousness" that will guide the development 
of new legislation. This is critical because I fear that our 
approach to the needs of the elderly has often been guided by 
misconceptions and outdated knowledge about the elderly. 
In the past the focus on legislative initiatives has been 
oriented to the plight of the elderly which is well-
documented and rehearsed in front of legislators every year. 
While a legislative agenda oriented to the needs and problems 
of the elderly is a commendable societal endeavor, a 
legisative agenda that is not guided by an enlightened and 
newly informed consciousness of the elderly and aging 
circumvents the range of legislative possibilities. This new 
consciousness of aging and the elderly is based on more than 
what is possible; it is based on what is known and what· is 
already happening today; it is based on research and 
scientific findings; and it is based on stories the elderly 
are telling society about themselves. 
The facts are clear and t~eir impact is gaining 
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momentum. Contrary to popular ~eliefs, the following is 
becoming more and more evident: 
1. People over 65 are not old. "There are neither 
biological nor psychological reasons to connect the 
number 65 to the onset of old age" (Dychtwald, 1989, p. 
32). Chronological age is not a clear marker of the 
abilities and capacities of the elderly. 
2. Most older people are relatively healthy. Old age and 
disease are not the same. "While older people may have 
chronic, controlled health problems as they age, they are 
not necessarily bothered or limited by them" (Dychtwald, 
1989, p. 34). 
3. Older people are not rapidly deteriorating in mental 
capacities. "Of the 30 million Americans over the age of 
65, only 10 percent show any significant loss of memory, 
and fewer than half of those show any serious impairment" 
(Dychtwald, 1989, p. 38). Sharpness and understanding 
are likely to increase with age if one continues to 
challenge himself or herself. 
4. Older people are productive. "No consistent pattern 
exists to show the superior productivity of any age 
group" (Dychtwald, 1989, p. 41). In fact rese·arch shows 
that older people are likely to stay with a company 
longer, have fewer on the job accidents, experience less 
job stress, make fewer errors, and make wiser decisions 
than younger workers. 
5. Old people are not the same. "People in their later 
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- years become more, not less, diverse. And tomorrow's elders will be different not only from one another, but 
from today's elders as well" (Dychtwald, 1989, p. 48). 
Taking these facts into consideration, a new 
"legislative consciousness" can be created from which to 
formulate legislative initiatives. Guided by this 
consciousness, legislation serves as a foundation for 
creating the conditions for elder empowerment rather than as 
a mechanism for promoting elder dependency. This is not 
meant to convey that legislation should not be responsive to 
the needs of the elderly. Rather it implies that responsive 
legislation be structured to capitilize on the elderly as 
their own best resource and to extend the possibilities of 
health and growth in old age. Attention should be given to 
legislation which would provide the legal and financial 
foundation for innovative programs to support elderly self-
care and self-management. 
It is time to have the state of South Carolina show 
innovation in its own state employment system as a model for 
the private sector. Acknowledging that chronological age is 
an unfair marker of the abilities and potentia_ of older 
people, a close look at how people are retired is a 
necessity. Some programs in corporations in other states 
have used concepts such as phased retirement and retirement 
rehearsal. These allow the older person a chance to sample 
retired life in preparation for retirement or assure the 
older worker a return to a job if retirement does not fit for 
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him or her. Additionally, some companies foster part-time 
work in preparation for retirement by having prorated 
benefits packages which are essential to the quality of life 
of the older person. some corporations even bring back 
retired employees for "casual employment" allowing them to 
work a certain number of hours without losing retirement 
benefits. This allows the company to gain from the expertise 
and wisdom of the older person. 
State support for programs that utilize the elderly to 
attend to elderly problems and needs would be one way to 
actualize a new "legislative consciousness'' in relation to 
aging. It is well-documented that the elderly are a rich 
resource of energy, knowledge, and skills. Perhaps it is 
time to ask the question, to what extent could state funds be 
used to support the development of programs that are elderly-
centered and would result in financial savings for the state? 
For instance, Blue Cross/Blue Shield has an Ambassador Corps 
of elderly volunteers with backgrounds in insurance, 
accounting, or teaching. These ambassadors explain the 
confusing interaction between Medicare and their private 
insurance policies to older subscribers, some who are 
bedridden. Ambassadors experience the respect, appreciation, 
and satisfaction of helping others while the consumers get 
helpful personal attention and financial savings. Likewise, 
retired nurses, physicians, and allied health care workers 
could be utilized as health care advocates for health --
education and outreach services. 
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- A third area of legislative initiative could be focused on tooling the state system of higher education for a 
learning lifestyle congruent with older person's needs. As 
fewer number of college-age individuals arrive at the doors 
of our universities, there is a strong indication that the 
elderly are an untapped market for educational programs. 
College towns are becoming choice retirement locations for 
the education-minded elderly. Some colleges and universities 
around the country are responding by building their own 
specialized adult communities with a focus on lifelong 
learning. Complete self-study programs have been developed 
for older learners who are unable to attend formal classes. 
The University of North Carolina is in the process of opening . ·. 
what is considered to be the most comprehensive higher 
education program aimed at older Americans. 
Finally, recent state monies allocated for research show 
promise. Seed funding and shared funding for advances in 
knowledge about health promotion interventions and program 
development aimed at health enhancement outcomes for the 
elderly would be a valuable investment. The potential for 
maintaining and extending the health of older people through 
fitness and active lifestyles is evident. In 1987, more than 
50,000 elderly participated in regional "Senior Olympics" 
across the country. Support of health promotion research 
could lead to future cost savings for all concerned. 
I have appreciated the opportunity to share a 
perspective on aging to guide legislative possibilities. I 
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would also like to offer the support of the Council on 
Gerontological Nursing in legislative development. 
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- Thank you very much, Dr. Cow I i ng. Are there any 
quest ions of Dr. Cow I i ng? I have a I i tt le side 
co.ent. I •t Monday with Dr. Pitts, Dean at 
the Schoo I of Nursing at C 1-on University. 
She indicated that strong 811phasis should be 
pI aced on geronto I og i ca I nursing. So we are 
happy to see this happening in our state 
universities. We appreciate your raaarks and 
I ook forward to working with you. 
- we thank you for your support . 
-Miss Denise Wiles, Progra. Director for the 
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For over seven years, the South Carolina Handicapped Services Information System 
(SCHSIS) has actively and effectively served the citizens of South Carolina as a statewide system 
. 
providing information on services available to persons with disabilities of all ages. In 1987, Mr. 
John Winthrop, a philanthropist from Charleston, was interested in seeing a statewide system 
similar to SCHSIS developed for senior citizens. He saw a tremendous need to provide all senior 
South Carolinians, both disabled and non-disabled, with a central source of information about 
exactly what services are available to them. Mr. Winthrop was also a member of the Brookdale 
Foundation out of New York and was instrumental in convincing the Brookdale Foundation to 
fund the Elderly Assistance Line in South Carolina. The need for such a system becomes more 
critical considering the projected rate of growth in South Carolina's elderly population during the 
coming years. As we approach the end of our two-year fund,ing period, I am happy to have this 
' 
opportunity to share with you information about the growth and expansion of the Elderly 
Assistance Line as well as a few of its many accomplishments. 
The Elderly Assistance Line, as a component of the SCHSIS, is a statewide, computerized 
information and referral system providing easy access to needed information through the use of a 
toll-free telephone number. This approach maximizes the economy of scale and provides a 
comprehensive I & R system at a fraction of the total cost. Since November 1987 our staff has 
been actively involved in collecting data on agencies all over the state that provide services to 
persons wbo are over the age of fifty-five. This information on available services supplements the 
SCHSIS database. 
The information in the database includes service listings from a wide variety of 
organizations such as state agencies, hospitals, private associations, voluntary organizations, 
support groups and much more. A wide variety of services including, but not limited to, retirement 
and adapted housing, meals, homemaker services, transportation, recreation, peer and family 
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support, medical-services, and special equipment are also contained in the computer database of . 
- r 
the Elderly Assistance Line. 
The goal of this computerized information and referral system is to provide callers with the 
most current, complete and pertinent information to access needed services. Therefore, updating 
present information on providers and adding new providers as they are identified is a tedious, yet 
an on-going process. 
When a call is received, a trained counselor assists the caller to determine the service( s) 
needed Based on the service needed and the county in which the caller resides, the counselor uses 
the computer to search files to obtain information on providers offering that service. The 
counselor is then able to provide the caller with a detailed description of the service( s ), the name, 
address and phone number of the provider offering the service, and the name of a contact person 
with whom to speak. Additionally, information on hours of operation, accessibility, transportation, 
eligtbility, etc. is also available. The following are just two examples of calls received -by our 
counselors on a typical day: 
Rachel is a 74-year-old woman living in Greenville County. She suffers from a heart condition 
which requires her to take several different types of medication, aU of which are quite expensive. The 
only income she baa comes from SocitJl Security, and her only iDaurance is Medkan. With such a 
limited income and no insurance to cover prescription medications, Rachel is concerned that she may 
have to choose between paying her utility bills and buying the medications she so desperately needs. 
Fortunately, our Elderly Alllstance Une counselor is able to offer Rachel an alternative. The 
counselor explaina that there is a program called the "Searle Program for Patienta in Need," in which 
her personal physician may enroll. Once enrolled her doctor can provide Rachel with free medicine if 
she is able to take medicatiom which have been manufactured by the Searle Company. 
In talking with Rachel, the Elderly Assistance Une counselor learm that Rachel is also 
experienc:in& difflCUlty meeting her other living expenses such as food, heating and telephone. For 
assistance with her food bilJa, the counselor suggests Rachel apply at her local Dt partment of Soci4l 
Servkts for Food Stamps. To assist with her heating bills, she explaina that the Energy Assistance 
Program with Sun~Mlt Humtm Advancement Resources, Inc. may be able to help her. She also suggesta 
several charitable organizations, such as Baptist Network for the Blind, Crisis MinUws and Good 
Samaritan Mission, which may might be able to help on a one-time financial basis . 
With this information, Rachel is encouraged • that she will be able to meet her financial 
obligations while her health needs are met at the same time. 
Steven is an 89-year-old man living alone in Aiken County. His wife died several years ago; 
and, he has no children. His closest relative, a niece from Athens, Georgia, bas come to visit and i.s -
concerned about the condition in which she has found her uncle. She looks in the phone book and 
calls the Elderly Assistance Une seeking information and direction as to what she should do. She 
states that her uncle absolutely refuses to leave his home to live with ber; yet, be lackl the necessary 
resources to properly care for himself without some assistance. He is still quite alert mentally and 
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fairly active phyaiaiJly, yet living alone with little or no stimulation, he sometimes becomes disoriented. 
Because he can no longer drive, performing simple daily taaka, such aa shopping for groceries or 
getting to bia doctor's office, is almost impossible. . 
After carefully listening the Elderly Assistance Une counselor suggests that the niece call the 
local Council 011 Aging in her area and aak that an outreach worker/ case manager come visit her uncle. 
The counselor explaina that, during the visit, the outreach worker will be able to access all of her 
uncle's needs and determine how the Council On Aging would be able to serve him. The Elderly 
Asststance Une counselor further explaina some of the services provided by the Council On Aging that 
might benefit her uncle: local tranaportation for shopping and doctors' appointments; homemaker 
services which could assist him in his household chores; Meals-on-Wheels which provides a hot noon 
day meal; or congregate meals at a senior center where he might spend time with other people his age 
aa well aa participate in various recreational activities. 
The Elderly Assistance Une counselor also informs her about "Aging Network Services", a 
private case management system which would assign a case worker to her uncle. The case worker 
would be responsible for visiting her uncle on a regular basis and for ensuring that Steven's needs are 
met. The case worker would report any changes in Steven's condition to the niece. 
As a final suggestion, the Elderly Asststance Une counselor tells Steven's niece about the 
Lifeline System which is available through the Aiken Community Hospital. Once the Lifeline unit is 
installed in Steven's home, Steven would have direct access to the hospital, police department or a 
designated individual at a touch of a button in the case of of an emergency. Such a system would 
provide both Steven and his niece with the peace of mind they need. 
Another important benefit of the Elderly Assistance Line is its ability to identify gaps in 
services available in the local community as well as on the county and state level. Identifying what 
services are not available is, often, as important and useful as identifying what is available. Such 
information can be especially useful to those who are respOnsible for providing and planning 
services to the elderly population of South Carolina. 
Enclosed you will find a compilation of statistics reflecting the growth of the Elderly 
Assistance Line and the activities of its staff. As you examine these statistics, you will certainly 
notice the steady increase in calls received by our counselors. This, we feel, is due to an ever-
growing awareness of the ~derly Assistance Line by consumers and agency representatives alike, 
and is a reflection of the great need for such a system in South Carolina. 
The Elderly Assistance Line is a valuable resource to South Carolina's senior citizens, their 
family members, and agency representatives interested in their well-being. Needing services and 
not knowing where or how to find them is a most frustrating and confusing experience. The Elderly 




ELDERLY ASSISTANCE LINE 
Update of Activities 
January 1989 • August 1989 
Number of Brochures Distnbuted: 
Number of Presentations/Displays/Meetings: 
Number of Publications in which the Elderly 
Assistance Line was mentioned: 




A description of and brochure for the Elderly Assistance Line was provided to 
each of the following: 
All Mayors in S.C. 
All Chambers of Commerce 
All Public Libraries 
All S.C. Radio Stations 
All S.C. Television Stations 
All Telephone Companies 
All Licensed Physictans 
All Licensed Audiolo~ts 
All Licensed PsycholQgists 
All Licensed Sj)eech TheraQj.sts 































































CALLS BY COUNTY 




































































ELDERLY ASSISTANCE LINE 
· Calls & Aelerrals Chart 
lor the period 41'88 to 8f89 
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ELDERLY ASSISTANCE LINE 
Calls and Referrals 








































- Thank you very -..ch. Are there any questions? 
I think you have a valuable service here and we 
do appreciate your c011 i ng and tell i ng us about 
it. Next presentator is Mr. S..U.I Waldrep, 
President of SC Gerontological Society. 
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Samuel T. Waldrep, President 
SC Gerontolocieal Soeiety 
218 S. Saluda Ave. 
Coluabia, SC 29205 
Joint Leqialative study co .. ittee on Aging 
PUblic Bearing - sept.-bar 20, 1181 
Teatiaony Preaented by saa Waldrep, Preaident, 
south carolina Gerontological society 
My name is Sam Waldrep. I am here today representing the Board 
of Directors and members of the south Carolina Gerontological 
Society. The Society is dedicated to promoting advancements in 
gerontology in the state through education, training, advocacy 
and coordination. We now have five active chapters in Charles-
ton, Greenville, Florence, Columbia, and Rock Hill. 
While there are many issues facing older South Carolinians today, 
the society has identified five issues to bring to your attention 
which are of immediate concern. -
1. One of the Society's main goals has been to increase knowledge 
in the area of gerontology. In an effort to support this goal, 
it is vitally important for the state to allocate funding for 
research and education in the field of gerontology. The Society 
urges your continued support of the south Carolina Gerontology 
Center and increased state funding of their efforts. The Center 
is a consortium of the University of South Carolina, Clemson 
University, Lander College, Winthrop College, South carolina 
State College, and the Medical University of South Carolina. An 
active collaboration and transfer of information between state 
researchers, policymakers, and direct service providers can only 
strengthen our efforts to insure quality care and service provi-
sion to the elderly. 
2. As you are aware, there have been several initiatives related 
to the need for a continuum of care for older South Carolinians 
in need of long tara care services. Unfortunately, our state has 
not yet established a comprehensive system of institutional and 
community-baaed services to address the needs of all persons re-
quiring auch care. The problems with our current service delivery 
system include: gaps in service, limitations in the amount of 
service that can be provided and restrictions on services based 
on funding sources. In addition to addressing these problems, our 
system would be strengthened with the addition of residential 
care facilities which provide a full range of housing and per-
sonal care services, more Medicaid funded nursing home beds, and 
more community-based services, like medical day care, in-home 




3. Related to the need for a strengthened continuum of care is 
the necessity for services and incentives which support families 
in caring for the frail elderly at home. The development of more 
in-home services as alternatives to institutional care should be 
supported, and tax credits for families who provide care should 
be initiated. These measures would help those families who carry 
the emotional and financial burden of providing the majority of 
care to the elderly. · 
4. The Society acknowledges the excellent leadership provided by 
the General Assembly in recently allocating more funding for 
Medicaid-sponsored nursing home beds. However, it appears that 
the certificate of need process needs to be expedited so that 
newly allocated beds can be made available faster. We urge you 
to consider a complete review of the CON process to determine if 
it can be streamlined and revised. 
s. The Society supports the study being conducted by the Health 
and Hospital Law Committee of the South Carolina Bar Association 
concerning a medical durable power of attorney and family consent 
statutes. Findings from this study will provide policymakers and 
legislators with valuable information regarding the needs of 
patients who have been determined to be incompetent or have no 
family available to make critical medical decisions. 
The South Carolina Gerontological Society would appreciate your 
careful consideration of the matters that I have brought before 
you. And, in closing, I extend an invitation to each of you to 
attend our upcoming annual meeting on October lOth here in Colum-
bia. The theme of this meeting reflects the Society's desire to 
look ahead and address a number of the issues that I have brought 








- Any questions? 
- 1 want to llllke a stat..,t. Mr. wa I drep, In 
connect I on wIth your I t• #14, we too share your 
concern about str .. l in i ng the cert If I cate of 
need (CON) process . However, I be II eve i f you 
wi II uke sa. investigation you wi II f lnd that 
we have instructed DHEC to •ve i.adlately on 
any CONs for Medicaid beds. If there are any 
applications which in your opinion are ·lagging 
at all in that process, I'd be glad to know 
about it sir. They are having a hard t i • 
finding takers for the 1500 beds that we 
authorized. In fact, the last figure that I had 
was on I y about 285 COli i ng on I i ne w i th about 600 
approved by the CON process. I don't know what 
figures you have. We are aware of your interest 
and we have instructed DHEC that they are to 
110ve i -.d i ate I y on any Mad i ca i d CONs that are 
requested. 
- Another issue of concern i nvo I ves the appea Is of 
CON. I be I i eve that DHEC i s a I so address i ng 
that. 
- Do we have the fo I ks that are interested at the 
~t in going forward with the construction of 
these beds? These are questions that COII8 up 
that we don't get any answers to. If you can 
help us on any of those, we would be happy to 
hear about it. 
- I think there is alot of effort on the part of 
the Finance eo..ission, DHEC, and other agencies 
to rea II y recru i t and pr0110te the use of these 
beds because the need is so desperate out there. 
- Thank you very much! Any further questIons? 
The next i t• is Mr. Kenneth White, State 




Kenneth tal t. 
676 Lab Point 
lt. Plea•ant, SC 29464 
(1111 NeiiCift - spoke) 
MY NAME IS KENNETH WHITE AND I AM THE CHAIRMAN OF THHE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE 
LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS. MY 
COMMITTEE SPEAKS FOR THE SOUTH CAROLINA AARP MEMBERSHIP ON STATE LEGISLATIVE OR 
REGULATORY MATTERS. OUR PRINCIPAL RESPONSIBILITY IS TO PROPOSE, SUPPORT OR 
OPPOSE LEGISLATION OR REGULATION IN THE INTEREST OF THE STATE'S SENIOR CITIZENS. 
AARP HAS ABOUT 358,000 MEMBERS IN ,_.SOUTH CAROLINA OR 44 PERCENT OF ALL 
PERSONS OVER AGE 50 IN THE STATE. 
SOUTH CAROLINA'S 65 AND OVER POPULATION IS GROWING RAPIDLY - TWICE AS FAST AS 
THE NATION AS A WHOLE. ALSO, THE POVERTY LEVEL IN THE STATE IS HIGHER THAN THE 
NATIONAL AVERAGE. THE HIGH POVERTY LEVEL INCREASES THE IMPACT ON THE STATE'S · -
MEDICAID FUNDS. IN ADDITION, MORE OLDER PERSONS ARE CHOOSING TO LIVE IN SOUTH 
CAROLINA IN THEIR RETIREMENT YEARS. THE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC NEEDS OF THIS OLDER 
POPULATION PLACES GREAT STRAINS ON THE STATE'S MODEST RESOURCES. 
EVEN SO, THE MEMBERS OF THE JOINT LEGISLATIVE STUDY COMMITTEE ON AGING AND MANY 
OTHERS IN THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ARE TO BE COMMENDED FOR SUPPORTING THE PASSAGE OF 
SIGNIFICANT LEGISLATION BENEFITTING OLDER PERSONS IN THE PAST SESSION. NEW 
MONIES WERE APPROPRIATED FOR MEDICAID. A BILL REGULATING CONTINUING CARE 
COMMUNITIES PASSED. A HEALTH INSURANCE POOL WAS AUTHORIZED FOR THOSE WHO CANNOT 
RECEIVE INSURANCE PROTECTION FROM PRIVATE COMPANIES BECAUSE OF ILLNESS OR 
INJURY. THE HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION WAS INCREASED FROM $20,000 to $25,000 FOR 
HOMEOWNERS OVER 65, ALTHOUGH FUNDING HAS NOT YET BEEN IMPLEMENTED. A LONG TERM 
CARE INSURANCE REGULATION PASSED, WHICH IMPLEMENTED A LAW PASSED IN 1988. ALSO, 
THE HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES FINANCE COMMISSION LIBERALIZED ELIGIBILITY 
REQUIREMENTS FOR MEDICAID COVERAGE. 
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THESE AND OTHER ADVANCES IN THE FIELD OF AGING ARE FINE, BUT MORE WORK NEEDS TO 
BE DONE. 
OUR STATE LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE WANTS TO HELP. FOR 1990 WE HAVE IDENTIFIED 
SEVERAL MAJOR LEGISLATIVE_PRIORITIES. THEY ARE: 
1) EXPAND AND IMPROVE COORDINATION OF STATEWIDE IN-HOME AND 
COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICES, INCLUDING INCREASED ELIGIBILITY, 
TO DELAY OR PREVENT INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF THE FRAIL ELDERLY. 
THIS IS AN ONGOING PRIORITY FOR OUR COMMITTEE. 
THE GREATEST FEAR OF THE ELDERLY IS HAVING TO LEAVE THEIR HOMES TO ENTER 
A NURSING HOME. AARP FEELS THAT INCREASING THE AVAILABILITY AND 
AFFORDABILITY OF IN-HOME AND COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICES WILL HELP DISPEL 
THIS MAJOR CONCERN AND DECREASE THE NEED FOR EXPENSIVE NURSING HOME 
CARE. FEDERAL ELIGIBILITY STANDARDS PREVENT THE STATE FROM SERVING 
MORE OF THE FRAIL ELDERLY IN THEIR COMMUNITIES. 
SOUTH CAROLINA DOES HAVE A LONG-TERM CARE NETWORK IN PLACE, THROUGH THE 
VARIOUS PROGRAMS OF THE HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES FINANCE COMMISSION, 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND THE COMMISSION ON 
AGING. UNFORTUNATELY, MANY OF THESE PROGRAMS ARE STILL UNKNOWN AMONG 
GREAT NUMBERS OF OLDER CITIZENS AND NOT AVAILABLE IN SOME AREAS, 
ESPECIALLY RURAL AREAS. 
WE RECOMMEND THE FOLLOWING: 
FIRST, BUDGET REQUESTS OF THE THREE STATE AGENCIES PERTAINING TO IN-HOME 





SECOND, THE STATE SHOULD ENCOURAGE THE EXPANSION OF PRIVATE SECTOR 
INVOLVEMENT IN APPROPRIATE WAYS. 
THIRD, MORE EFFORTS SHOULD BE MADE TO EDUCATE THE PUBLIC AS TO SERVICES 
AVAILABLE. 
FOURTH, STATES AUTHORITIES SHOULD CONTINUE IN THEIR EFFORTS TO ENCOURAGE 
FEDERAL AGENCIES TO RELAX ELIGIBILITY STANDARDS SO THAT MORE PEOPLE CAN 
BE SERVED. 
2) OUR SECOND LEGISLATIVE PRIORITY IS TO ACHIEVE FUNDING FOR THE INCREASED 
HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION, WHICH WAS AUTHORIZED BY A 1989 LAW AT THE $25,000 
LEVEL, UP FROM THE PREVIOUS $20,000 LEVEL. 
WE ARE GREATLY DISAPPOINTED THAT FUNDING DID NOT ACCOMPANY PASSAGE OF 
THE AUTHORIZATION ACT. WE FEEL THE LEGISLATURE SHOULD FULFILL THE 
PROMISE IMPLICIT IN THE NEW LAW WITHOUT FURTHER DELAY. 
3) OUR THIRD PRIORITY IS TO RESTRAIN THE RISE IN HEALTH CARE COSTS. THIS 
IS AN ONGOING PRIORITY FOR AARP, AS IT IS FOR MOST EVERY PERSON AND 
AGENCY WORKING IN THE HEALTH CARE FIELD. COSTS ARE NOW RISING MUCH 
FASTER THAN THE PACE OF A FEW SHORT YEARS AGO. THE BUSINESS WORLD IS 
MORE CONCERNED THAN IT EVER HAS BEEN. AND MORE VOICES ARE BEING HEARD 
IN MANY QUARTERS IN SUPPORT OF SOME FORM OF NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE TO 
HELP STEM HEALTH CARE INFLATION. 
THIS IS A MAMMOTH PROBLEM AND ONE THAT SOUTH CAROLINA CAN HARDLY SOLVE 
ALONE. WE STAND READY TO SUPPORT ANY INITIATIVE THAT OFFERS SOUND 
PROMISE OF PROGRESS AGAINST INFLATION. IN THE MEANTIME, AARP CONTINUES 
TO SUPPORT THE FOLLOWING MEASURES: 
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FIRST, THE OPEN PUBLICATION OF HOSPITAL FEE SCHEDULES SHOULD CONTINUE. 
THIS DEVICE, ALREADY CURRENT IN THE STATE, CAN AID CONSUMER EDUCATION 
AND FOSTER COMPETITION IN THE HEALTH CARE FIELD. 
SECOND, A FEASIBILITY STUDY OF AN INDEPENDENT HOSPITAL COST CONTAINMENT 
COMMISSION, TO SERVE THE DUAL FUNCTIONS OF CONTAINING HOSPITAL COSTS AND 
APPROVING CERTIFICATE OF NEED APPLICATIONS, SHOULD BE MADE. 
THIRD, MORE ADEQUATE FUNDING FOR ALL COMPONENTS OF THE MEDICALLY 
INDIGENT ASSISTANCE ACT SHOULD BE PURSUED SO THE NEEDS OF THE MEDICALLY 
INDIGENT MAY BE MORE ADEQUATELY ADDRESSED, AND THE COST SHIFTING STRAIN 
ON HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICE PROVIDERS, HEALTH CARE INSURANCE 
COMPANIES, AND PAYING PATIENTS MAY BE RELIEVED. IN THE PROCESS OF 
APPROPRIATING MONIES MORE COST CONTAINMENT MEASURES SHOULD BE COUPLED 
WITH THE INCREASES. 
4) OUR FOURTH LEGISLATIVE PRIORITY IS TO SUPPORT EFFORTS OF STATE 
ENVIRONMENTAL AGENCIES IN REDUCING AIR POLLUTION AND WATER POLLUTION AND 
IN THE PROPER DISPOSAL OF TOXIC AND HAZARDOUS WASTE. 
REAMS HAVE BEEN WRITTEN ABOUT THE DOWNWARD SPIRALS OF QUALITY IN OUR 
PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT. AND MUCH HAS BEEN DONE AND IS BEING DONE TO 
COUNTER THIS NEGATIVE TURN. IN SOUTH CAROLINA THERE ARE SPECIAL 
PROBLEMS IN THE DISPOSAL OF MEDICAL AND OTHER HAZARDOUS WASTE. WE 
INTEND TO STRONGLY SUPPORT LEGISLATION OR REGULATION TO COMBAT WHATEVER 
PROBLEMS EXIST THAT THREATEN THE PUBLIC'S HEALTH. 
MR. CHAIRMAN, THESE ARE OUR PRIORITIES AS WE FACE THE NEW LEGISLATIVE SEASON. 
OTHER ISSUES WILL ARISE IN THE DAYS AHEAD AND WE WILL ADDRESS THEM AS 
APPROPRIATE. 
THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXPRESS OUR VIEWS. 
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---- ---------- Tla Cash. Director Adult Services Division 
SC Dept. of Social Service 
P.O. Box 1520 
Columbia. sc 29202 
Briefing Paper: Proposed Amen~~ents to 43-29-10 et. seq. 
Protective Services for Developmentally Disabled and Senile 
Persons 
PreDared bv: Tim Cash, MSW, Director 
Division of Adult Services 
March 30, 1989 
Summary: The above referenced law is commonly referred to 
as the Adult Protective Services Law. The 
proposed amendments are summarized by section.as 
follows: 














years of age or older or emancipated minor 
definitions of abuse, neglect, 
exploitation, and caregiver are clarified 
An interagency/Court cooperation clause has been 
added. 
Clarifies the discretion of DSS in the provision 
of adult protective services. 
An inspection of the premises clause has been 
added. 
Financial reimbursement/liability has been 
clarified. 
"Exploitation" has been added to this section. 
"Neglect" and "exploitation .. have been added to 
this section. 
Penalties remain the same. 
"Exploitation" has been added to this 
section. 
The duty of persons to report has been clarified. 
Immunity is clarified. 
'~Exploitation" has been added to this section. 
Procedural, constitutional, and due process 
safeguards have been clarified. 
Authority to Promulgate Regulations remains 
unchanged. Obsolete penalties have been deleted. 
Reason for Prooosed Amendments: 
Practical experience through administration of the Adult 
Protective Services Program since 1974 has shown that the 
aforementioned changes (specified in the text of the bill) 
are needed to improve program effectiveness. 
Proaram !mcact: 
Clients - Amendments will ensure that clients are gran~ed 






Service Deliverv Svstem -
-
County DSS staff will be able to~ 
obtain an inspection warrant 
based upon probable cause while 
conducting an investigation. 
Policv and Procedures - Adult Services Manuals will require 
revision with regard to the 
procedural safeguards relative to 
due process requirements of the 
Courts. 
Fiscal Impac~ - None anticipated. 
Leaal Imoact - If the amendments to 43-29-10 et. sea. become 
law, the State DSS Office will promulgate 
regulations relative to the new procedures 
required by law. 
Community Imoact - The new amendments would allow DSS to be 
more responsive to reports of abuse, 
neglect, and exploitation (e.g. 
inspection warrant, court 
process/hearing, guardian ad litem, and 
clear definitions). 
Political Imoact - Passage of these amendments would 
indicate the good faith of the General 
Assembly and the Department of Social 
Services to continue cooperative effor~s 
to address the needs of elderly and 
disabled persons who are victims of 











TO AMEND CHAPTER 29, TITLE 43, CODE OF LAWS OF 
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PROTECTIVE 
SERVICES FOR DEVELOPMENTALLY DISADVANTAGED AND 
SENILE PERSONS, SO AS TO SPECIFY THAT A 
"DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED PERSON" AND 
" INTERESTED PERSON" MUST BE EIGHTEEN YEARS OF 
AGE OR OLDER, REDEFINE "ABUSE OR NEGLECT" , 
"PROTECTIVE SERVICES", "DEPARTMENT", AND 
"COURT", AND ·DEFINE "CAREGIVER"; REQUIRE ALL 
AGENCIES AND SUBDIVISIONS OF_ THE STATE TO 
COOPERATE WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES 
AND THE FAMILY COURT IN CARRYING OUT THE 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THIS CHAPTER; PROVIDE FOR 
THE PROVISIONS OF PROTECTIVE SERVICES BY THE 
DEPARTMENT; PROVIDE FOR THE CONDUCT OF AN 
INVESTIGATION OF A REPORT OF ABUSE, NEGLECT, OR 
EXPLOITATION; PROVIDE FOR THE PAYMENT FOR 
PLACEMENT OF INDIVIDUALS IN APPROPRIATE HOMES OR 
INSTITUTIONS AND FOR THE PAYMENT FOR THIS 
PLACEMENT; PROVIDE IMMUNITY FROM CIVIL LIABILITY 
FOR A PERSON WHO LODGES A COMPLAINT IN GOOD 
FAITH WHEN HE SUSPECTS ABUSE OR MALTREATMENT OF 
PERSONS; AUTHORIZE THE COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF 
SOCIAL SERV I CES TO PROV I DE PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
FOR PERSONS ALLEGED TO HAVE BEEN ABUSED, 
NEGLECTED, OR EXPLO I TEO PENDING TRIAL AND FOR 
THE CONTINUED PROVISION OF SERVICE IF. THAT 
CONVICTION RESULTS IN THE CASE; PROVIDE FOR THE 
PROVISION OF BAS I C NEEDS FOR PERSONS WHO ARE 
UNABLE TO CARE FOR THEMSELVES BECAUSE OF 
F I NAHC I AL RESOURCES OR PHYSICAL OR MENTAL 
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DISABILITIES; AND AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT TO 
PROMULGATE REGULATIONS TO PROVIDE PROCEDURES FOR 
COUNTY DEPARTMENTS IN THE EXERCISE OF ITS DUTIES 
AND RESPONSIBILITIES UNDER THIS CHAPTER. 
Be it enacted by the Genera I Assemb I y of the 
State of South Carol ina: 
SECTION 1. Chapter 29, Title 43, of the 1976 
Code is amended to read: 
"CHAPTER 29 
Protective Services for Developmentally 
Disabled and Senile Persons 
Section 43-29-10. As used in this chapter: 
( 1 ) 'Deve I opmenta I I y d i sab I ed person' means 
any individual eighteen years of age or older, 
or an emancipated minor having a disability 
attributable to mental retardation, cerebral 
pa I sy, · ep i I epsy J. or another neuro I og i ca I 
condition c I ose I y reI a ted to menta I retardation 
or requiring treatment simi I ar to that required 
for mentally retarded individuals, which has 
continued or can be expected to continue 
indefinitely .and substantially impairs the 
individual from adequately providing for his own 
care or custody. 
(2) I Interested person' means· any adult 
relative or friend of a person eighteen years of 
age or older to be protected under this chapter; 
or any official or representative of a public or 
private agency, corporation or association 
concerned with his welfare. 
(3) I Other I ike incapacities' means those 
conditions incurred at any age which are the 
result of accident, mental or physical iII ness, 
producing a condition which substantially 
impairs an individual from adequately providing 
for his own care or custody . 
. (4) 'Seni I ity' means organic brain damage 
caused by advanced age or other physical illness 




person eighteen years of age or older so 
affficted is substantially impaired in his 
abi I ity ·to adequately provide for his own care 
or custody. 
(5) · !!Ae'llse eP Re~·±ee~!! MeaRs ae;'lla; ~flys-iea; 
ae'llSeT '\lR!'e&S&RAe~e eeRfiReA\en~ ey &RyeRe &PT 
wi\eR s'lleR pePseR ~s 'llFt4eP il>te eat~e aRa eeR;pe; 
ef aFte;aePT a fai~'llt'e ;e ,PeYi:4e ~eP easi:e Fteeas 
s'llei\ as ~&eaT sl>te~~ePT e±eifli:R~T Meai:ea; eape ep 
e~flep Fteeessi~ies wi:~l>tia iRe ~iFtaFtei:a± 
eapae-!:H;y ef ;i\e ~ePseR e~epei:si:R: S'lleR eaPe 
aaa eeft~Pe~T PPeY:i:aeay P.eweYE!f'y R& ~ePSeF\ SRa~; 
ee ~eeA\ea ~e ee ae'llsea ep Re~±~~~ea ~ep iRe se±e 
t'@8S&R Re is eei:Ft~ f'llPP.i:si\e4 R&ftA\eaiea± PeA\e4ia± 
tpeatA\eRt ey sp~Pit'lla~ MeaRS ~RPe'll;R ~payep 
a±eRe wl>t-!:e!:\ Re P.as pPaeHee4 i:R aeee!'<i&Ree wH!:\ 
ti\e ~eRe;s aft~ p!'aet~ee ef a peee:;Ri:e4 eP.':I.Pel:i 
ep PeH:~:i:e'l::lS aefi.&A\-!:FtaheFtT i:R he'll ef MeEii:ea± 
tpea~A\eRt.T 
'Caregiver' means an i nd i vi dua I adu It who has 
the responsibility for the care of the adult as 
a result of family relationship or who has 
assumed the res pons i b i I i ty for the care of the 
adult voluntarily or by contract. 
(6) .:.:;*p·hHa·hea!! MeaRs aR lin~'llsi ep 
-!:l!lpPepe!' 'liSe ef aRe;!:\ep pePsea fep eae.!.s e;;a 
ppef-!:~ e!' aevaat.ageT 
'Abuse' means the wilful infliction of 
physical pain, injury. threats causina mental 
anguish, unreasonable confinement by another. or 
the wilful deprivation by a careaiver of 
necessities of life such as food, clothing, 
shelter, or medical care. 
(7) !!ppet.eet~ve sep~~ees!! meaRs t.~ese 
sepv-!:ees wfteSe eeeeet.~~e i:S ·h 'pet.eel: Clft 
iRea~fU!·Hat.ee 'e!'S&R f!'e!!\ Ri:P.Ise;f aae fPel!l 
&t.l:ie!'ST ;aey sl:ia~; eeRsi:st. ef e~a~'llat.~en ef tl:ie 
Fiee4. feP se!'~~ee a!'H! M&e·Hi::aHeR eP. ;f\e 
pe!'SeR.!.s ee~a±f ef a,~Pe~p~at.e e*~st.~P.~ seP~~ees 
&Rt ~~.;~ i:fte~~·eT ~~; S~a±~ R&4 ee ;,~,~~~ ;eT 
appaftgemeR~s fep a~~~e~~iat.e ~~•in~ 1~a~t~!'ST 
ee~a~R~R~ f~Rafte~a! eer.~f~ts ;e w~~eA ;P.e ~~PS&R 
~s eR~';;e.a.T see~F'ft~ M~4~~ai seP•~~es aR4 
Sli!Jp~.tes aft-3. ~~~a-t sep:.:~~es -!:R 41:ies~ sH\:I.a4i:~P.s 
wP.ePe e~F;e,;a;~eRT ~p~:.:e~t~eft ef ~~j':I.PYT 
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rnheHeft e4 ~fie rePS&ft &Ra h4s pPepep~y aft& 
sepv~Rg ~he ~eeess~t~es &P ameR~;~es ef ~~fe aPe 
at 4ss\:le;. 
'Neglect' .eans a failure to provide for basic 
needs. such as food, clothing, shelter, medical 
care, or other necessities. This inc I udes 
self-neglect of any senile, mentally iII, 
mentally retarded, developmentally disabled, or 
of any person suffering from other 1 ike 
incapacities and also includes neglect when 
under the care and contra I of another who fa i Is 
to provide these needs, even though they are 
within the financial capability of the person 
exercising this care and. contra I. No person is 
considered to be abused or neglected for the 
sole reason he is being furnished nonmedical 
remedial treatment by spiritual means throuah 
prayer alone which he has practiced in 
accordance with the tenets and practices of a 
recognized church or rei igious denomination, in 
I ieu of medical treatment. 
(8) !!~epaPtFReH~!! IR~&P.S tf\e 6el:ltR ;a:P&·H:!\&. 
PepaP4FReftt ef b&e~a~ eePY4~es ~h~eR R&S eeeft 
aes~;Rai-ea as i-f:e s4R:S~e fi-tah a;eRey fe;p 
sepy~ees \:lftaep -the fiee~a~ e~~\:lP~~y Ae~T 
'Exploitation' means the wilful, imcroper, 
unjust, or i I leaal use or management of any 
senile, mentally ill, mentally retarded, or 
deve I opmenta I I y d i sab I ed person, or of any 
person suffering from other like incapacities or 
of the person's funds, assets, resources, 
property, power of attorney, or of auard i ansh i c 
for one's own profit or advantage or the profit 
or advantage of another person. 
(9) !!;.,;>,tpt!! mecuu; fam~;y ea':i!'~ &P e.!z!ie!' ee':lr.!z 
eMe!'e~s~R~ s':left j':lP~sa~e~~9nT 
'Protective services' means those services 
whose objective is to protect an incapacitated 
person from himself and from others. They 
consist of evaluation of the need for service 
and mobilization on the person's behalf of 
appropriate existing services and inc I ude, but 
are not limited to, arranaements for apcropriate 




which the person is entitled, securinq medical 
services and supplies, and legal services in 
those s i t:.:at ions where exp I o i tat ion, prevention 
of injur~, protection of the person and his 
property, and providing the necessities or 
amenities of life are at issue. 
(10) 'Department' means the South Carolina 
Department of Social Services. 
(11) 'Court' means family court or other 
court exercising the jurisdiction of family 
court. 
Section 43-29-15. All aoencies and 
subdivisions of the State shall cooperate with 
the Department of Social Services and the family 
court in the carrying out of the 
responsibi I ities under this chapter. 
Section 43-29-20. tH (A) The department may 
provide protective services under any of the 
following conditions: 
taH 1 ) - The person who needs or be I i eves 
he needs protective service may seek s~:tefi the 
service. 
t5~(2) Any interested person or caregiver 
may request service on beha If of a person in 
need of services. 
+e~(3) The department may provide 
services--on behalf of any person in need of 
protective services. 
+a+(4) The court may request s~:teA the 
services. 
t~1(B) All· protective services si:\aH: e~ 
ill vo I untary un I ess ordered by the court or 
requested by a parent, guardianJ.. or friend£!: 
reauested by an i nd i vi dua I or aoency having a 
respons i b i I i ty to render care or offer services 
to the protected adu It. The provision of a I I 
protective services is within the discretion of 
the Department of Socia I Services, un I ess court 
ordered. 
(3) No person may interfere with the provision 
of protective services if the adu It consents to 






(4) The department may request from the family 
court an order enjoining the caregiver or any 
other person from interfering with the provision 
of protective services to the adult. 
Section 43-29-25. In conducting an 
investioation of a report of abuse, neglect, or 
exp I o i tat ion, if the facts warrant, the agency 
investigator may petition the family court of 
the appropriate judicial circuit for a warrant 
to inspect the premises and condition of the 
adu It subject of the report. The court · sha I I 
issue the inspection warrant upon probable cause 
to believe the adult has been abused, neolected, 
or exploited, as defined by this chapter. 
After issuance of the inspection warrant, the 
representative of the department may be 
accompanied by a I aw enforcement officer to the 
prem i ses. The department add i t i ona I I y sha I I 
take photographs of the premises and of any 
vis i b I e areas of trauma on any adu It for whom a 
report has been made, and may authorize the 
taking of x-ray photographs in the event that 
the action is considered appropriate for either 
diagnostic or investioative purposes. 
Section 43-29-30. HHA) The department, an 
agency, or a guardian may request the fam i I y 
court or other court exercising juri sd i ct ion to 
provide protective placement of an individual 
for purposes of care or custody. No protective 
placement may be ordered unless there is a 
de termination by the court that the i nd i vi dua I 
is unable to provide for his own protection from 
abuse or neglect by another or himself. The 
court shall appoint a guardian ad litem to 
insure that the best interest of the person is 
served. 
+~HB) The court shall give preference in 
making a determination to the· least drastic 
a I ternat i ve considered to be proper under the 
circumstances, including a preference for 
noninstitutional care wherever possible. Before 





individual, the · court shall direct a 
comprehensive eva I uat ion of the person "in need 
of serv·i ces, if slieA aft the eva I uat ion has not 
a 1 ready been made. The court may uti I rze 
available multidisciplinary resources in the 
community in determining the need for placement. 
The department shall cooperate with the court in 
securing available resources. A copy of the 
comprehensive evaluation sfia~~ must be 
provided to the guardian or to the guardian ad 
I item or attorney of the individual. The court 
obtaining the evaluation shall request 
appropriate information which sha;; must 
include at least the following: ----
+aH1) The address of the place where the 
person is residing and the person or agency who 
is providing services at present, if any; 
t~+(2) A resume of professional treatment 
and services provided to the person by the 
department or agency, if any, in connection with 
the problem creating the need for placement; 
teH3) A medical, psychological, social, 
vocational~ and educational evaluation and 
review, where necessary, and any recommendations 
for or against maintenance of partial rights. 
t~+(C) The department shall make an 
eva I uat ion and submit a written report at I east 
once every six months covering the physical, 
mental~ and social condition of each person for 
whom it ·is acting and shal I recommend less 
drastic placement or discharge where 
appropriate. Any record of the department or 
other agency pertaining to s~:~~~ a this person 
sila~~ must not be open for pub I i c inspection. 
Information ;~e~~~R in it sHa~~ may not be 
disclosed publicly in such a manner as to 
identify i nd i vi dua Is, but may be made ava i I ab I e 
on app I i cation for cause to persons approved by 
the director of the department or the court. 
t~+{D) Reasonab I e expenses for the 
eva I uat ions required by this chapter s!::a;~ 
must be assumed by the department. The 
department shal I seek appropriate Federal 




f51(E) PPiep h thehaPge tPeM ~he eare eP 
elts~eay et ~he aeper~111ea'T file tepaP~IBeR~ shaU 
peview · .. the aee4 fep eea~iR"ea pPe~ee~ive 
·sePvieeT ia~~~aiP.g ;he appeiRiMeP.~ e+ a g"epaiaft 
ep ~iilli:~e4 f'i&PQi&AT Ypeft PE"eefl\lllefta&4i:&ft ey ~he 
aeJ!aP-iMeft; ;!\e> ee-apt May appe4:R*- S'ieh 
g-ttapaiaRT The court may order that the adu It's 
financial records be made available at a certain 
day and time for inspection by the court, 
so I i c i tor, or other I ega I representative of the 
agency. 
fe-+(F) Placement may be made to s'ieh 
fac iIi ties such as nursing homes, boarding 
homes, personal medical institutions, foster 
care services~ or to other appropriate 
fac i I it i es. 
(1) Payment for this pI acement must be made 
from the resources of the person being pI aced, 
i f ava i I ab I e. 
(2) If payment is made by the department, 
reimbursement must be reguested from the 
ava i I ab I e resources of the person or from the 
estate if the adult become deceased. 
(3) The department may reguest an order from 
the appropriate court for the purpose of payment 
or reimbursement. 
(G) Prior to discharge from the care or 
custody of the department, the department sha I I 
review the need for continued protective 
•service, including the appointment of a guardian 
or limited guardian. Upon recommendation by the 
department, the court may appoint this auardian. 
+~~(H) Any person may request voluntary 
protective placement under this chapter. No 
civi I rights are rei inquished as a result of 
s'ieh this placement. 
Section 43-29-40. It shA·H ee is un I awfu I 
for any person to abuse, neglect~ or-exploit any 
senile, mentally i 1.1, developmentally disabled~ 
or menta I I y retarded person or any person 
suffering from other I ike i ncacac i ties, who is 
incapable of caring for or managing his own 




a I tercat ions or acts of assau It between persons 
protected by this section . 
. Charges of s\ieR. this abuse, neg I ect J. or 
exploitation may be initiated upon complaints of 
private individuals or as a result of 
investigations by any state agency or public 
official or on the direct initiative of a county 
solicitor or law enforcement official. 
See~~eR ~;~~9-~~T Ne~....-~~F.staRa~R~ tfle 
j:!'&¥i:S%&RS &f S ~;-~9-~gQT &R!f pePS&ft wf\e 
¥'i:e~ates ~fie J?P&¥i:s'i:eRs ef S <1:;-~9-49 sflaH ee 
aee111ea g"'iH~y ef a III~Sael!le&R&P !iRQ 1:ifl&Fi 
e&f\¥~et'i:&R SAQ~~ ee f~ftea R&~ ~ess tflaR ti:Ye 
A'iftEiPea ~e~~aPs R&P III&Pe tflaa f~ye ;f1e1:isaRa 
ae±±aPS &P Se ~IIIJIP'i:S&Rea t&P f\&t -tess if\aR 
R~Re;y aays R&P III&Pe tflaft f~ve yeaPST 
Seet'i:eR o1;-~9-~~T Net....-i:tF.staRa~a~ tfle 
JIP&¥i:s'i:eas ef S •H-~9-.:ggT aRy JI'H'S&ft wl\e faHs 
te pepePt a±±egea ae\ise &P l!la±tPeaillleRi ef 
pePS&RS JIP&teetea S!f S 4~-29-49 SRa±! ee el\ap~e4 
as aR aeeessepy aftep tae faet aRa saa;± ee 
aee!!ea f'i-i:~iy ef a ~~~~sae!!eaR&P aRa 1:iJI&R 
e&R¥i:e~~&R sR.a!! 6e fi:Rea aet -tess tl\aa eRe 
F.\iaaPea ae!!aPs ReP III&Pe tF.aR eae ~Ae1:isaRa 
aei:·hPS &P ee 4:111p!'i:S&aea fep R&t IR&Pe tA&R Si:M 
III&RtftST 
Section 43-29-50. A I I practitioners of the 
hea I i ng arts having reasonab I e cause to be I i eve 
that any person who is sen i I e, deve I opmenta II y 
disabledJ.. or mentally iII has been subjected to 
physical abuse, neglectJ. or exploitation by 
another or himself shal I report or cause a 
report to be made as fe-±:e....-s+ in accordance 
with the provisions of Section 43-29-60. 
+a+ nft epa! ~~?e?t; ay ;~;~~~·ft~ e!' 
e~RePw~seT sF.a:; ee maae i:~~eai:a~~!y ;e t~e 
Gelul•Y ~epaPtmea.;. ef ;~e~a-± Sepv~ees ep te t~e 
e&'ift•Y sae!'~ff~5 aff~ee &!' eRi:ef ee'iaty ~="" 
enG&Peemeat effi:eep ~a tfie ee\iaty wftePe S1:ieR. 
pePS&R Pesi:aes ep :s f~~a4~ 




pepett~T eft !:RvesHga.Ji:&R SA&U ee lll&&e ey the 
'•~a~y · ;epa~tlllea4 e~ 6ee!:a~ Sepviees eP 
shePii~~& e~~!:ee &P ehief e&~Riy ~av eRfepeellleRi 
ef~!:ee~ aRQ a wpiiieR Pepe~; pPepaPea wf\ieh wi~~ 
iae~~ae·ihe fe~~ew~R~+ 
t~t ~a111eT a~e aRa adaPess ef s~eh pePseRT 
tc+ 1-lah.Pe aREi e~t.eRi ef iR~~PY s~HePefi ey 
s~eR r~t'S&RT iaei~:tfii:Rg 81\j' e¥4:tleRee ef pPe¥4:&\:I.S 
iP.~~PYT 
+H Atty etrheP faetrs eP ei:P~HuRsiaRees Mft&WR h 
ike !'~~epieP wki:eh 111ay aia i:R il;e f~:tili!'e 
aetePIIIi:Raiiea ef ~i:;;y 
A~; PepePts pPepaPea ey the ee~.Riy shepi:f~~s 
aep&PillleHi &P eki:e~ ee~Riy ~aw eafePeellleRi 
effi:eep Sft&~~ ee fet'W&PaeQ. h iRe ;e\:I.Riy 
~epaPillleRi ef ;eei:a~ 8epv,ees wi:ihi:ft iweaiy-te\:I.P 
l;e~PS en& vi:ee vepsay 
Section 43-29-60. ARy pePS&R ep a;eP.ey ~hat 
~ea;es slieR a eemp~a,ftt '" ;eea faHh shaH aet 
ee SliSfleet ie pPesee~ti:&R &P e!:vi:~ ~i:ae!:;!:ty fep 
sliel; aeti:&RY It is the duty of a person to 
report suspected cases of abuse or ma I treatment 
of a person protected by Section 43-29-40 as 
follows: 
(1) An oral report, by telephone or otherwise, 
must be made immediately to the county 
Department of Socia I Services or to the county 
sheriff's office or chief county law enforcement 
officer in the county where the person resides 
or is found. 
(2) Within three days following the oral 
report, an investiaation must be made by the 
county Department of Social Services or 
sheriff's office or chief county law enforcement 
officer and a written rePort crecared which must 
include the following: 
(a) name, age, and address of the person; 
(b) nature and extent of injury suffered by 
the person, inc I ud i ng any evidence of previous 
injury; 
(3) any other facts or circumstances known to 
the reporter which may aid in the . future 










All reoorts prepared by the county sheriff's 
department or chief county I aw enforcement 
officer· must be forwarded to the county 
Department of Social Services within twenty-four 
hours and vice versa . 
Section 43-29-70. P0Ra~R; tP~a~ ef aRy ease 
aP:t~iR~ ff'&IH !:if\ aH~~~,;l Y~e±aH&R ef Hd:s 
P.Ra~tePT tfie Ge~~+y Pe~aPtmeRt ef See~a± 
S€PYiees ~5 =~tkePi:ea ~e ~P&Yi~e fep rpe~ee~~ ... e 
sepviees fep tfie ~e~seR !:t;±e~ed te 1:\aYe seeR 
ae~seElT Aeg±eeteli er t!:tp±eHeElT fC a eeRvi:eHea 
P·es~·Hs ~A tfie eas~T tl:\e a:feAey may eeRHR\:le 
S\:leA sepviees iR a ~~iYate eP p~&~ie iRsti~\:ltiea 
ep Cestep AeflleT eeat:>El-i:R:?, Ref!leT A\:lPSiftg Ref!le ep 
etRe!' sif!IHaP faeHHy \:lfitH 5\:lil:-ae±e pepf!lafteR-i 
aPPaAgemeatsT as ~ep e 4;-29-egT eaR &e maEle fep 
tfie pepseR eeae~PReElT A±± Pese\:l!'ees ef tae 
a~eRey sfia±± &e ~;f~f:eEl te iRS\:lPe tfia~ tae 
ae\:lseaT Reg±eett:a ep e:t~±eHeEl pe!'sea sfiaH Ret 
ee 5\:le~eet te 5\:leR t\:l!'tReP ae\:lseT Re~±eet ep 
eMp±eitatfeRT ;fie ee~!'t ~R ;fie ee\:lA;y saa;;T 
~:~peR meheA ef tfie PepaptmeRi ef Seefd 
~epvfeesT ,peviae ey &!'Qe!' 5\:left ±ega± p!'etee::~eR 
as tae ee~:~Pt sRa~; aetepfllfRe Reeessa!'!f te 
'peveRt s~:~efi fli!'tAe!' tpeatmeat ef tfie pePSeR 
eeReepaea eRa pPeviEle fep fifs ea!'e aREl 
el:isteElyT A person or agency that lodges a 
complaint as provided in Section 43-29-60 in 
good faith is not subject to prosecution or 
c i vi I I i ab i I i ty for the action. A person who 
reports pursuant to this chapter or who 
participates in judicial proceedings resulting 
from it, acting in oood faith, is immune from 
civi I and criminal I iabi I ity which mioht 
otherwise result by reason of these actions. In 
all these civi I or criminal proceedings oood 
faith is rebuttably presumed. 
Section 43-29-80. ;.;AeR a feliRt!f Qe!ia!';P.\e!'l:: ef 
eee'a~ gepyfees f~!'!~S a St!Fii:_;eT -ieve~e~meRH~_;!f 
a~sae~ea &!' f!le!'lta;;!f -i-H ~':!f'S&R wfte 4:~ liRae;e 
eeea\:lse ef HAaAei:a± !'eS&I:i!'ees e!' phys~ea± e!' 




Aeeas fer sae~~ePT feeaT e~e~a~R! aRa hea~4a 
eaPeT ~he a~ertey May +~~ tMmeaia4e~y pPeYiae 
eare ~e·iAe eKieRi iRe perseR is ft&f iakeR iA4e 
e~steay ep pe~eYea tPeM i'\~s Ae~e er t~~ pet-titeR 
t.i:te eeliP' fep a ieMJ!&PaPy ePEleP &liiAePieirtg ii'\e 
a~eAey h talie e~s~eely ef aft4 ~P&Yt.ie eape fep 
s~eft pePS&R lift-it~ Sli~;ae~e pePM&AeA~ 
&t'!'!:lft~e~e!'\~5 f!&ft ee fRC:ttie WRtt!ft wi:~~ iftSliPe t.Ae 
fPe~~eiieR ef ti'\e 1'\ea~ti'\ aREl saf~ty ef ifte 
ref'S&F\ e&R@t!f'F\E!QT Y~eft a Eie;eplft~ft!:iit&f\ ef ifle 
ee~P• t-1'\a~ SlieR a;eAey ~:~at~e :!:s llP~~Ri~y af\4 
i:~~~meElia;e~y Reeessapy aREi llptR appPepP~a•e ePEleP 
ef ifle eeliP4T ii'\e a~eAey · sflaH ee all,A&Pteea h 
assliFRe e~steay &Ati p~aee s~efl pepseft i:A a fes•eP 
f;eMeT eeapai:Ag R&MeT RliPSi:ag R&Me ep etf;ep 
si:Mi:±aP faei~i:;y fep a pepi:eEl Rei te eMeeeEl 
Rtftety aaysT Ai tae ~peeeeElfAg ie eetafa •fie 
aeeessapy epElePT aAy Pe~aitYe ep etflep 
i:at.erestea JH!PS&R May appeu te eppese ep ~eirt 
i:R ifle peHHeA ef tae ageReyT &ll• ReHee h 
SlieR pe~at:!:ve ep iateresiea pepseR :!:s Ret 
Pef\litPeaT ~liP!:Rg tae peP!:ea ef ar,eRey elishayT 
a±± peseliPees ef iae see4:a; sePY!:ee a~eAey saa~± 
ee li-it±teeEi ie pP&Ytae a pePMaReft\ Sli!:tae~e 
eRY!:P&RMeR~ fep tae pePS&RS eeReePReEiT Befepe 
eMf*!:PaHeR e.f tfle R!:Re~y Eiay peP!:eEiT a pPepeP 
fleaPiRg Sfta~~ ee ae±EiT as pep ~ 4;-~9-;Q te 
ae~epm:!:ae if tliPtaer eare is pe~~ireEiT (A) 
Pending trial of any case arising from -an 
a II eged vi o I at ion of this chapter, the county 
Department of Socia I Services is authorized to 
provide for protective services for the person 
al leQed to have been abused, neglected, or 
exploited. 
(B) If a conviction results in the case, the 
agency may continue the services in a private or 
public institution or foster home, boarding 
home, nursing home, or other similar faci I ity 
until suitable permanent arrangements, as 
provided in Section 43-29-90, are made for the 
person concerned. A I I resources of the aaency 
must be uti I ized to insure that the abused, 
neglected, or exploited cerson is not subject to 





court in the county I uoon motion of the 
Department of Socia I Services I sha l I provide by 
order such I ega I protection as the court 
determines necessary to prevent further 
mistreatment of the person concerned and provide 
for his care and custody. 
Section 43-29-90. ~Re S~ate PepaP~~ent e+ 
.;eei:a:!: e€t>Y~ees sf:laH J!!'&~li~gate peg>::!:aH&P.S h 
¥P&Y~ae ~P&e~~~Pes fep ~&lin~y PeJ~a!'~~eP.~s ef 
f&ei:a:!: ~e!'Yi:ees i:R tRe e!o!eP~i:se &f ;i:le~p ti>:Hes 
aREi Pesp&Rsf&HHies aREieP tf\fs eRaJ!~ePT When 
a county Department of Social Services finds a 
senile, developmentally disabled, mentally iII, 
mentally retarded person, or person suffering 
from other simi I ar incapacities who is unab I e 
because of f i nanc i a I resources or phys i ca I or 
mental disabi I ities to provide for his basic 
needs for she Iter, food, c I oth i ng, and he a I th 
care, the agency may: 
(1) immediately provide care to the extent the 
person is not taken into custody or removed from 
his home; or 
( 2) petition the court for a temporary order 
authorizing the aoency to take custody of and 
provide care for the person until suitable 
permanent arranoements are made which insures 
the protection of the hea I th and safety of the 
person concerned. The pre I iminary hearing on 
this petition must occur within ten days of its 
filing. The proceeding may be further expedited 
by the court to any extent necessary to protect 
the interest of the adult in question. The 
court shall consider the appointment of a 
ouard ian ad I item at this pre I i m i nary hearing. 
At the preliminary hearinq the court shall 
consider 1 based upon the department's evidence, 
whether there is probable cause to issue a 
temporary order for protective PI acement. Upon 
a de termination of the court that the action is 
urgently and immediately necessary and upon 
appropriate order of the court I the agency is 
authorized to assume custody and place the 





home, or other similar facility. Before 
expiration of forty days followin! the 
pre I iminary hearing, a prooer hearing must be 
held as provided in Sect ion 43-29-30. At the 
proceedings to obtain the necessary orders, any 
reI at i ve or other interested person may appear 
to oppose or join in the petition of the aaency, 
but notice to the relative or interested person 
is not reau ired. Our i ng the period of aaency 
custody, alI resources of the social service 
agency must be uti I i zed to provide a permanent 
suitable environment for the persons concerned. 
Section 43-29-100. ARy ~epsn wl:\e vi:e~a~~s 
iae pnvi:si:eP.s ef ~1:\i:s el:ia!!~ep sl;,eH ee 4e~!!l~4 
g~~;~y ef e M~saeMeefteP efta ~peR eePt.vi:e;i:eR 
sl;.a~~ ee aeeMe4 ;~~~;y ef a mi:saeMeaftep efta ~peA 
eeftvi:eheA sl:\t:tH ee HRea Ret men ~aeft fi::,re 
P.~fta!'e4 Eie~hPs ep i:M~P~sePt.ea fep Reo\ !llePe ;!\a!\ 
ft~Rny aeys-r The Department of Socia I Services 
sha II promu I gate regu I at ions to provide 
procedures for county Departments of Social 
Services in the exercise of their duties and 
responsibi I ities under this chapter. 
Sect ion 43-29-110. (A) A person who violates 
the provisions of Section 43-29-40 is gu i I ty of 
a misdemeanor and, upon conviction, must be 
fined not I ess than five hundred do I I ars nor 
more than five thousand dol Iars or be imprisoned 
for not less than ninety days nor more than five 
years. 
(8) A person who has knowledae of and fails to 
reoort a II eaed abuse or ma I treatment of persons 
protected by Section 43-29-40 must be charaed as 
an accessory after the fact and is au i I ty of a 
misdemeanor and, uoon conviction, must be fined 
not I ess than one hundred do II ars nor more than 
one thousand dollars or be imorisoned for not 
more than six months." 
SECTION 2. This act takes effect upon approval 





REMARKS BY HARRIET KEYSERLING 
TO JOINT LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE ON AGING 
Representative Harriet Keyaerlin& 
P.O. Boz 1108 
Beaufort, SC 29901 
September 1989 
.Every state in the country now has some sort of legislated property 
tax relief for poor, elderly or disabled home owners. In 1965 only six states 
had a relief program. In 1970 about half of all states had such a program. 
By 1975 eov69'ry state had a property tax relief program. 
Property tax relief programs may take many forms, the most common 
of Which are the circuit breaker and the homestead exemption. The circuit 
breaker program compares the income tax liability and the property tax 
liability of a ta.xpayer. When the property tax liability exceeds a certain 
level with respect to the income tax liability, a portion of the income tax is 
refunded to the taxpayer. When an individual suffers from tax overload 
relative to his income, the circuit is broken and relief occurs, much like a 
circuit brealc.er protects a home from electrical overload. 
The homestead exemption targets grou~ of eligible persons. When a 
person meets certain eligibility requirements (is elderly, disabled, blind) 
some or all of his real property may be exempted from taxation. 
The two programs, circuit breaker and homestead exemption, are not 
mutually exclusive. In 1985. 31 states had a circuit brealc.er, 46 had a 
homestead exemption and 2 9 states had a combination. One of the most 
common combination forms was a homestead exemption for the elderly 
Whose income was below some predetermined level. This is what I and 
several other legislators proposed last year and I would lilc.e to explain why, 
in the hope we can gain your support. 
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The State reimburses counties for taxes forgone under the homestead 
provisions. The future of property tax relief is uncertain as the cost to the 
State for homestead programs escalates. In 1972, when the homestead 
exemption began, the State spent $3.5 million. As the threshold was raised 
over the years, the cost grew. This year the State spent over $29 million. 
In 19&5. there were approXimately 346,000 South Carolinians age 65 
or over. That number is expected to be 632.700 in the year 2010, an a31 
increase in twenty-five }"ears. This growth is attributed to a longer life span 
and a gro'VY'ing in-migration of retirees. 
In addition~ a gro\o\o'ing number of South Carolinians aged 65 and over 
own their own homes. In 1970, 141 of the elderly owned their homes; in 
1980 over 491. It is expected soon South Carolina Will reach the national 
751 as more well-to-do retirees move into the State. 
To further increase the costs of homestead exemption rebates by the 
State to the counties. the .. ,alues of property have greatly increased With 
uniform property re-assessment across the State. 
As the tax burden shifts to the young from the old, there Will be more 
resistance to increasing the homestead exemptions. So we must look for 
innovative ways to protect those who need the protection, those Who cannot 
pay growing property taxes With their fixed and limited incomes. That is 
Why I am looking at the CircUit breaker. in combination With the homested 
exemption. I along With Rep. Tim Rogers. Senator Waddell and others have 
worked on many formUlas, trying not to reduce present benefits While 
factoring income in. But that took more State funds than we coUld find. We 
Will keep searching to find a do-able solution. which may reduce exemptions 










- Thank you very -..ch, Len. We I ookad at thIs 
rather extensively last year. Did you bring the 
i~t stat..ant along with you? 
- No sir. I can get that for you. 
- We have i t . Thank you. 
- Does your circuit breaker legislation deal with 
renters or just property owners? 
- I'• a reader today. 
- Just property owners, Senator. 
- Thank you! Mr. JaMs Rider, citizen of 
Georgetown county. 
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Rep. Harris, committee members, ladies and gentlemen: 
J ... lider 
40 Ialet Oata Villac• 
•••• - 1621 
Rarrelll Inlet, SC 29576 
A year ago, I spoke to this very same committee. As a result, two bills werr-~ 
forthcoming in the 1989 Legislative Session, H-3594 and S-578. We appreciate the work 
that the committee has done to date but both bills avoid the main thrust of my remarks 
last year - security. In both bills some short term security is suggested such as 
length of leases; eviction without good cause. But at this time in life, the senior 
has the right to ask, "Where will I be tomorrow? I'd like today and ta.orrow to be 
secure." 
When young we change schools, move away from home, career goals - tomorrow is a 
long time coming. But for seniors, tomorrow is now. And the others who find mobile 
home living suits their needs - young marrieds in, perhaps, their first home; enlisted 
military; the working poor; and just the poor - certainly a sense of security would 
be a leg up in their lives. 
In mobile homeparks security comes in the form of: 
.,~ 'rl·"•""k 
. l 1 
~ '-12 -~t. • 
D ~o~.~l.. 2. 
"''('(.. -' 
Long term up to life-time leases 
First offer to park's tenants if park is for sale and the owner has a buy~r 
and a bona fide selling price. "'-.'\c.-
3. If a park is sold after the tenants fail to purchase same, and the park is to 
<£:)/ 
be used for other purposes (than a mobile home park), the new owner is to 
purchase at 80% of present replacement value all homes that the owners for 
Ll ,many a~ varied ~easons can not or do not want to move. See notes followi~g. 
'1· '7e ..... •"' • v-t<. ,111.~/e.I.J.., ~,.tH ,.,.~ ~ +.a.CA .. s, ~ .. ...,.,_~ ... "~~.-i'"r.,.~- r-c=-~ .. tt-... , ... ., J4 "...w ,,.~-t"t"• 
5~ Unconscionable rent i~ases - this explains itself a!ong with a proviso 
found in the Senate bills Subarticle IV, ~neral Provisions, Section 
27-42-320 (E) p.5 regarding take backs. 
Back to point #3 above - it is costly to move a mobile home. Perhaps the park's 
new owner(s) according to Lav, would pay for the moves. Some mobiles can't be moved 
because other parks do not want them. They are too old; too small. Some parks only 
want 14' or wider; some only want double-wides; some only will take you if you buy the 
mobile that you will live in on their land from them; some mobiles and their additions 
would be irreparably damaged in a move attempt. 
Why not buy own land - no restrictions. The nearness of neighbors for 
companions·hip, for safety, will be found in a park. Living by oneself on an isolated 
~ l.c, "--£ 
piece of land is not the wisest choice for an elderly person all ~. Shouldn't any 
person - young; military; poor; old have the comfort and security of having neighbor~ 
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Where do the present bills go from here - if additions can be made to them, I do 
not know? If additions can be added, I'd certainly like to see, as well as others 
that I've spoken to, that all four of my points be added to the House bill, and three 
points, it already includes point 4, to the Senate bill. 
I have purposely kept this presentation brief so that the areas deemed absolutely 









James R. Rider 
Murrells Inlet, South Carolina 
Phone: 1-803-651-6016 
- Thank you very -..ch, Mr. Rider. We appreciate 
you COIIing I ike Mr. Blackwell says the bi II 
process is ext rHel y s I ow s011et i •s at the 
legislative level. 
- I appreciate that. 
- We appreciate you COli i ng back and giving us this 
inforatlon. 
- Has the b i II been marked-up? 
- No, it has not. 
- The co.ittee process would be a good tiM for 
so•e0i'l8 I ike yoursel f to appear before tt.- and 
.ake suggestions as to what needs to be done. 
We •lght ask staff just to .ake Mr. Rider's 
interest known to Labor, eo..&rce, and Industry. 
-That's a good suggestion. We will follow 
through on that Mr. Rider. Thank you again. 
The next presentator is Dr. Ja.s C8 I iff, 




Or. James I. Calitt, Executive ~irectOl 
Horry County Council on Acinc, Inc. 
Box 1693 
Conway, SC 
cJio.,rr.y C!ounl!J C?o~;[ on dl-9~, £1114. 
2213 N. MAIN STREET • P. 0. BOX 1693 
CONWAY, SOUTH CAROLINA 29526 
TELEPHONE (803) 24&5523 
October 4, 1989 
ADDRESS TO JOINT LEGISLATIVE-
COMMITTEE ON AGING - 9/20/89 
29526 
~~if::.;» 
Dr.·James I. Califf 12:20- 12:30 
Thank you for the opportunity to address you in regard to 
senior needs. I am Dr. James I. Califf, executive director of 
the Harry County Council on Aging, Inc. I'm here to represent 
the setiior adults of Harry County - the S.C. Couniy with the largest 
land a~ea east of the Mississippi. I do want you to know that we 
support the efforts of Mr. Rider, and his group to obtain legislation 
that carefully spells out the contractual relationships between 
a mobile home park owner and the tenants. The 1980 census showed 
us 16,000 persons 60 and over. Many live in Mobile Home Parks 
in the South St~and area. The 1990 census is expected to show a 
growth to at le~st 21,000 60 + seniors. 
The large geographic area and the number of senior adults we 
have to serve are part of the problem we have in producing services 
under our present system. I'm here today to recommend that the 
state legislature create a state mandated system for providing 
services - such a system to be modeled after the State Mental 
Retardation Organization. 
In the present set up as a private - non profit corporation 
which is part of loose agency network, senior services are optional. 
To get tax exemption for our property and vans I have to make 
application to the S.C. Tax Commission because we are not a state 
or county agency. We can't purchase at state gasoline prices because 
we are not governmental; to be able to do so would double our 
ability to produce much needed transportation services. For the 
last 3 years, the Borry County Administrator has recommended that 
all suppleaental agencies such as ours get no funding because we're 
"optional". For two years we received 27,000; this year $43,500. 
The Horry County Dog Pound got $55,000 last year. 
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Being "optional" produces instability; no one knows if 
the program will be funded the next year. Such instability leads 
to a loss of people who are willing to work at producing services 
for senior adults. A second by-product of the instability is the 
lack of educational programs to train people to work in senior 
service delivery. 
In the spring of 1989, the S.C. Commission released a study 
that indicated Horry County had 7500-8500 moderately to severely 
impaired seniors 65 and over. The combination of public and 
private agencies is unable to provide in-home services and home 
delivered meals. We lack funds to deal with the problem because 
we're an option at state and county levels of government. 
In May of 1988, the Waccamaw Regional Planning Council disbanded 
its agency network. It didn't want to be involved in the hassle 
of providing services in addition to the $25,000 needed to match 
funds provided. lt did so because we were an "optional" service. 
We haven't had a area agency since then but we haven't really 
missed it. For 10 years, Horry County with a population of $16,000 
60 + persons received the same funds as Williamsburg and Georgetown 
Counties which had approximately 5000 each. 
At I 1:30 A.M. yesterday I received a call from a lady in 
Garden City who needed to go to the Grand Strand Hospital to be 
there by 2:15 P.M. I tried to get a taxi but the charge would have 
been $56.00. I finally got a volunteer to go. We lack the funds 
needed to provide much needed transportation. 
I point this out because I feel a state legislated system 
such as the S.C.M.R.D. would provide the stability we need and 
help us be assured of not being considered as "optional". I 















- Thank you. Are there any questions? 
- Dr. cal iff, did you not try to att~~~~pt to join 
the state agency on Counci I on Aging? Have you 
ever attempted that? 
- I'• sorry I didn't hear you. 
- Have you ever attempted to join the State 
Counc i I on Aging? 
- I don't know whether I rea II y understand that or 
not. 
-Why aren't you affiliated with a State agency? 
-We have a relationship with the SCCOA if that's 
what you are ta I king about . We are funded 
through federa I or state funds that we received 
fr011 th• but we aren't regarded as a state 
agency because we are private non-prof it that 
was created in 1979 for the purpose of receiving 
federal, state, and local funds fro. private 
donat ions for the product ion of services as such 
we have no existence as a state agency. We 
can't clai• that we are. 
- You do get some funding fr011 the SCCOA. 
- Yes sir. We get most of our funding fr011 SCCOA 
but in 1988 the Wacc8118W Regional Planning 
Counc i I decided to do away w i th the Area Agency 
because it was an option. It didn't want to put 
up the $25,000 and it didn't want to deal with 
the hassle that went with the Aging Unit and so 
they dropped us. We have a direct rei at i onsh i p 
with the SCCOA. For 10 years they have g ivan us 
one-third of the money that was designated for 
the Wacc..aw Region. Even though we have 21 , 000 
people in Georgetown and Wi II i•sburg counties 
on I y have 5000 people, we have never received 
.ore than one-third of the share of funds. 
- What you want right now the way I gather it is 
to be a se I f organ i zat ion with reg i ona I 
offices. But you do receive funds - federal and 
state? 
- Yea, we do! 
- Thank you, Doctor! We appreciate your c011ing. 
This co.pletes our agenda until after lunch 
which is at 1:30 p.m. We will try to convene on 




Gwea Power, DeputJ lzeeuti•• Directcn 
HHSFC 
1801 Kaia St., P.O. Boz 8206 
Co1u.bia, SC 29202-8206 
STATE HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES FINANCE COMMISSION 
TESTIMONY 
Presented to the State of South Carolina 
Joint Leqialative co .. ittee on Aqinq 
PUblic Bearinq 
September 20, 1989 
by 
Gwen Power 
Deputy Executive Director 
Office of Programs 
Representative Pat Harris and members of the Joint Legislative 
committee on Aging, on behalf of the State Health and Human 
services Finance Commission I'd like to thank you for your support 
of the programs that are administered by the Finance commission. 
As you are aware many of these programs play an important role in 
the State's efforts to meet the needs of the elderly. 
The thrust of the Medicaid Program's long term care efforts in 1989 
has been to improve access to care by increasing the availability 
of services and extending Medicaid eligibility to additional 
populations not previously covered. 
Medicaid's expansions in eligibility which effect long term care 
include the following areas: 
1. Qualified Medicare Beneficiaries CQMB>- The Catastrophic 
Act requires states to pay premiums, coinsurance, and 
deductible& for all persons covered under Medicare Part 
A with income under lOOt of poverty ($5,980 per yr. for 
an individual or $8020 per yr. for a couple) and 
resources under $4,000 for an individual and $6,000 for 
a couple: 
2. Aaed. Blind. or Disabled Under lOOt of Poyerty- Effective 
October 1, 1989, aged (+65), blind or disabled persons 
who do not have Part A Medicare, but have an income below 
lOOt of poverty, with resources below $4, ooo for an 
individual or $6,000 for a couple, may also be eligible 
for Medicaid. This category is similar to QMB except 
that since these persons do not have Part A Medicare, 
they aust be aged, blind, or disabled according to SSI 
rules to aeet the State's eligibility criteria: 
3. Medically Htedy- A program for the Medically Needy is 
targeted to begin March, 1990. This will cover 
individuals who are aged, blind, or disabled according 
to SSI eligibility rules and who incur substantial 
medical expenses which cause their income to be reduced 
to a certain level. The income level, budget periods and 
length of eligibility will be finalized later this year; 
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4. Spousal Imooyerishment- This provision will be effective 
in October, 1989. This change allows a community spouse 
of an institutionalized individual to keep up to $1500 ~ 
per month in income and the couple to keep up to $60,000 
in combined resources~ 
As you are aware, access to nursing home care for the Medicaid 
eliqible elderly has become one of South Carolina's moat critical 
problems. 
1. The State Health and Human services Finance commission 
(SHHSFC) will now reimburse hospitals for patients in 
awinq beds who meet the intermediate level of care 
criteria. 
2. Hospitals which have between 50 and 100 beds are now 
eligible to participate in the swinq bed program. 
3. A proqram to allow hospi tala to be reimbursed for 
administrative days through the Medicaid proqram has been 
initiated. When a nursinq home bed is not immediately 
available, this chanqe allows the hospital to be 
reimbursed at the average nursinq home rate for Medicaid 
eliqible persons who meet nursing home level of care 
requirements but no lonqer need acute care. 
4. Nursinq home rates have been increased across the board 
in the area of nursinq services as well as increased 
general rates in order to make it more attractive for a 
nursing home to serve a Medicaid recipient. 
Home and community-baaed services are an integral part of the 
State's Medicaid long term care program. The changes made in home 
and community-basad services to improve access include the 
following: 
1. CLTC Waiver- The CLTC waiver is beinq amended to raise 
the cap on the number of persons that can be served. 
Several new services are being explored for FY 90-91 
which include home modifications and supplies, in-home 
respite care, and hospice care~ and 
2. Personal care Aide Service CPCAl- PCA services are being 
removed froa the CLTC waivers and will be offered as an 
optional service under the state's Medicaid Plan. All 
PCA services will be prior-authorized according to the 
needs of the individual. 
PCA services will continue to be available for persons 




- Persons who do not meet the skilled or intermediate level of care criteria, but need assistance with three Activities of Daily Livinq (bathinq, dressinq, walkinq, ~ 
incontinence care, mobility or transferrinq) will be able 
to receive PCA services beqinninq 1/1/90 if funds are 
available. As funds become available in the future 
SHHSFC would like to cover persons requirinq assistance 
with 2 or mora Activities of Daily Livinq. 
We would like to request that the Joint Leqislative Committee on 
Aqinq consider draftinq and supportinq laqislation which would 
require licensure for providers of Personal Care Aide Services. 
currently any qroup can offer Personal Care Aida Services for 
private pay citizens without havinq to meat any standards unless 
they are also servinq Medicaid clients. This is a service that 
is rapidly expandinq which does not have any standards to protect 
the elderly or disabled recipient of the service. 
We would also like for you to consider supportinq tax incentives 
for families who provide in home care for frail elderly persons who 
miqht otherwise need nursinq home care. 
Thank you aqain for the support you have qiven to our aqency in the 
past. We request your continued support as we strive to improve 
and expand services to meet the needs of the frail elderly citiz•ns 




- Thank you very IRICh. Any questions of Ms. 
Power? Gwen, would you work with our staff on 
this proposed I eg i s I at ion to see that we get 
so.th i ng that w i II adequate I y address your 
needs o That ' s not an easy job but if you w i II 
work with Keller and the staff on that, we would 
appreciate that. 
- We would be delighted. 
- Thank you very much. Mr o J i • Manning, Cha i .-.an 
of Educat ion Leg i s I at ion Act ion Network 0 
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Jim Kannin&. •csw, Chair 
SC NASW 
P.O. Boz 5008 
Columbia, SC 29250 
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE CHAPTER NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS 
P.O. Box 5008 • Columbia, South Carolina 29250 • (803) 256-8406 
TESTIMONY AS PRESENTED 9/20/89 AT THE JOINT LEGISLATIVE STUDY 
COMMITTEE ON AGING PUBLIC HEARING 
Larry and I played together even before we entered Kindergarten. 
We rode together to our High School Graduation Ceremony. We were 
each other's best man when we married. Recently, Larry's mother 
passed away and it was a difficult time for the both Larry and 
me. He lives on the West Coast so our interactions are stifled 
by the distance. I phoned Larry about two weeks after the 
funeral to see how he was doing. He was outraged. The first 
thing out of his mouth after he heard my voice was, "I've been 
dealing with the business matters related to my mother's death 
and I've never be this upset in my life. Traveling to other 
countries on business, I see how they value people as they age 
but it seems that here the older you get the more you get ripped 
off." LARRY IS RIGHT! We must accept this truth and set a 
course to rectify it's reality. 
Since 1900, the percentage of the U. S. population 65 years and 
older has more than doubled. Today, older Americans constitute 
roughly 10 percent of the population. By the year 2000, this 
proportion is expected to reach one in eight. As a group, older 
Americans often have needs and problems related to their social 
situations, economic conditions and physical limitations and 
subsequently comprise one of the highest at-risk populations in 
the nation. 
Our society has failed to address adequately the needs of older 
Americans. Additionally, social work has historically failed to 
recognize it's unique contribution among the professions to the 
improvement of the quality of life for older Americans. It is 
for these reasons that social workers need to collaborate with 
Legislators to address several areas in regard to older Americans 
and specifically older South Carolinians. 
• INVOLVEMENT Of THE ELDERLY. Older persons should be in-
volved significantly in the planning, policy development and 
administration of programs. 
ECONOMIC SECURITY. The aim, as declared by the 1971 White 
House Conference on Aging, should be a minimum income stan-
dard for the elderly, which will provide sufficient security 
in terms of economic needs. 
EMPLOYMENT AND RETIREMENT. Aging persons should not be 
discriminated against or exploited due to their age. 
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• HEALTH CARE. An adequate system of health care for the 
elderly - going beyond Medicare, which is essentially a 
system of insurance for part of the health costs of the 
elderly, and Medicaid, which is a system of welfare medi-
cine - must be developed as an integral part of a universal 
program of comprehensive health care available to all our 
citizens. 
MENTAL HEALTH. The mental health needs of the elderly should 
receive proportionate attention through a comprehensive 
health care system. 
LONG-TERM CARE. Long-term care should encompass a dual 
system of care, including both institutional and community 
settings. Older persons should be sustained to the extent 
possible in their own environment. 
LIVING ARRANGEMENT. The widest choices of living arrange-
ments should be available, designed and located with refer-
ence to special needs, at costs that older persons and their 
families can afford. 
TRANSPORTATION. If elderly persons are to benefit from 
available health, social services and other resources in a-
community, adequate transportation is necessary. 
SOCIAL AND OTHER SUPPORTIVE SERVICES. Social Workers should 
have an active part in the planning and administration as 
social services are an integral component of any supportive 
service system. 
RURAL ELDERLY. Programs addressed to the special needs of 
the elderly in rural areas should be designated to fit their 
life style. 
MINORITY ELDERLY. Minority representation must be increased 
at all levels of programming as most aging programs were 
developed for a non-minority population and thus do not 
adequately address the special needs of the minority elder-
ly. 
It is necessary for these areas to be adopted as fundamental 
values in ~erms of addressing the issues of the elderly and 
programs to meet their needs. Pursuing legislation and services 
resulting in solutions with integrity is the only path to bring 
about respect to this significant segment of people in our soci-
ety. 





An Approach to Alzheimer's Disease 
Dolores llaceJ 
SC NASW 
P.O. Boz 5008 
Columbia, SC 29250 
Alzheimer's disease represents one of the most serious threats to the mental 
and physical health of the elderly population throughout the country. Epidemologists 
are now attempting to come up with hard data, but at this time estimates are that 
1 - 4 million people are affected with the disease. In South Carolina alone the 
estimates are from 24 - 30,000 people affected. These figures may be low. One noted 
South Carolina neurologist_ recently suggested we may have as many as 60,000 South 
Carolinians affected. While there are many hypotheses regarding causation of 
Alzheimer's disease, the only known risk factor is advanced age. 
Unfortunately Alzheimer's disease is an "equal opportunity disease". It affects 
us all - rich, poor, black, white, urban or rural. There is no one in South Carolina 
who is immune from getting the disease. We are now receiving the news that the ex-
perimental drug THA is having disappointing results. Other drug experimentation 
are equally disappointing. There is at this time no medical treatment available to 
treat the illness and we are a long way from knowing what causes the disease. 
However, we cannot sit back and wait until there is some scientific breakthrough 
to diagnose or treat this illness. The feeling of "helplessness" that so often 
accompanies this illness must not be a controlling factor as we approach this devastatin~ 
disease. 
The National Association of Social Workers proposes the following: 
1. Continued support for the South Carolina Dementia Registry. It is vital that 
we have hard data regarding the prevalance of this disease in our state. 
We need to know what kind of resources are going to be needed in our great stat 
2. Development of additional dementia-specific adult day care programs. The 
South Carolina Department of Mental Health has one such program located at 
Hall Institute in Columbia. However, Alzheimer's disease does not begin 
-or end in Columbia. The disease also has no geographic preference. It i 
possible to manage very sick people in a day care environment with trained 
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staff. This allows caregivers to continue to work. 
3. The Day Care Program at Hall Institute- called the A-Team Project -
has successfully experimented with having joint activities with local 
nursery school programs. We purpose that your committeee study the 
feasibility of developing joint Alzheimer's and children's day care programs. 
4. The A-Team in Columbia is now beginning a joint program where adolescents 
and youth from the Department of Youth Services will be volunteers for the 
Alzheimer's patients. We recommend that your committee study the possibility 
of involving other State Agencies such as the Department of Youth Services 








South Carolina Chapter 
National Association of 
Social Workers. 
- Are there any questions of Ms. Macey? 
- What was the reaction of day care providers? 
- 1 don't know what the reaction to chi I d day care 
providers i s bot I can tell you f r011 the 
experIence that we have it has been a wonderfu I 
project to see s011e demented person who hasn' t 
spoken for a while, pick up a child and say 
1011eth i ng very appropriate and to see the • i le 
on that chi I d's face. This •r its SOlie study. 
- Any further questions? Dolores, I think you 
know that I share your concern and frustration 
over our i nab i I i ty or fa i I ure to address what I 
think Is one of the most critical probl... I 
wanted to ask Fletcher Spigner this .arning when 
he was giving his figures and I failed to do 
It. About how ~~~any of these fo I ks that he sees 
suffer fr011 Alzheimer's Disease? I just deplore 
the fact that we haven' t done 110re and I hope we 
will be able to. 
- 1 hope we wi II too. You know national figures 
have to be I ooked at with 80118 respect and we 
thought 24 1 000 to 30 I 000 people was a I arge 
enough nUIIber for a very .all state I ike ours 
but we had a neurologist who said we •Y have as 
many as 60 1 000 people. So we have got to 
address this issue. 






P.O. Boz 5008 
Columbia, SC 29250 
ORAL TESTIMONY BEFORE THE JOINT LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE ON AGING 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS 
Chairman Harris, members of the committee and interested 
others, I am qrateful to be here today to speak on behalf of the 
elderly and their families. They are thankful for the proqrams 
and services that are available to them today. However, nobody 
needs to be reminded of the many who, for whatever reason, are 
not receivinq the services that would enhance their quality of 
life and qive them the type of old aqe we want for ourselves. 
Knowinq that the millions of dollars it would take to expand 
current proqrams and develop others to fill in the qaps will not 
maqically appear perhaps the followinq need exploration: 
1) Develop an incentive for physicians to participate in 
Medicaid and to accept Medicare assiqnment. The savinqs in· 
reduction of crisis hospitalizations and short-term nursinq home 
stays should be siqnificant as well as help develop a prevention 
consciousness which is known to. be cost effective. 
2) Develop a housing match proqram which would link older 
persons who have space available in .. their homes with persons of 
all ages who are in need of housing. There are numerous 
successful programs in the us which could provide information. 
currently unmet needs for housinq, transportation, meal 
preparation, housekeeping, personal care and companionship would 
all be addressed through such a program. 
3) Develop a "volunteer credit bank" whereby persons who 
volunteered with older persons received "credit" in the volunteer 
bank against the time when that individual needed volunteer help. 
What better way to stimulate volunteerism, meet the needs of -
older persons still living in their homes and ease the demands on 
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service providers who, even at this point in time, are unable to 
meet all the service requests received. 
The development and implementation of even one of these ideas 
would have a siqnificant impact on old aqe as experienced by 
south Carolinians, whether native-born or transplanted. Your job 
of decidinq leqislative priorities is difficult. Thank you for 








- Thank you very much. Any questions of Miss 
Harmon? 
- 1 see Mr. B I ake on the agenda I ater and I was 
under the impression that now we had over 99% 
participation among physicians with Medicaid and 
Medicare. 
- 1 can't speak to figures as others who represent 
other agencies could. I know fr011 the provider 
prospective we have a very difficult tiM with 
both of those programs in f i nd i ng hea I th care 
for our clients especially Medicaid. Just this 
week we were trying to get a I i sting of the 
physicians who were Medicaid participants and we 
may have another I ead on that . Everywhere we 
have turned we have not been ab Ia to get that 
inforution. 
- 1 ' II ask Dr . B I ake because I was under the 
h1pression about close to 100% were now 
participating. 
- Poss i b Ia w i th Medicare but the word we have 
gotten and we've found fr011 our clIents is that 
...,, physicians who were Medicare part i c i pants 
are now choosing not to accept ass i g....,t for 
paper and reimbursement reasons. I have heard 
that physicians who did accept Mad I ca i d which 
were a sui I minority of the physicians are no 
I anger doing so because of paperwork. This is 
what we are hearing fr011 physicians and clIents 
but that's not hard core facts. 
- What is the Health Issues Task Force? 






- 1 '• Executive DIrector of SC Chapter of Nat i ona I 
Associ at I on of Soc I a I Workers. The Hea I th 
1 ssues Task Force is one of the •ny ca. it tees 
that the Nat I ona I Associ at I on and S.c. has. 
This co.ittee is looking at various health 
issues and probleMs in S.C. 
- Do you overlap? 
- This is a ca..ittee of S.C. National Association 
of Socia I Workers for our 11811bers. It is a 
private organization. 
- Thank you very IIUCh. Moving on the next 
presentator is Margaret L. Baptiste, President 






Margaret L. Baptiste, President 
NAFU 
621 Pelzer Drive 
Kt. Pleasant, SC 29464 
SOUTH CAROLINA FEDERATION OF CHAPTERS 
National Association of Retired Federal Employees 
Members of the Committee, Ladies and Gentlemen. My name is Margaret 
Baptiste and I am currently President of the South Carolina Federation 
of Chapters of the National Association of Retired Federal Employees, 
an organisation which was formed in 1921 and is solely devoted to 
protecting the individual and family interests of civilians who have 
retired or will retire from Federal Service. 
The National Association of Retired Federal Employees currently has 
over half a million members and has 3,681 chapter members in the State 
of South Carolina. There are approximately 27,000 retired federal 
civilian annuitants and survivor annuitants in our State. 
On March 28, 1989, the United States Supreme Court ruled that States 
may not discriminate against federal retired workers by taxing their 
annuities if they exempt the pensions of state and local employees 
from such taxation. This unfair tax situation has applied in this 
State since 1945 and under the laws of the State of South Carolina·a 
refund can only be sought for the preceding three years. I doubt 
that there are many living retirees or annuitants who have been 
receiving a pension since 1945 but there are many retirees who have 
been retired for over 20 years and can only claim a refund for the 
past three years. 
Federal and Military retirees pay their full share of all other taxes. 
In fact those over 65 pay taxes that other people do not. Many 
federal retirees are covered under Medicare and they also contribute 
to Health Insurance under the Federal Employees Health Benefit Plan 
and now face a surcharge placed on them and them alone under the 
provisions of the new Catastrophic Health Care plan. A plan, which 
unless it is repealed or amended will mean that 40% of all retirees 
will be covering the costs of the other 60% - another gross inequity. 
This plan will also give them double coverage in many areas, which 
they will have to pay for but do not need. 
Retirees are now recognised in many States as a growth industry. 
When they move into a Sate, they purchase homes, bring their life 
savings with them to invest in local banks and other financial 
institutions and are a source of profit to the State to which they 
have moved. We ask that the Legislature recognise Retirees as such 
an industry and would ask that the State Legislature treat us in a 
manner mandated by the Supreme Court ruling in Davis v Michigan. All 
we ask for is fair and equal treatment. 
Margaret L. Baptiste 
President, SC Federation of Chapters 
National Association of Retired Federal Employees. 








- Thank you, Miss Baptiste. Any questIons? 
- Miss Baptiste, •ybe I should walt and ask this 
I ater. They are now treating you faIr I y and 
equa I I y as to the future years because they have 
now begun to attach the State Ret i rees. RIght? 
- We have an argument . I f you have 4 apples and I 
on I y have 2 apples because you are a I ready 
gett i ng a raise, you are given another apple and 
we are not, then . they take your apple away. You 
still have 4 and we only have 2. So we maintain 
that we are still not getting treated fairly. 
- The question that I '11 eo~~ing to is: Let's 
assu.e we drag our heels about refunding these 4 
years of taxes. I have to tell you frankly 1 
don't see that 110f18Y being available in the 
COli i ng years certa i n I y not for a II 4 years at 
one ti•. What would be the attitude of your 
associ at ion toward tax creel its rather than 
refunds. 
- I cou I d not speak for the ent I re 11811bersh i p. 
But let • put it this way, I believe we would 
be in favor of that. Very definitely! 
- Thank you very -.ch, Miss Baptiste. Our next 
presentator is Walter Reed, Legislative Chair. 
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•a~ter ~eec. Lacialative Cbai~ 
IAFU 
104 Reed Hall Rd •. - -
Summerville. SC . 29483 
Walter G. -Reed, Legislative Chairman, N~ S. C. Federation 
104 Reed Hall Rd. Summerville, S. c. 29483 
~-·r. Chairman; and members of the cor.ur.ittee on aging. 
Ladies and Jentlemen; 
~y subject concer~s the taxation of Federal ~etiree~s annu~ty anc :he return of taxes 
collected illegally. 'Jhat should have been a very simple matter to correct turned 
into a fc.rce by what I understand ':·rc.s the fenagling and l"'!ani;:mlation of Senators 
i~addell qnd Lensey, which most of their colleagues approved. 
'·!hen the suvreme court l"'.lled in the case of Davis uerses ''ichiea.n, it did not give 
South Carolina any special nrivilege, but found S. c. guilty along with' some twenty 
other states. The legislature of s. c. seems to compound the matter by denying the 
federal retirees that which is le5a1ly and rightfully his. I believe ~he state knew 
it was wrong to collect taxes on federal retiree • s annuity and not on the annuity of 
state retiree's, thus providing the state retirees a special privilege not provided 
other retirees. The legislature further complicates the matter by allowing the state 
retiree compensaticn to offset the taxing of his annuity above 3,000 dollars. A 
3,000 dollar exemption l-Tas granted the federal retiree a few years ago, while the 
state retiree's annuity was totally exempt froM state taxes. 
It appears now t'1at the on.Ly thing left for the federal retiree to do is to take 
the state to court. Since tr.e court has already ruled in favor of the retiree it· 
is not likely that the state can win. The state could end up paying More than the 
refund owed the retiree, such GS court cost,lawy.er fees and interest on the refund. 
If that is what the state wants I am sure the federal retirees can oblige. There 
are at least two suits filed now and there con be m~ others. 
What I ~ asking of the committee is, use your influence to persuade the state to 
return the illegally collected taxes. It will be less costly to everyone concerned 
to do ~his with legislation rather than a law suit. Some of the retirees are up in 
~rears and some are ill and if a court action is required to get the refund due then, 
they m~ not be here to receive it. 
I thank you for hearing me and for your consideration in this matter. 
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- Thank you very llluch. Ally quest ions of Mr. Reed? 
·- 1 'd I ike to ake a stat-.t. I guess as a 
11811ber of the Genera I As1811b I y to adlll t that 
SGIMit IMS •ybe we don't know what we are doing, 
we dId ake 10118 errors in "'' j udgllant about 
that . I know Senator Wadde II a I so wrote a I ot 
of people and I did a I so about f i I i ng for the 
refunds and so forth. The I anguage did not 
address the i ssue as rJSel f and Senator Wadde I I . 
( 1 've ta I ked with hi •. ) There is going to be 
sOM prefi le legislation about it to try to fix 
the prob I•. Now, I don ' t env i s ion that ' s i t is 
going to go back 110re but it r ... ins to be seen 
what this crowd wi II do. It probably will not 
go back any further than 3 years. 
- 1 'd I ike to ask you for the record, sir. Does 
your organ i zat ion feel that the state Genera I 
Ass8111b I y does not have the right to change the 
state ret ired emp I oyees benefit? If it choses 
to. 
- No sir. 
- 1 thought you were be i ng cr I t i ca I of us for 
giving tt.. 110re lllon8Y. 
- The critici• is that you offset the tax that 
the state a.ployee has to pay. 
- Yes sir. Well are you saying that we shouldn't 
have done that? 
- Why should you offset his tax when you didn't 
offset ours? 
- I won't argue the point with you. I want to 
know whether you are saying that what we did for 
the state e~~ployees was i I legal. 
- I don't think it was partly right. 
- You don't think it was right. 
- No I don't think you should treat one entity any 
different fro. another. We are all citizens of 
S.C. and we should enjoy the s ... treat--.t. 
- Thank you, sir. 
- Let • ask a question. Of course, the Michigan 
case only dealt with public e~~ployees. What is 
your feel i ng about the AARP? Do they co.e in 
and say treat us exact I y the SMe way. Even 
though we were in the private sector. None of 
our earned do I I ars came out of the taxpayer ' s 

















- Unfortunately the AMlP 11811bers .,st of t,_ are 
already covered by your procedures. Most of 
their 111C0118 is tax-free. 
- What's your feeling about Social Security 
benefits? 
- That's tax-free. We are the only people whose 
annuity is totally taxed by the state and 
federal government. 
- You ~~~ean the ret i rees in private sector don't 
pay taxes on ret i r811811t? 
- On social security, no sir. 
- No,· I '• talking about the retirement benefits. 
- A few of t.,_ pay a I ittle taxes but not I ike we 
do. Our total annuity is taxed. 
- After the first $3000. 
- We on I y got that 3 years ago and I was one of 
the fellows to help get it. So I know all about 
that $3000 bucks before that it was $1200 and 
before that i t was nothing. We haven't been in 
this exa.pt business very long. 
- I want to say for the record, sir. You 
understand I '11 a retired federal e~~ployee and I 
got $6100 riding on this thing •yself. 
- You have. 
- Yes sir. 
- Bless your heart. 
- $6100 wi II help Mr. Blackwell do .oat anything. 
- One of our good friends fr011 Charleston is going 
to prefi Ia a bi II to give tax credits to pay 
back thIs money. What do you think that is 
going to do to alot of retirees that's up in 
age? Do you think they wi II collect that 
credit. I don't think so. I think the 
undertaker i s going to say Grace a I ong t i • 
before they ever co I I ect . Thank you, gent 1...,. 
- Thank you very much. The next presentator is 
Colonel Angelo Perri, Vice-President, of SC 
Council of Chapters of the Retired Officers 
Association. 
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Col. Ancelo Perri, Vice-President ~ 
S.C. Council of Chapters of the 
Retired Officers Assn. 
P.O. Boz 2241 
Columbia, SC 29202 
SOUTH CAROUNA COUNCIL OF CHAPTERS 
THE RETIRED OFFICERS ASSOCIATION 
STATE INCOME TAX AND FEDERAL BETIBEES 
PRESENTATION TO THE JOINT LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE ON AGING 
Public Hearing September 20, 1989 - Room 101 
Presenter: 
Blatt Building 
Columbia, South Carolina 
Colonel ANGELO PERRI (USA Retired) Vice President, 
S.C. Council of Chapters, The Retired Officers 
Association 
Ladies and Gentlemen: 
As you are well aware, much has transpired since we met one 
year ago. First, bills were introduced into both the s.c. House and 
Senate that sought to raise the state income tax exclusion for 
federal retirees and all citizens over age 65 from $3, ooo to 
$6,000. A public hearing was held in March 1989 and it appeared 
that favorable action would result. ·This was followed closely by 
the U.S. Supreme Court Decision of DAVIS vs. THE STATE OF MICHIGAN 
which completely turned the situation around. To better understand 
where we are TODAY, it will help to review what has gone before. 
Please allow me to recapitulate. 
Federal Inco .. Tax was started shortly before World War I. 
S.C. enacted state income tax in 1929. In 1939, the u.s. Congress 
passed the Public Salary Act of 1939 that permitted states for the 
first time to levy state income tax on federal employees as long 
as it was done on a NON-DISCRIMINATORY basis. In 1945, S.C. elected 
to stop taxing state and local government retirees, but continued 
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to tax federal retirees until 1969, when they were granted a $1,200 
exclusion, which was raised to $2,100 in 1985 and to $3,000 in 
1986. 
The u.s. Supreme court decision announced on March 28, 1989, 
held that such income tax schemes violated the principles of 
intergovernmental tax immunity by favoring state/local government 
retirees over federal retirees, and there was a MANDATE for equal 
treatment. In theory, federal/military retirees have been 
discriminated against since 1945, the year S.C. stopped taxing 
their state retirees. 
The Legislature took action to solve this MANDATE by voting 
to tax state retirees and gave them the same $3,000 exclusion, as 
well as a seven (7) percent salary adjustment, which in essence 
equals closely the amount of state income tax each state retiree 
will have to pay in the future. It took no action on federal 
retirees. 
In April, 1989, a law suit was filed by federal retirees in 
surfside Beach, S.C. seeking to force the state to refund as 
overpayments state income tax paid for the years 1985 through 1988. 
An additional law suit was filed August 18, 1989, by our group, The 
Retired Officers Association, seeking refunds for the years 1945 
through 1988. An order issued by Judge Kay Hearn of the Harry 
County Circuit court on August 30, 1989 has ruled that a class 
action law suit is lawful on tax matters, a position that the state 
had not agreed to. If the Surfside Beach law suit is successful, 
S.C. will have to pay back some $150 million to 61,000 federal 
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retirees for the years 1985 through 1988. If our law suit is 
successful, the figure could reach $500 million for the years 1945 
through 1988. 
we regret that court action has become necessary. Most federal 
retirees would have been very pleased to receive refunds for the 
years, 1985 through 1989, as provided by the Statue of Limitations, 
and perhaps an increase of the exemption from $3,000 to $6,000 or 
higher. Refunds could have been spread over several years to 
minimize the impact on state revenues. 
With that as background, let us discuss why there should be 
any state income exclusion at all. QUITE FRANKLY, income tax 
exclusions are economic initiatives. They are designed to attract 
to a state individuals who will bring their retirement income, 
investments, bank deposits, skills, time, and talents to that 
state. Many begin second careers, small businesses, and then pay 
state income tax on their pensions, second incomes, investments, 
etc. S.c. currently has 61, ooo federal retirees which have an 
annual payroll of some $700 million dollars, and their presence 
creates some 70,000 jobs. Recognizing this economic impact, most 
states do everything reasonable to attract retirees of the higher 
income and educational brackets. The current $3,000 s.c. exclusion 
is the lowest in the SOUTHEAST and has a negative impact. From 1983 
through 1988, over 15,000 military personnel retired to FLORIDA and 
only 3,700 came to South Carolina. The $3,000 exclusion will tend 
to attract only those retirees with the LOWEST incomes; those who 
pay little or NO state income tax. Those individuals could well 
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become, in later life, an additional burden on S.C.'s social and 
medical systems. The retirees with the larger pensions and the 
higher skills and education will tend to retire to those states 
that have the higher exclusions, or no state income tax at all. To 
have kept up with inflation, the original $1,200 S.C. state income 
tax exclusion of 1969 should have been raised to $7,200; yet it 
stands at only $3,000. 
We ask that this Committee, after careful deliberation, take 
a leadership role in the Legislature in two fronts: 
1. Urge that the Legislature appropriate funds to make 
refunds to federal retirees for the years 1985 through 
1988. such refunds to be phased in, or granted as a "tax 
credit" so as to minimize the impact on state revenues. 
The 1985 refunds could be made in 1990, the 1986 refunds 
in 1991, etc. 
2. Urge the passing of the bills, that seek to raise the 
state income tax exclusion from $3, ooo to a higher 
figure. We recognize that such exclusions now apply to 
state retirees, as well as to citizens over age 65. This 
action can also be phased in over a 5-year period. A 
higher exclusion will serve to attract the higher quality 
retirees, with the higher incomes and skills, and will 
help to offset the refunds, if we are able to convince 
enough of those retirees to relocated to South Carolina. 
Those of us who are now here will of course tend to stay; for 
a variety of reasons, we will not move away. Regretfully, we wish 
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we could portray a more favorable picture for the future - to 
clearly illustrate the negative impact of a low state income tax 
exclusion, in smaller numbers we can understand: 
Frgm 1983 through 1988 
Columbia, South Carolina 
Home of Fort Jackson, The University of South carolina, an 
all-American city - one of the so-called most liveable cities in 
America gained only 1,065 military retirees of 106,000 that 
retired; Columbia had 11,411 military retirees living here in 1983 
and only has some 12,475 living here in 1989. 
We thank you for time, attention and consideration • 
... -=-· 
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RETIREES, ALABAtviA \V ANTS you 
I n Alabama, "golden years" 
hu taken on new 
meantn1. Ec:o· 
nomic develop• 
_ ·--~ent.offidals hope,_ 
to · 
J:apn. workins with the 
unt'lei'Sitys Center for Eco-
nomic Development and 
Busi,_ R.ereh. hu 
come out with • ,., 'lliRl 
on rett~ econom_js 
"a-ew~TIW repnrt 
c;;;n wrwt -are Jnnlc. i"' f• In a rwtlrement Jite, 
hnw tn attract them and 
what theY're warth to state 
and local. economies. 
Currently there are more 
than 60 million Americ:an~ 
over the ap of 50: the 
number will pow to more 
than 100 million bv the 
year 2020. And Alabllma 
hu wt.t retirees are after. 
says Fapn: low cnrne. nice 
scenery, a mild climate, 
and moderate lues and 
east of livi"l. 
Fapn is c:urr.ntl~ tra~l­
ins around the stateo to heip 
launch ··retirement develop. . 
ment advisorY boards." 
made up of lml officials 
and business faders. to de-
velop housinJ and health 
c:are facilities and such 
amenities u solf courses 
and parks. 
The ineentiWS In JMII'SIIt' 
retil'ftl are t~. F11!111n's 
analysts IMwt. Wlwon notlr• 
s 
. He oe'll"=ll~ 
lencu~ frnm bot 
r:~l. :1nd prtv:~te trash c: 
ttnn nutfit~ as he- whe-eled 
Ius .l~·lont-lnnc tn1ck 
thrnuc:h pnr:tll~l f'llrkinc. 
bac~in~. sh:arp-turn. sweorve 
' • ~ ~l 
is not a blld economic de-
velopment stratesy, says 
Richard E. Slur. vice presi-
dent of Economic R ... reh 
AIIOCiates. an independent 
eeonomic c:onsulttnc firm 
bued in Los Anpla "Re-
tire~~ brt~t~ blink depllits. 
inr.om. and free time. Thev demand few servtt:f!!_.. ___ _ 
and 'can. in fac:t. become a 
\·aluable talent pool if you 
fi~ure out how to tap it." 
Few stat~. if anv, have 
active rf'mlltment p~ J \.... eJ 
grams. Starr says. ~ f~ 
The down side of the L M'· 
stratesy, says Starn A ••• .-t 1'{1. 
bu to have the amenttiel · 
r'dj-·~or se 
WJiiftito m 
Allo. rett,_ tend to be 
unwtllins to -. f• bond 
issues for civic lmPfO"" 
rnents. such u teflooll. 
Onwn side or not. says 
Fapn. the economic 
benefits can't be ipond 
- ri1ht down to locaJ car 
dealers. '1Retiressl buy bi1 
American cars. Illes Fords. 
with V-8 qines." he 
points out. "In fact. they 
huy 48 ~ of all 
luaury cars lold In A_. 
lea." 
- )orultlttJn \Vel,_, 
<iO\'EI\!'liNG J_.y 19" 67 
i' r, . 
-~''' ' 




bast Inti a llaalltiWD 
W bile homeownen may cane lad· ell property values. COIIUilllllities from Maine to Alabama an dis-
coverml tbat their barpin baemaUI . 
can prove to be 101den lw.-f'or senior 
citizals. tbat is. 
Ill bacoiic HOI Spriap. Ark., the bout-
. ~~ . a1on wi= • ;\:;%R~k!d3: 
ftm ia the COUDII'J to bout a fuJr-ti111f :;wrz & Ui *khc r&•nb to the 
brt1 nadve Jue AM Crone. 30. ad 
her t- cl volunteers. the reiort bu 
attracted buadndl ot elderly visitors; 30 
coaplel, drawa to the ana's low-cost 
homes. U.. settled there permaently. 
.._ ..... Other rqions are rusbin1 
to follow suit. Maine tepslaton are con· 
siderinl new rules to woo retiremeat- · 
center de'lelopen. In rural McCormick I 
Couaty, S.C., the state pemmenc is 1 
payin1 for the c:onstruction oll"c.dd and 
water liDel ia a privately de¥eloped resi· 
daatial compla. ad recoupiaa the mon-
ey throap a .... property tu. Ala-
bulla cdcia1s an peddlin1 tbeir'llale"s 
inapiiiiM laad aad f'resla air ia the hope 
cl encaarqia. older tourist~ co return 
ad set up boa& .. ,. llljre visit a 
lace three or four rimes before t 
to 
n1n1l0 ti~rism.- e.'plains~rk 
Fapn. a SOCI prot'essor at Ala· 
bama's JaclcsonviUe State t:nivenitv who 
is orpnizin1 a state-sponsored ...Union 
this ,.,. cl former residents. 
Far from posin1 a problem for re-
sourcHUapped townshiJ'I. seniors an 
sea a aa attnctive altenaadve to smoke-
stack industries for booltin1local econo-
mies. As a pvup. the nation's 60 miUioa 
older citizens control three fourths cl 
America's ftnancial assets ad bout aver· 
age family incomes or more tlwl 5:5.000. 
Moreover, once retired couples reloc:ate. 
U.S.NIWS & WC)AU) A9CRT. MlrCft t. 1-
•• 111 21 L JGM .41111 C'ltJM'II'Cf'flit~n woo 11.-.:om~n to H« Spl'iiiJI 
they tend to stay pat. briDJial 
more money iato coauDIIIIities 
without puttial a stnia Oil 
scbool or law-eal'orcemeat ser· 
vic:& .. Evea a modest idu or 
rem.. can subitize a local 
ecaaOmY ad contribute to tbe 
critic&lmaa otactivity needed 
for ,... outldl. restauraats. 
bub. aact civic ori&Jliza· 
tioql," . -- RicMrd Oard-
--~ .... mlicy .... ,. 
.... ~to persuade fel· 
low swe-ollciall to canlider 
lillian ·•· tools for powtb. 
Unlilie yauq workin1 fun. 
iii-. older· Americ:ans sean 
1• likely to reject the idea or 
movial to ...... that cannot 
otrer hip-quality scbooll or a 
healthy job market. 
Some pcnunau planaers 
remain wary cl cauinl larp 
numbers ~~ elderJY to peck up and 
move. They the need for more aun-
iq-are fl · ad special traaspotta-
tion systems to acconuDOdate tbe frailer 
aw•comen. and note that active oldsters 
ofta waat improved sporu raciliries. 
So far. the pluses have far outweiped 
tile potential costs or an increased senior 
·' 
l i, /. 
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population. Federal medicare CO¥erS 
mucb cl tile health-care cast. for iasaDce. 
And the lellion' contribution to the local 
cu bMe more than makes up for wbat 
their mediclid paymaats mipc cast tile 
IW& .. We found that Sou&benll&atll do. 
indeld. view the elderly ...... IICO-
IIOIIIic -." 1&71 lkiDdeil UamnitJ IODDCI'&"'" C b a specialist ia 
-.. atileapd. .. 
~01--a&tllttotht 
IIWriCI I nesa with retirees. 
Uerw~C~Dt Jaae AnD Ctoaet the doJ-
ame cl .mar-recruiters. toUtl tile low 
cost otliviq near the sceaic Ouldaita 
Mountains in brocbuns ad .. ill DeWS-
papers. well. mapziftes lika S.tllmr 
LiftltJ. Alter oae year cl openDoa. she 
reporu receivinl more than "·000 iaqui-
nes about the c:ny ad its dozens ~new 
raideata. Amoal the settlers are C. J. 
o..a. • retind 10-yar-old physician 
from Bllzaaa. MilL. ad his .,... A 
few visits totbemianlbatbl ad..,... 
panies caa~illced the couple to move into 
a two-bldroalll reDtal cottqe tbat COIU 
St,lOO a month. iadudias diaaer "trJ 
weeknipt. .. We feel happier thaa we have 
since hip scbool. .. Sll)'S wife SaUy. • 








- Thank you, Colonel. Any questions of Colonel 
Perri? 
-The article also refers to McCorMick, S.C. 
- Yes. Since you bring up McCor•ick, S.C. The 
state has invested SOlie $17 11i II ion there to 
help balance Savannah Lakes which wi II build 
5000 homes each selling probably around $100,000 
a piece and w i I I create 4000 jobs in McCor11 i ck 
county. Where are you going to get the retirees 
to buy those homes? If you don't do something 
about this tax exclusion. 
- It's very legitimate. 
- It is sir because we are going to attract this 
retiree industry. We spent so much on touriSII· 
for the very short week or two that they are 
here but we do very I itt I e to get them to cOMe 
and stay with us. So we can get their 110ney. I 
can't put it any other way. 
- Thank you again, Co I one I . The presentator is 






!ric Bouchard,. Vice-President 
ProYidence Hospital 
2435 Forest Dr. 
Columbia, SC 29204 
SEBSITIZIBG THE SERVl:CB BRVIROBMBR'l' 
TO TBE OLDER CORSUMER 
Eric Bouchard 
Vice President 
Providence Heart Institute 
Columbia, SC 
Health care's number one consumer is the older American. 
The growing ~vidence is reflected in the number of elders 
who seek health care services at every provider level. 
Greying America is the visible evidence that aging is the 
future of healthcare and health care executives agree that 
aging is the market of the future. How can we sensitize the 
~nvir9nment to cater to older health care consumers? Health 
care providers need strategies to raise the level of aware-
ness of hospital staff about the needs and expectations of 
older,.. patients. In addition, the organization may need 
education on how to serve the needs of seniors in a more 
effective manner. 
America·• s senior citizens are one of the most vulnerable 
populations in need of health care services and despite a 
. - , 
climate of declining Medicare reimbursement dollars, the 
Medicare market share of most providers continues to expand. 
Good consumer relations skills are necessary to attract the 
hfgh potential market of elderly consumers. Health concerns 
are a top priority on the minds of older people and 
organizations that recognize the potential and the 
uniqueness of this market will win the loyalty of these 
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"' important consumers by simply creating an institutional 
focus on service. 
This business of providinq health care services is dependent 
upon an increasing trend of consumers playing prominent 
roles in selecting their own health care provider. This 
tough new challenge is being met with strategies for im-
proving patient relations and enhancing the Healthcare 
environment. These, along with educating the community 
about specialized healthcare services, are topics being 
examined in virtually all facilities that are seeking a 
competitive edge. 
This high-touch approach to humanizing a high tech environ-
ment is a consumer oriented philosophy that sets in place a 
. t ... 
process that promotes excellent relations and coasumer 
satisfaction. If you inquire of any buyer who his favorite 
employee is, the responses are mostly the same: everyone 
likes to be around people who are responsive, know how to 
listen, seem to care, have a sense of humor, show respect, 
and display war.mth. 
How to create a more consumer-oriented work force that will 
help health care organizations compete successfully in a 
competitive market is a current principal focus of human 
resources management. Employees are a visible and integral 
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component of marketing strategy. With all this attention on 
growing competitive pressures, it is not surprising that top 
management is asking for quality recruits and placing more 
emphasis on training people who show aptitude for the 
desired behaviors of customer relations. 
Orientation to customer relations expectations should carry 
an explicit message that an attentive, cohesive, productive 
and motivated staff with a clear understanding of what is 
required to satisfy the public is the desired end result. 
All employees, regardless of their role in the organization, 
should understand that they have the responsibility for 
: 
determining the future. This customer relations aspect of 
marketing is an important strategy for keeping the business 
you have and encouraging more. This marketing stra·tegy 
~ .. 
looks at the consumer, both as someone in need of healthcare 
and as someone with real purchasing power. ~ 
The organization's expectations for customer satisfaction 
must be clear from the outset. The customer relations 
training should translate marketing concerns into practical 
demonstrations of how costumer relations skills build staff 
satisfaction and promote wellness too. Brief courteous 
encounters have a significant effect on setting the tone for 




Total involvement of all staff members in courtesy awareness 
assures a general enabling atmosphere. 
Healthcare providers across the nation are becoming in-
creasingly aware of the strategic importance of the elder 
market. It is well past time for organizations to assess 
their ability to deliver high quality programs to the 
• 
significant market of older consumers. Successful providers 
are already innovatively responding to this continuum of 
care with increased awareness of the older person's desire 
for an accessible secure health care environment delivered 
with a spirit of service. 
.. 
pd 








- May I read into tM record a letter fr011 Ms. 
Oehler? 
- Thank you, Miss eor.y. Are there any questions? 
- 1 had SOlie experience about SOlie requir.ants 
about chi I d care regu I at ions. I thought they 
were a I ittle outrageous. I '• not f•i I iar with 
what the regu I at ions are with adu It care 
faci I ities. That uy be s011ething we do need to 
I ook at . They did have SOlie over burdens011e 
regu I at ions on ch i I d care SOlie years back . 
- The biggest probl• in being able to eo~~ply is 
not providing enough r0011 but providing the 
specialized vans to transport these people 
around. We have a radius of 8 to 16 Miles. The 
elder I y are we I I cared for and pI anned for i f 
they meet these very strict guidelines of being 
ski I I ed nursing. They need this te~~porary he I p 
and .ajority of t~ just can't afford it. 
- One of the requ i r8Ents is to have hoods that 
cover the cooking faci I ity I ike a hotel has. 
The thing costs about $75,000. 
- Thank you very -..ch, Miss Corwy and Senator 
McLeod. Next presentator i s Jer011e Noble, 
Director of Division of Public Transportation 




To: Pat r i ck 8 . Ha r r i s , Cha i rman -
Joint Legis I_ at i ve Comi ttee on Aging 
Ie ~ Oelaler,· IIW, JCSW, LISW 
410 32ad •••••• 
Brrtle leach, sc 29571 
From: Te Anne Oehler, ACSW, LISW 
Date: Sept. 18, 1989 
speak today as a lifelong citizen of Horry County since 1954 and as 
a professional social worker providing geriatric care management for 
retirees in frail health who want to remain in their own homes. There 
have been many changes in Horry County since my grandparents helped to 
pioneer this area in the late 1920's in the composition of the population 
and in changing values and behavior in the care of the frai I elderly. 
Within the last five to ten years, the percentage of adults over 55 
has grown as have the number of retirees, both residents and those moving 
to this area for retirement. Approximately eleven (11%) percent of our 
popu I at ion is over 55. The most rapidly growing group are those over 
75. The over 75 are also the most frail with the least access to medical 
care, health and support services to enable them to remain in their own 
homes. By the year 2000, the State Data Center projects our retirement 
population wi II compose approximately 13% of our total population in 
Horry County. This does not even address that area of the Grand Strand 
called the Waccamaw Neck in Georgetown County. 
My concern is not on I y for the citizens of Hor ry County but a I so 
South Carolina. I cannot ask the Legislative Comittee on Aging to 
change the values, attitudes and behavior of the citizens of our great 
state, but I wi II ask that you take a leadership role in focusing on .. 
identifying the problems of availability, accessibility and funding 
programs and services for retirees. 
Adapting to the aging process is a significant social issue. It has 
existed since Bib I ical times. Now we face a growing aging population 
with longer life spans but more chronically iII and functionally disabled 
with more transient families and two career couples leaving fewer wives, 
mothers, sisters, daughter and daughters-in-law to provide the long term 
caregiving. 
am a licensed and certified clinical social worker with a 
background in medical care and geriatric training from the University of 
North Carol ina at Chapel Hi II and the Center for Aging at Duke. I have 
been in practice for fifteen years. Geriatric care management provides a 
comprehensive evaluation, coordination of services and monitored 
follow-up to enable retirees with health problems to remain in their 
homes. Services include assessment of mental and physical functioning , 
identifying and monitoring local geriatric services and resources, 
conseling and future planning, liaison with family, coordination of 
medical and other services, home, hospital and nursing home visits, 24 
hour emergency message coverage and comprehensive care management. 
We, as state leaders cannot do less than heroically meet the 
challenges of the needs of the retirees in South Carolina to live with 
our conscience and prepare for the twenty first century. 
Te Anne Oehler, MSW, ACSW, LISW 
410 32nd Ave. N. 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29578 
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Aging 
Fr: Eleanor C. Conmy,IN/Director 
E. & E. Personal Care Agency,Inc. 
Eleanor Conmy, R.N., Director 
E&E Personal Care Agency, Inc. 
249 Holly Circle 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 
Aging is a process •••••••••••••• a~~ speak- I am aging, all of us 
are aging. For 32 years I have been actively involved in the pra-
ctice of nursing --Cradle to Grave concept, --in the acute care 
-hospital, nursing home, hoae health, research •. disaster nursing. 
The last four years I have been helping to care for people and 
families who need help to stay safelt in their homes. via 
E & E Personal Care Agency, Inc.his care is of a NON SKILLED 
nature ( for those who do ;no meet the crieteria for Hoae 
health care guide lines. There are literally thousands of us who 
will or are already fallins thru the cracks. Non skilled care, 
sometimes referred to as custodial care can be provided by·· __ -1 
certified personal care aides, or housekeeper aides. The~ean ~ 
provide the essential thinga like assistins with bathing, Ollki~ 
laundry, shoppinz, transport to necessary appointaents ~~: ~ 
coapatible coapanion ••• the need for which we younger ones --_ · j_11-.t 
bezining to uacie~sta-nd·;,; · . These are out of pocket expenses ~ and 
should theae aervicea be required on a 24/h~ basta for a prolonged 
period financial status can be diminished to poverty level very 
quickly •••••• It is referred to spending dowa until aedic-aide 
can pick up,,,, or yo11 uy be ell:f,.gible for e01111unity long tera 
care. To add to thia already burgeoning prohl .. hospitals- are 
required to discharf• aeoner---DRG's to ho .. a often to what 
results ;in uaaaf•~ j..t,i .. ;conditions, the ext-•tiDS nuraiag hoae 
bed shortage,. the ill(liil8•1ng numbers of patieat• cliacltaraed froa 
re-hab units t~. q · - ·._ill& numbers of Alzheiaer,.a- 'e~:: care 
must be provicl . · , Consider the hour• lo-at·._. tu wort 
place. as faailp ~- . ve to stay home to can·, t!Mt ~ty of 
life lost or:. -.the outlook for very pHt ...--. o-f 
us ia: bl '.-least. Therefore we requeat provia:loa for 
AFFOIDA erage to help to defray: the co.-·for care 
as .. , ... 
It stri · · . . y strange that states, l»anka ,lein hol•ers 
requir• . nsurance s on cars, h011ee etc:·., to 
protect ~ . _, .......... ,.,,.. .r;:.. .. ·.·· vestments----but there in no requireaent 
to prot · · ", · · 1!':;, taent-- human beings, when we are now aost 
vunerable. there.ia only one insurance available now thru 
AARP which is begining to address the needs for non-stilled 
hoae care, it is very expensive and excluded those over the 79 
yr mark. As per prior testimony there many of us already 
in that situation. 
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Another c ng problem is the lack of adult clq"~it' •. ceatera 
According t'Cf"·existing state guide lines and require•ents the cost 
to initiate or comply is prohibitive. 
We would suggest modification siailar to child day care , 
provide SAFE care in standard -type family homes •••• a maxiaua 
of 10 - 12 clients, located in their own neighborhood--- less 
trauma of relocation ( as transporting long distances in vans) 
less stress to all--- clients, care givers •. greatly reduced 
risk of abuse (client to client, cfient to care giver & visa-versa) 
Due to the high cost·of start-up we would request some sort of 
grant, or low cost finincial pkg be made available. 
Encolsures: Proj. for Elderly , Wellsprings, Erie,Pa. 
Program initiated via private sector. 
Respectfully submitted: ~ .. .., ...... &~~~ 
ELEANOR C. CONMY,RK /Dir. ~ 
E & E Personal Care Agency, Inc. 
249 Holly Ci. 
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- SOUTH CAROUNA FIVE·YEAR PUBUC TAANSPORTAnON 






SOUTH CAROUNA FIVE-YEAR PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN. 1989 - 1993 
Wilbur Smith Associates, under contract to the South Carolina 
Department of Highways and Public Transportation (SCDHPl}; a 15 
member Statewide Advisory Committee (State agencies, 
commissions, entities and the private sector); and ten Regional 
Advisory Committees comprising 161 members (.RTA's, human 
services transportation providers, local government, the private 
sector, and others). 
Prepared in response to a Legislative request. The P1an is a 
comprehensive evaluation of all forms of public transportation 
in S.C. - urban and rural bus systems, vans, human services 
transportation, intercity bus, taxis, ridesharing and other 
forms of transit. 
There are 315 individual, somewhat autonomous, public 
transportation providers in S.C. However, residents of one-half 
of the State's counties still remain without open-to-the-public 
transit. 
b. Public transportation supports South Carolina's economy by 
transporting citizens for employment, medical, shopping, 
educatlonaJ, human services and other essential purposes. 
c. Greater coordination is needed among the human services agency 
providers of transportation, and between those agencies and 
other transit providers. 
d. The public transportation systems in S.C. are providing general 
public transportation as efficiently, or more efficiently, than 
are comparable systems nationaJiy. 
e. Nationally, public transportation systems rely on public 
financiaJ assistance. - This is aJso true in S.C. and such 
assistance continues to be needed to maintain the viability of 
the S.C. systems. 
f. Given that federal funding is declining, · the State's public 
transportation operators will be faced with funding shortfalls 
which need to be made up from State and local sources. An 
estimated deficit of $3.3 million is anticipated to support 
public transportation, annually. 




Recommendations: 1. A reliable, cedicated State source of funding is essential, 
in an amount three times as large as the funds now available 
for public transportation service provision. 
2. Coordination among public transportation providers should be 
Legislatively required (eligibility for State assistance). 
3. Performance standards should be utilized by all State 
funding agencies to better monitor public transportation 
effectiveness and efficiency. 
4. RTA's development should be encouraged, including 
elimination of the "Referendum Requirement•. 
5. A public transportation coordinating mechanism is needed at 
regional levels in S.C., perhaps one in each of ten regions. 
6. A separate Statewide study should be undertaken to assess 
the elderly and other specialized transportation needs in 
the State given the anticipated growth of this population 
segment in S.C. 
Commission Action: On April 20, 1989, the South Carolina Highways and Public 
Transportation Commission adopted the Statewide TOP, agreed 
to present and go on record requesting the General Assembly 
to accept the Five-Year Public Transportation Development 
Plan as a fulfillment of the 1984 legislative mandate. 
Further, the Commission agreed to request from the General 
Assembly, an increase of $3.3 million in State General Funds 
(above and beyond the present appropriation leveQ to be 
dedicated annually to support the Departmenfs statewide 
public transportation program and to implement the Plan's 
recommendations starting FY '89-'90. The Commission 





- Thank you very ..ch, Mr. Noble. Any questions? 
- This is •Y issue. 
- All of this progra. kind of belongs to Senator 
Lourie. All those that have enjoyed the 
benefits need to thank hi • because he fought 
I ong and hard. I know he had a I ot of 
frustration along the way. 
- I just wanted to observe that the 110ney is being 
used for Pub I i c Transportation and buying vans 
for the various councils on Aging, Handicap, and 
so forth. The one-fourth of one cent that we 
have been able to use in the last 2 years has to 
be renewed each year. Obvious I y it 's a I ways a 
tedious quest ion whether we can get i t back in 
the Appropr i at ion b i II . Senator McConne II and 1 







.,...,.-. .•.. . .._... ~ ~::r::· ~ .• -.._ .... _..-.-: -
interest fr• lhe. HighWay Depart..,t fund. That . 
interest COII8S · .fo· approxi•tely $20 •i II ion a 
year that Is the 110ney that COII8S in fro. the 
gasoline tax, tit lea, driver's llcenHs, and 
everythIng. Wh lie that 110ney I 1 Htt I ng In the 
fund before it is being used, It brings in 
approxi•tely $20 •illion a year. Our 
I egis I at ion w i II ear11ark that ~~oney to be used 
for the Highway Depart111811t . One fourth of that 
money is to be ea1111arked per~~anent I y for the 
Transportal ion and I wou I d hope the eo- i ttee 
cou I d see f it in these de I i be rat ions to endorse 
that proposa I because a sIgnificant nUIIIber w i II 
be needed this year to pass that I aw. 1 n 
connection therewith I 11 i ght note that N.c. has 
just passed one tra..ndous package of new 
revenues for their Transportation programs and 
highways and so forth. OUr highway department 
will have a definite need for increased revenues 
in the forthCOII i ng period. We hope this 
interest money will help alleviate the 
situation. N.C. is going to tax 20.5$ per 
gallon of gasoline plus they have substantially 
increased sales tax of autOIIOb i les. A matter of 
interest is that touriSM is one of our greatest 
sources of revenue. They are trying to beCOIIe 
very COMpetitive with our touri .. and developing 
the N.C .. coast to be competitive with the Grand 
Strand. We wi II have to see how that develops. 
- Thank you, Senator Lourie. Any other quest Ions? 
- I '• well aware of Senator Lourie struggling year 
after year about this . thing. Do you think the 
t i • has COII8 to have a separate Transportat ion 
Depart.,t? I 111ean the Highway Depart.ant is 
a I ways hurting for 1110ney and Transportation just 
gets lost in the shuffle over there. It has 
been going on so long. Issie, I don't think it 
is ever going to get right unless we address it 
as a separate issue. 
- Well, I think there's alot of thinking 
that end, Senator. Create the 
Transportation division as a separate 




- In response to Senator Mcleod's quest I on, the 
Depart.ent receives i ts powers fro. the Genera I 
AsS811b I y . The Genera I Assellb I y i s respons i b le 
for creating the various divisions within the 
depart11811t . I think that wou I d have to be a 
deliberation of the General Assa.bly. 
- Thank you, Mr. Nob I e. The next present a tor is 
Mary Ga II Doug I as, President of SC Associ at ion 
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TESTIW..Y-- . 
MARY GAIL OOUG.AS, PRESIDEt 
SEPTa.t3ER 20, 1989 S. C. ASSOCIATIOO OF COUtcJ 
ON AGING DIRECTORS 
210 E. WASHINGTOO STREET 
WINNSBORO, S. C. 29180 
MR. CHAI~ NV MEMBERS OF THE JOINT LEGISLATIVE STWY ca.t.4ITTEE ~ AGING: 
MY NAME IS MARY GAIL OOUGlAS NV I AM HERE TCDAY REPRESENTING THE S.C. 
ASSOCIATI~ OF CDUNCIL 00 AGING DIRECTORS. OUR ASSOCIATI~ HAS RELIED~ 
YOU AS A GROUP IN THE PAST TO ASSIST US IN OUR EFFORTS TO BETTER SERVE THE 
ELDERLY IN OUR STATE. WE ~TINUE TO SOLICIT YOUR HELP NV SUPPORT FOR THE 
TASKS THAT ARE BEFORE US. THE ATTENTI~ THAT IS GIVEN TO THE ELDERLY IN 
THIS STATE IS MINIMAL AS FAR AS MANY OF THE OTHER LEGISLATORS 00. WE 
BELIEVE THAT IT IS TIME TO ASK OUR LEGISLATIVE BCDY WHERE THE ISSUES OF 
THE ELDERLY FIT INTO ITS SCALE OR PRIORITIES. THE FACT THAT S. C. HAS BEEN 
~ AS THE THIRD FASTEST GROWING RETIREMENT STATE FORCES US AS ADVOCATES 
NV LAWMAKERS TO UP-GRADE"THE ISSUES OF THE ELDERLY. ATTIOiED IS A STWY 
THAT OUR ASSOCIATI~ c:x:»APLETED DURING MARCH OF THIS YEAR. IT· IS A c:x:»APILA-
TI~ OF SERVICES AN:> AWUNTS OF FUf'VING AT THE SERVICE DELIVERY LEVEL. 
THERE ARE 3B CXXJNTIES WHO RESPON:>EO TO THIS SURVEY AN:> WHAT WE FOUt-D SO -
ASTOU('+()ING IS THAT THE STATE'S PORTI~ OF THE OOLLARS S~ REPRESENT THE 
REQUIRED MOJNT THAT IS NEEDED TO DRAW lXlWN FEDERAL OOLLARS. AS YOU CAN 
SEE, OF A TOTAL REVENUE OF WRE THAN $13 MILLI~ AT THE LOCAL LEVEL, GILY 
5.8% OF THIS ~EY WAS REPORTED AS OOLLARS FRW STATE SOURCES. WE Kt--VN 
THAT THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA CAN 00 BETTER THAN THIS FOR ITS ELDERLY. 
WE a:J-4TINUE TO BE CCN:ERNED THAT THE ELDERLY ARE OFTEN TIMES FOUt-0. AT 
THE BOTTW OF THE PILE; IF AT TIMES THEY ARE FOUt-0 AT ALL. AN ARTICLE IN . ~ 
THE STATE NEWSPAPER ON SEPTEMBER 13, 1989 LISTSD THE DIRECTOR OF THE NURSING 
1-0.£ LICENSURE BOARD ~GAIN A'l THE BOTTQA OF THE LIST. NURSING to.£ LICENSURE 
DESERVES A HIGIER DEGREE OF STATUS THAN THIS. Sto.JLD IT K>T BE RIGiT UP IN 
THE RlJI'flit«i WITH OUR FOSTER CARE BOARD At{) OTHER BOARDS OF cn.PARISON? THERE 
ARE 750,000 SENIOR CITIZENS IN OUR STATE AT THIS TIME. THIS tU.eER IS GRONit-«; 
N-V GRQ/It«i AT A PICE THAT SH:>ULD BE ALARMit-ti TO ALL OF US IN THE FIELD OF 
AGit-ti. THE BABY BCXN:R BRIG\DE IS FAST APPROKHit«i THE ENTRY LEVEL OF THE 
SENIOR CITIZEN SCENE. THERE WILL BE WELL-ELDERLY, ALONG WITH FRAIL ELDERLY. 
PROGRAMS AND SERVICES MUST BE AVAILABLE TO BOTH. 
THE S. C. ASSOCIATION OF COUNCIL ON AGING DIRECTORS IS PREPARING ITSELF 
FOR THIS INFLUX OF OLDER PEOPLE. THE ASSOCIATION HAS BEEN E~ED IN A STUDY 
DURING THIS PAST YEAR TO OM>UCT A MARKETING STUDY. ON SEPTEtd3ER 6, THE 
S. C. CD.NISSIGI ~ AGING APPROVED A DISCRETIONARY GRANT TO ASSIST OUR 
ASSOCIATI~ TO FOLLON THROUGH ~ A MARKETING SURVEY TO 00 2 Tliii.CS: 
1. TO STUDY THE AWARENESS Of THE 55 PLUS POPULATI~ ~ THE 
AVAILABILITY OF COMMUNITY SUPPORT SERVICES, AND; 
2. TO DEVELOP A ...:OIA PN:JUGE. OF TELEVISI~, RADIO, AND 
NEWS~APER PUBLIC SERVICE AtfOJtCB.ENTS ~ IGIM:i ISSUES AND 
AVAILABILITY OF SUPPORT SERVICES. 
THE LATEST STATISTICS REVEALED THAT THE ILLITERICY RATE IN S. C. IS AT 
25% Of THE TOTAL POPULATI~. OUR ASSOCIATI~ SEES THIS ...:OIUU AS THE 
BEST tvt:nm OF REACHitG THE TARGETED POPULATI~ THAT WE SERVE. WE ARE 
LOOKitG FORWARD TO THIS MARKETitG P~E AND THE POSSIBILITIES THAT 
WILL RESULT. 
WE HAVE A LOT Of \\ORK TO 00!!! THE OW.LEtGE IS GREAT;BUT IT CAN BE 
ro-.tE WHEN ADEQUATE PLAtfUtG AND a:x>RDINATI~ IS PR.ACTICED ~ THE VARIOUS 
PLAYERS IN THE ~ItG NET\\ORK. IT WST BEGIN AT THE LOCAL LEVEL TO BE WST 
EFFECTIVE FOR THE cnt.llNITIES THAT ARE SERVED. 
WE IMPLORE YOU TO PUCE OUR ELDERLY HIGI ~ YOUR LIST OF PRIORITIES---
HELP US TO EDUCATE OTHER .LEGISLATORS OF THE ISSUES OF OUR ~ItG POPULATla-l 
AND ENCX>URAGE AND PRCWTE SERVICE DELIVERY OOLLARS. YOU CAN SEE F~ THE 
I 
ATT/tOf.ENT THAT LOCAL PROVIDERS ARE OOitG A TRB.£NX)US JOB IN EXPLORit«i 
AND OBTAINit«i AVAILABLE OOLLARS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL TO EXPAND SERVICE DEL1VERY. 
' 
WE STILL HAVE WAITit«i LISTS FOR OUR IN-tnt: SERVICES (to.£-DELIVEREO }.EAL.S, 
t-O.EMAKER, RESPITE, ETC.) --- SERVICES THAT ASSIST IN KEEPit«i OLDER PEOPLE 
IN THEIR Ha.£S INSTOO OF INSTITUTI~S. WE NEED YOOR HELP, ALCH; WITH EVERY 
LEGISLATOR TO GET~ WITH· THE BUSINESS OF THE PLANNING AND CARE OF OUR STATE 1 S 
ELDERLY POPULATION. 
THE MAIN THRUST OF EVERY LEVEL IN OUR ~lNG NET'I«)RK IN THIS STATE IS 
TO PROVIDE PRCGRJMS AND SERVICES TO THE ELDERLY OF SOUTH CARa..lNA IN OROER 
TO ENHAtCE THE QJALITY OF LIFE FOR THEM. THE STATE NEWSPAPER ~ A SERIES 
OF ARTIQ.ES IN MAY. I BROUGHT THESE T<DAY TO SHARE SQ.£ OF THE FleES OF SCl.£ 
OF THE PEOPLE THAT ARE SERVED BY LOCAL OOlN:lL~ ON IGING. HELP US TO HELP 
THEM. LET'S GET THE IGING BUSINESS IN OUR STATE WVEO UP ON THE SCALE OF 
PRIORITIES. 
~IN, WE APPRECIATE YOUR ATTENTI~ AtV CGtSIOERATI~ THAT YOU HAVE 
ALWAYS EXTEK)E[) TO OOR ASSOCIATION. OUR BEST WISHES TO YOU AS YOO PREPARE 




MARY GAIL OOJGLAS, PRES IDEN 
S. C. ASSOCIATION OF COUNCI 
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Stat.~'s population to age 
.ay MICHAEL LEWIS 
·Staff wrttar 
·1f people like Pat Mason have their way, 
: South Carolina will become grayer faster 
· than the rest of the nation. · ... 
· Masonr executive director of the S.C. Re- ~ 
tirement Communities Association, is working 
with others to promote the state as a haven for 
retirees, an inexpensive, pleasant and friendly 
alternative . to the traditional retirement in · 
Florida. 
But what that will mean for the state has 
not been determined. No solid research has 
been done on the economic impact a growing 
elderly population will have on South Carolina. 
The information that does exist paints a 
mixed picture. . _ 
w tprojectioas by tbe.S.C. ltate:Data Center · 
ibow tbe .,t,ate'i:;_popalatioD illiac ~ futer 
tbaa the aatioa's.. Between 180 IIICI 2000~ tbe 
'ltate' ~~ ~i1~~ ·~tO ill-' 
. . ~r.~tezl.l'l~' ~·""' .Jellior ' erea~--.J"'\-··~· . , :J't.a .. c:itl- ......... ·" . ' .._.._. 
!t.~~ .... ~, . . ...... ~~~-
Many state and local government officials 
. believe that difference could grow as more and 
more people retire here. Mason notes that each 
year, 1 million visitors to South Carolina in-
quire specifically about retirement 
opportunities. 
Many retirees bring with them solid in-
comes and healthy nest eggs, but some figures 
suggest the influx might not be sucb an eco-
nomic boon. 
The last state study examining migration 
patterns for South Carolina from 1975 to 1980 
found disturbing income patterns, says Pete 
Bailey, cbief of health and demograpbic ser-
. vices with the S.C. Division of Research. 
During that five-year period, South Caroli-
na posted a net influx of 6,991 senior citizens, 
ranking it 11th in the nation in real numbers. 
Of those people, 4,065 had annual incomes UD-
der $10,000, with 3,122 of those bavinglncomes 
under $7,500. In contrast, only 210 people bad 
annual incomes greater than $50,000, and 2,121 
. earned between $10,000 and $25,000 a year. 
faster than nation's 
"We were real concerned about what we 
saw," Bailey says. 
George Dick, assistant director of the Cen-
tral Midlands Regional Planning Council, says, 
"The first impact of this (retiree) influx may be 
positive. Then, as these people stay here 
they'll get older and frailer, and chronic ilin~ 
will wipe out their savings. 
"Then the state will have to look at paying 
for their care." . 
That could be a difficult problem .. 
Nationally, long-term care for the elderly 
cost an estimated $50 billion in 1987, according 
to the Health Insurance Association of Ameri-
ca. That cost is expected to increase to $120 
billion in 2018. 
To make things even more complicated, 
figures from the U.S. Census Bureau show that 
for every person 65 or older in 1982, there were 
5.3 working-age people. That ratio is expected 
to d~ to 4.7 by 2000, then 2.7 by 2030. That 
meaua ball u many working people will be 
supporting government services for the 
elderly. 
U South Carolina's elderly population con-
tinues to increase at its faster rate, those ratios 
will become a reality here much sooner. 
Couple that with increased expectations 
among the elderly, says Ernest Furchtgott, a 
psychology professor at the University of South 
Carolina and director of the South Carollna 
Gerontology Center . 
Federal and state officials already are 
looking at ways to improve services, says 
Frank Adams, spokesman for the S.C. Health 
and Human Services Finance Commission. 
"It's the nature of the beast that it will be 
frightfully expensive," he says. 
"We'll have to finance it by finding alterna-
tive ways and making sure people are placed in 
the most appropriate setting," he says. "We'tl 
haVI to look at innovative ways to keep lfople 
close to their homes and families." 
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S.C. Is b,ynglng numb' 
of retlrea people to st. 
Lisa Richter-Ross 
Social Service Consultant 
TO: Joiat Legialative Committee oa Aging P.O. Boa 314 Spartanburs, sc 29304 
FROM: Lisa Richter-Mbsa, Social Service Oonsultaat 
As a social service consultaat in nine long term care facilities 
ia South Carolina, I am coming iato contact with a number of resideata~ 
whose needs are not being met by the curreat laws regarding the right 
to a aatural death. I would like to preseut one such case. 
A 57 year old female was admitted two years ago into intermediate 
care with a ~mary diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease. On admission 
she could no ;onverse in complete senteaces or make any decisions 
on her own. She became easily frustrated and spent most of her time 
walking. At that time her facial expressions were very clear and 
easy to rea•. She like4 beiag around staff and around her uncle. 
She had knowa of her diagnosis for almost three years prior-to 
this admissio• and had beea slowly deteriorating. The factory where 
she was maaager of quality control had been able to continue her 
employment by reassigning her to more routine taska. Wi~ia 6 to 8 
mouths she could DO longer live or work inc >endeutly. For the uext 
three years she lived with various family members until DO one could 
maaage her care. 
In preparatioa for what was to come she gave her power of attorney 
to her uncle. Since thea he has managed her affairs very admirably. 
She continues to pay privately for her care through him and he meets 
all her material needs. He has also been very emotionally supportive 
of her. She chose her uacle well. He refused her desire to list h~ 
as a beneficiary in her will as he wanted ao conflict of interests to 
develop. But recently it has become very difficult for him to watch~ 
her continued deterioration. 
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She no longer knows her uncle 'tv-hen he visits. She no longer 
walks or la:ughs or cries. She expres·ses her frustrations now by 
pulling out her hair and picking at her skin. She fluctuates between 
being spoon fed and tube fed according to her needs. 
Recently, her uncle arld other family members decided that the 
time had.come to establish ~eras a "No Code" status ( a term used 
by hospitals to indicate no heroic life saving measures are to be used~ 
In this way they hoped to allow her disease to take its na~ural coursec 
without the:interference of medical technology. They discavered that 
only she had the power to do that throu~h a living will or a declaratic 
of the right to a natural death. She had not prepared for that, and 
now it is too late. 
This resident, like many others in our uursing facilities, has 
lost her right to a natural death. She probably thought that giving 
her uncle the power to handle her affairs and make her·:decisions would 
be sufficient to take care of her, in the manner in which she would 
chose, for as long as she lives. Her uncle has the power and the 
responsibili~y to make all her decis~ons for her. And yet this 
'· 
decision is not within his power and therfore it is not within her 
power. 
We need more alternatives available to meet the needs of our elderly. They 
need to be made aware of this issue so they will consider a living will while they 
are competent to do ·so. For those who are already incompetent and gave their 
durable power of attorney to someone else, we should honor that persons decision 
making powers. Still we have a large number of residents Who never gave their 
power of attorney to anyone. Their needs require consideration too. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
.. ~~~-~ 
Lisa Richter-Moss, LBSW 
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FINlAY HOUSE 
Carol leis. !zeeuti~e Director 
Finlay House 
2100 Blossom St. 
Columbia, SC 29205 
2100 BLOSSOM STREET, COWMBIA, SOUTH CAROUNA 29205 • (8)3) 79N524 
CAROL A. REIS, Executive Director 
REMARKS AT PUBLIC HEARING - September 20, 1989 
Chairman Harris and Other Distinguished Members of the Joint 
Legislat~;x ~ ~ 
Good afternoon. Thank you for giving me an opportunity 
to share my concerns with you today. 
My name is Carol Reis and I am Director of the 
Episcopal Housing Corporation which operates Finlay House 
here in Columbia. Just in case you do not know what Finlay 
House is, its an apartment community for 220 older pople 
which encourages independent living and provides some 
innovative support services. 
My presence here this afternoon may be unique - - I'm 
not asking for any money nor am I protecting any turf. I -
merely want to briefly share two concerns and observations 
that I have had as a taxpayer and a person who cares abo~t 
older people. 
My first concern is transportation for the elderly. 
The agencies presently providing transportation services to 
the elderly suffer from lack of money and lack of trained 
transportation specialists. As a result, most of the 
transportation being provided in this state is transporting 
older people back and forth to nutrition sites. This is 
very costly and ineffective. But more importantly, most 
elderly who really need transportation, go without. We 
already have a sophisticated transportation program 
operating in every county of this state transporting 
handicapped school children. This system is not being 
utilized at the very times that the elderly need 
transportation <between 9:00A.M. and 2:00P.M.>. Back in 
1983, when I sat on the Governor's Resource Panel on the 
Elderly, we recommended that state owned minibuses used by 
local school districts be available to transport older 
people. However, at that time, students were being used as 
bus drivers so that implementation of this recommendation 
would have been difficult. Now that that obstacle has been 
removed, isn't it time to use the handicapped minibuses to 
transport our older people to needed services? The funds 
currently being wasted on inefficient transportation 
programs for the elderly co~·d be transferred to the school 
districts to expand their transportation programs to include~ 
the elderly. This would provide an expanded, sophisticated, 
and far more efficient system for the same dollars. 
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My second concern is the frail elderly- that 
population that needs the most care and services and costs 
the most dollars- yet we have no way of planning for them. 
I remember the Resource Panel members' frustration as we 
tried to identify the frail elderly-- Who were they? What 
were their needs? Where did they live? How many were 
there? Every agency who serves the elderly- Mental Health, 
Social Services, Health and Environmental Control, Health 
and Human Services, Councils on Aging and others- has data 
on the frail elderly. Unfortunately, planners have no way 
of knowing how many of these agencies are serving the same 
people. The problem is the assessment tool and each 
agency's reluctance to agree to some uniformity so that data 
can be shared. Each agency has a form that they complete 
when an elderly client first enters their system or applies 
for services-- this form is called an assessment form. 
Each agency has developed its own assessment form which is 
different from any other agency's form and as a result, the 
information gathered cannot be shared statistically with 
other agencies and elderly clients cannot be tracked. 
Moreover, agencies serving the elderly waste time and energy 
duplicating the assessment service when this has already 
been done by another agency. It is possible that one frail 
older person could be receiving services from as many as 
five different agencies unbeknown to the others. I had:one 
lady at Finlay House who was receiving physical therapy from 
DHEC, had a Homemaker from the COA, was getting counseling 
through OMH and had been assessed by CLTC for nursing home 
placement. I hear some pretty scary figures about the 
number of frail elderly in some communities-- I can't help 
wondering if we are not counting that same frail older 
person two or three times because we have no way to acquire 
accurate statistics. If we are planning future services 
based on current statistics, we may waste a lot of money. 
In 1983, the Resource Panel's study of agency data 
revealed that a clear picture of the number of elderly 
needing service, the unduplicated numbers being served, and 
the number requesting service could not be obtained. Here 
it is six years later and my understanding is that the 
problem still has not been resolved. It seems to me that a 
lot of time and money currently being spent by each agency 
assessing clients could be used for services if a 
standardized assessment tool would be accepted and shared by 
all. I am not a computer expert but I just have to believe 
that if the agencies serving the elderly cannot agree on a 
standardized assessment form, there has to be a way to 
identify certain fields on each agency's assessment form 
that would allow for a way to develop an accurate data base 
for targeting, planning services and exchanging information. 
The time is long overdue for agencies to get together and 
accomplish this task. Maybe a bit of urging from this 
Committee will help. 
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In closing let me say that my comments are not made 
today to criticize the agencies who try so hard to serve the 
elderly but simply to improve on these efforts. As a 
citizen of South Carolina who may get old and frail, I want 
to have appropriate services available to me when and if I 
do. As a tax payer, I want these services planned based on 
accurate statistics so that my money is not wasted. 
Thank you for listening to my concerns and 
recommendations. 
- Thank you, Miss Reis. Are there any questions? 
Blackwell - You do us a service by telling us those things. 
Harris - We appreciate it . Moving on the next 
presentator is Dr. Daniel Brake, President of SC 
Medical Associ at ion. 
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Dr. D&nle~ nraL&, ~re~1~~u~ 
scu )_ 
929• Kedieal Plaza Dr. 
Charleston, SC 29.18 
South Carolina Medical Association ~~~~~;;-~·-··".J. 
P.O. Box 11188 • 3210 Fernandina Road 
Columbia, South Carolina 29211 
Telephone (803) 798-6207 
PUBLIC HEARING, JOINT LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE ON AGING 
TESTIMONY: PERSONAL CARE PROGRAM 
DANIEL BRAKE, M.D. 
PRESIDENT, SOUTH C~OLINA MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 
John w. Rheney. Jr M 0 
Treasurer 
J Chr~s Hawk. Ill M 0 
Chaorman of tne Board 
W1lliam F Mahon 
Execut•ve Vice Pres•dent 
GOOD AFTERNOON. I'M OR. DAN BRAKE, PRESIDENT OF THE SOUTH 
CAROLINA MEDICAL ASSOCIATION. I AM DELIGHTED TO BE HERE TODAY TO 
SHARE SOME GOOD NEWS WITH YOU. ALTHOUGH MANY OF YOU ARE PROBABLY 
AWARE OF THE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION'S PERSONAL CARE PROGRAM, WE NEED 
TO CONTINUE TO SPREAD THE WORD TO ALL MEDICARE BENEFICIARIES _SO 
THAT ALL ELIGIBLE PERSONS MAY BENEFIT FROM THE PROGRAM. 
VERY BRIEFLY, THE PERSONAL CARE PROGRAM WAS DEVELOPED AND 
IMPLEMENTED EARLY THIS YEAR BY THE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE 
PURPOSE OF ASSISTING THE MANY FINANCIALLY NEEDY MEDICARE PATIENTS 
IN SOUTH CAROLINA. OVER 900 NON-PARTICIPATING PHYSICIANS, OR 
ONE-QUARTER OF THE NON-PARTICIPATING PHYSICIAN POPULATION IN 
SOUTH CAROLINA, HAVE ENROLLED IN THE PERSONAL CARE PROGRAM. 
UNDER THB PROGRAM, THESE PHYSICIANS AGREE TO ASSIST MEDJCARE 
PATIENTS BY: (1) EXPLAINING BILLING AND PAYMENT ARRANGEMENTS: (2) 
ASSISTING PATIENTS IN FILING CLAIMS AND OBTAINING PROPER 
REIMBURSEMENT; AND ( 3) MAKING SPECIAL PAYMENT ARRANGEMENTS FOR 
PATIENTS EXPERIENCING FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES. 
IN DETERMINING WHICH MEDICARE PATIENTS ARE TRULY FINANCIALLY 
NEEDY, THE LOCAL COUNCILS ON AGING, OR AGING SERVICE PROVIDERS, 
LOCATED THROUGHOUT THE STATE ARE ASSISTING IN THE PROGRAM BY 
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ACCEPTI~G ONE-PAGE APPLICATIONS FROM INTERESTED MEDICARE 
BENEFICIARIES AND MAKING ELIGIBILITY DETERMINATIONS BASED ON THI~ 
INFORMATION. FOR EXAMPLE, AN INTERESTED MEDICARE PATIENT CAN GO 
BY THEIR LOCAL AGING SERVICE PROVIDER OFFICE AND COMPLETE A 
SHORT, ONE-PAGE APPLICATION ON INCOME AND CURRENT HEALTH 
INSURANCE COVERAGE. MEDICARE BENEFICIARIES WITH AN ANNUAL INCOME 
OF 150% OF POVERTY, WHICH IS $8,250 FOR A ONE-PERSON FAMILY OR 
$11,100 FOR A TWO~PERSON FAMILY, WITH NO HEALTH INSURANCE OTHER 
THAN A MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT QUALIFIES. IT 1 S AS SIMPLE AS THAT. 
HE OR SHE WILL BE ISSUED A WALLET SIZE PERSONAL CARE CARD WHICH 
MAY BE PRESENTED TO ANY NON-PARTICIPATING PHYSICIAN, PARTICULARLY 
THOSE ENROLLED IN THE PERSONAL CARE PROGRAM. PATIENTS WHO EXCEED 
THESE GUIDELINES BUT HAVE SPECIAL FINANCIAL NEEDS MAY REQUEST 
THAT THE AGING SERVICE PROVIDER REPRESENTATIVE WRITE A LETTER TO 
HIS OR HER NON-PARTICIPATING PERSONAL PHYSICIAN, EXPLAINING THE 
SITUATION AND URGING THE PHYSICIAN TO ACCEPT ASSIGNMENT ON THIS 
PATIENT UNTIL HIS OR HER FINANCIAL SITUATION IMPROVES. 
LET ME GIVE YOU AN EXAMPLE OF MEDICARE REIMBURSEMENT FOR A 
TYPICAL FAMILY PRACTICE PHYSICIAN IN SOUTH CAROLINA THIS YEAR. 
ACCORDING TO PRIVATE INSURANCE COMPANIES, A FAMILY PRACTICE 
PHYSICIAN MAY CHARGE PRIVATE PAY PATIENTS $28. 00 FOR AN OFFICE 
VISIT. WHEN A TYPICAL FAMILY PHYSICIAN AGREES TO ACCEPT 
ASSIGNMEft, HB OR SHE WILL BE REIMBURSED SLIGHTLY OVER $1e. 00 
FROM MEDICARE AND THE PATIENT WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR 
APPROXIMATELY $2.eO. A PHYSICIAN WHO DOES HQl ACCEPT ASSIGNMENT 
UNDER MEDICARE MAY CHARGE UP TO $22.44, OR THE MAAC, THUS MAKING 
THE PATIENT RESPONSIBLE FOR THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN WHAT IS----
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ACTUALLY CHARGE AND WHAT MEDICARE REIMBURSES, WHICH IN THIS 
EXAMPLE IS ALMOST $1~ ~ 
CLEARLY PHYSICIANS WHOSE PRACTICE IS MADE UP PRIMARILY OF 
MEDICARE PATIENTS CANNOT AFFORD TO KEEP THE DOORS OPEN IF HE OR 
SHE ACCEPTED ASSIGNMENT ON ALL PATIENTS WHETHER THEY ARE 
FINANCIALLY NEEDY OR NOT. THE INCOME GENERATED, WHICH WAS $12.00 
PER VISIT IN THE EXAMPLE I GAVE, IS SIMPLY NOT ENOUGH TO MAKE IT 
FINANCIALLY FEASIBLE TO COVER EMPLOYEE PAYROLL, RENT, UTILITIES, 
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES, ETC. AS YOU CAN SEE FROM THESE 
FIGURES, IT IS SIMPLY NOT POSSIBLE FOR SOME PHYSICIANS, SUCH AS 
FAMILY PRACTITIONERS, TO AGREE TO ACCEPT ASSIGNMENT FOR ALL 
MEDICARE PATIENTS. 
IN ADDITION, MEDICARE PHYSICIAN FEES WERE FROZEN IN 1984 AND 
SINCE THEN MOST PHYSICIANS HAVE BEEN ALLOWED ONLY A 2% IN-CREASE 
IN THEIR MEDICARE FEES. FOR EXAMPLE, I CHARGED $22.00 FOR ALL 
PATIENTS IN 1984 AND IN 1989 I CHARGE $28. 00 FOR PRIVATE PAY 
PATIENTS AND ONLY $22.44 FOR MEDICARE PATIENTS. 
HOWEVER, THAT'S NOT TO SAY THAT PHYSICIANS ARE NOT 
INTERESTED IN ACCEPTING ASSIGNMENT ON THOSE PATIENTS WHO ARE 
TRULY NEEDY. IT SIMPLY MEANS THAT THE MANY SOUTH CAROLINA 
CITIZENS OVER 65 YEARS OF AGE WHO RECEIVE MEDICARE, SUFFER NO 
FINANCIAL HARDSHIPS, AND ARE FINANCIALLY ABLE TO PAY THEIR 
MEDICAL BILlS IN FULL SHOULD DO SO. IT'S THE NEEDY MEDICARE 
PATIENT WB ARB CONCERNED WITH HERE; THAT 1 S WHY THE SOUTH CAROLINA 
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION IMPLEMENTED THE PERSONAL CARE PROGRAM TO 
DETERMINE EXAcrLY WHO THESE NEEDY PATIENTS ARE AND TO HAVE A 
CONCERTED EFFORT TO BETTER MEET THEIR NEEDS. 
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SOUTil CAROLINA IS CONSTANTLY CHANGI~G, AND THE NUMBER OF 
OLDER SOUTH CAROLINIANS IS INCREASING RAPIDLY. IN ADDITION TC. 
THE AGING OF OUR OWN CITIZENS, PERSONS ARE RETIRING TO SOUTH 
CAROLINA AT THE THIRD HIGHEST RATE IN THE COUNTRY. WE CURRENTLY 
HAVE 500,000 PERSONS OVER 60 YEARS OF AGE AND 350,000 PERSONS 
OVER 65 YEARS OF AGE WHO ARE ELIGIBLE FOR MEDICARE. IT IS 
ESTIMATED THAT BY THE YEAR 2010, A MERE 20 YEARS FROM NOW, ONE 
MILLION PERSONS OVER 60 YEARS OF AGE WILL CALL SOUTH CAROLINA 
HOME. 
WITH THIS ASTONISHING FACT AND DECREASING AVAILABILITY OF 
HEALTH CARE DOLLARS, WE MUST ALL BEAR IN MIND THAT WE ARE GOING 
TO HAVE TO WORK TOGETHER TO ASSURE THAT ACCESSIBLE AND 
AFFORDABLE QUALITY HEALTH CARE IS AVAILABLE FOR ALL SOUTH 
CAROLINIANS REGARDLESS OF FINANCIAL ABILITY TO PAY. THOSE.· WHO 
CAN AFFORD TO PAY THEIR MEDICAL BILLS IN FULL OR PAY INSURANCE 
PREMIUMS MUST DO SO THAT WE MAY PROVIDE AFFORDABLE, QUALITY 
MEDICAL CARE TO THOSE WHO CANNOT. 
IF YOU THINK YOU OR SOMEONE YOU KNOW WOULD QUALIFY FOR THE 
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION'S PERSONAL CARE PROGRAM, BE SURE TO GO OR 
HAVE YOUR FRIEND GO BY YOUR LOCAL AGING SERVICE PROVIDER TO FILL 
OUT AN APPLICATION. THE BENEFITS OF THE PROGRAM CAN REALLY MAKE 













- Dr. Brake, thank you very .uch. Are there any 
questions? 
- What percent of the physIcIans part i c i pate in 
this Persona I care Progr•? 
- Well let me explain to you. In the Personal 
Care Program we have approximate I y 40% of the 
physicians in S.C. that are participating 
physicians. About 950 physicians have signed up 
for the Personal care Program but we didn't ask 
the part i c i pat i ng physicians to sign up because 
they are a I ready part i c i pat i ng . So what we have 
asked, is the nonpart i c i pat i ng physicians to 
sign up in the Personal care Program. 
- You mean of those that don't participate in 
Medicare. 
- Right. 
- What percent take the Medicare assignment? 
- 1 t ' s c011p I i cated because ##1 we can ' t get the 
figures on how many physicians in S.C. are truly 
participating. Blue Cross/Blue Shield are the 
Medicare adln in i strator. They sent out a fora 
and the physician signs the for11 saying he is a 
part i c i pat i ng physician. That goes back to BC 
and there uy be a group that I s part i c i pat i ng 
which may have 5 or 10 doctors in it or uy have 
2 doctors or may be an individual physician. 
When we sent out a form to try to get the 
persona I care physicians, we didn't know who was 
part i c i pat i ng and who wasn ' t . So we sent foras 
out to all physicians in the state and we said 
If you aren't a participating physician we would 
I ike you to sign this for11 and beca.e a personal 
care physician. I have to tell you a couple of 
things. There are a nulllber of physicians in 
S.C. that don't see Medicare patients such as 
Pediatricians. We are working on getting the 
nullber. 
- We have to participate in Medicare if you are 
going to practice Medicine in that state. I had 
the iMpression that we had a very high 
percentage now that had agreed to do it. 
Apparent I y that Is inaccurate. If ya' II can't 
give us some f i gures, sure I y the Genera I 
AsseMbly can get them. 
-Well, if you can get BC to find us the nu.ber of 
physicians that are participating, then we can 
add the personal care physicians in there and 
then we can te I I you what percentage of 
physicians in the state wi II accept assigrwent 









- The Personal care progr• is going to address 
those people who have got the probl•. I've got 
no probl• with so•aDi'MI whose got 110118Y paying 
but if we st iII don't know. Mr. Chair.an, wi II 
you see whether staff can get the nu.ber of 
part i c i pat i ng phys i c i ans. If BC won ' t g i ve i t 
we will do sa.ething legislatively to acquire it. 
- Yes sir. 
- The other thing I might point out to you is that 
before our Persona I care Progr• over 70% of a I I 
Medicare claias physicians accepted 
assignments. Obviously, for me as a family 
physician to assign and say I '11 a participating 
physician would mean have to accept $12 an 
office visit on all Medicare patients that came 
in my office and that would not cover overhead. 
So I can't do that but what I did do was that 
when a Mad i care pat i ent C8lll8 i n that I knew had 
financial probl811s I just accepted assignment. 
The good thing that has happened to me on 
Persona I care Program is that I had a coup I e of 
older patients that I didn't realized had 
financial problems and they walked in and said 
1 've go this card. I had been changing t* rAJ 
uxi .. charge which was WI'/ 1984 fees but they 
st i II had been paying that. I d i dn' t know they 
had a f i nanc i a I prob I• so when they showed me 
the card I could say I '• glad to know that you 
need th i s he I p. This card he I ps us i dent i fy 
those peop I e and before they wa I ked in and were 
struggling to pay their bill and not letting us 
know. 
- Did you say 40% i s nonpart i c i pat i ng? I s that 
increasing? That sounds I ike you are uking 
progress. 
- We had 700· physicians and we've got 950 now. 
I '• going to every county with the Medica I 
Society in the state and I '• telling the 
physicians to go ahead and let's get on the 
persona I care progra~~ because even a nUIIber of 
t.,_ that aren't with the progr• yet are st i II 
accepting ass i grnnent because we would not have 
over 70% of the cIa i 11s accepting ass i grwent if 
we d i dn' t have more than 40% of the physicians 
participating in the needy care. 
- It's too complicated for me. 







- Doctor, I wanted to ake so.e co• ants a I ong 
another I i ne. I don 1 t want to see you take a 
I oss. But I want you to be an advocate for the 
older folks. Since 1966 people of S.C. have 
paid exactly the aa.e pr .. iu. for Part B 
coverage under Medicare that people of 
Pennsy I van i a, New York, Michigan, or anywhere 
else have paid. The doctor bi lis which have 
been reimbursed in those other states have been 
paid w i th our pr• i UIIS to some extent . We are 
treated differently because we are fro. S.C. and 
because you fo I ks had a I ower prof i I e. Now, 1 
want your Associ at ion to take a stand with our 
Congressional delegation and say either go to a 
flat fee across this country or reduce the 
prem i UIIS that the o I der fo I ks are paying for 
Part B in S.C. If we are going to be reimbursed 
at I ess money then our pr• i ums shou I d be I ess 
money. I would like very .uch for you sir, this 
year in your organization to make it abundant I y 
clear to the Congress that you think your 
patients are being treated unfairly. Then 1 
want to say to the people that are here that are 
I istening to this right now that those of you 
who want to sue somebody go into the federa I 
court and sue the Medicare fo I ks. So I et 's get 
our fair break there. Now you ta I k to • about 
suing the state. you have sat sti II since 1966 
and paid the s- price for what folks all over 
the country get and you don 1 t get your share. 
I '• sorry to get on a soap box but I think 
that's l.portant. 
- We appreciate that. We are on the soapbox 
because we have taken this to the AMA and to our 
state de I egat ion. We appreciate your support on 
that. I can assure you that you w i II see 
another I etter f ra. 118 to our S.C. de I egat ion 
and hope that you wi II support us in trying to 
get this corrected in S.C. 
- I want to co•and the Medica I Association for 
the Persona I care Progr•. That 's a good step. 
Early we had test i110ny that there was a probl• 
finding doctors to treat Medicaid patients. 
- In 1964 I went into lll8d i c i ne because I had an 
uncle who was an o I d genera I pract I t i oner . I 
worked with hi• for a long tiM and he saw 
everybody that wa I ked i n the door. Solie paid 
hi• corn, some people paid hi• nothing and SOII8 
people paid hi• in full. In 1965 we got 
MedIcare and Medicaid and what happened was we 
started getting i nvo I ved in having to f i II out 
paperwork and sending in foru. I don' t know if 
you r..anlber in the 70' s the state decided to 
take over the funding or financing of Medicaid 
as far as a clai•s pay..,t was concerned and 





would be reedy to take care of it. It was 3 to 
6 110nths before Md doctors received pa,_.,ts 
fro. Medicaid. So doctors had as .uch as 
$30,000 or $40,000 on the books and had to go to 
the bank to borrow IIOIMIY. Anyhow to llake a I ong 
story short, there were a I ot of prob lea in 
dealing with Medicaid itself. The Medical 
Association has worked very hard with Medicaid. 
I wou I d te I I you that they ' ve worked very hard 
with us. And over the past year we have been 
ab I e to see that we are going to have a decrease 
in the paperwork. There has a I so been an 
increase in reillburs81118nts. In fact in the 
state, you can treat an Indigent pat i ent for 
Medicaid and get 110re for an office visit than 
you can treating Medicare patients and accepting 
ass i gMent . It is about 60-70% 110re. At the 
present I '• te II i ng each county that we have 
worked to try and i11prove the paperwork and 
worked to i l!lprove the rei mbursanents and now you 
have given us the ba II to get the physicians to 
participate. That 's where we are heading with 
it. 
- Do we a have a percentage on that? 
- No, you don't have to sign to participate in 
Medicaid for•s. So nobody has got any record of 
this. 
- Thank you, doctor. The next presentator is Dr. 
Michael Stogner, Aging Unit Director of SC 
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Rep. Harris, Members and staff of the Joint Legislative Committee 
on Aging, my name is Michael Stogner. I am the Aging Unit Director 
of the Appalachian Council of Governments. I am not here today 
representing any particular association or group, rather am 
speaking as an individual. 
I wish to express my sincere gratitude to each of you for your 
exemplary leadership and hard work on the behalf of the older 
citizens of South Carolina. There is not one older South Carolinian 
whose life has not been postively touched in some way by your efforts. 
I look forward to working with you in the upcoming session in our 
continuing endeavors to insure the highest quality of life for our 
older citizens. 
You have heard in previous testimony the Commission on Aging's 
budget request and supporting rationale. There are several pria!ities 
that I would like to especially encourage you to support: the annuali-
zation of the cost of living increment for se~v~ce providers; the 
restoration of the previous reductions in State Grant Funds for the 
Planning and Service Areas; the request implementing the .findings 
of the General Assembly directed survey determining the need for 
improving current Senior Centers and establishing Senior Centers in 
those countys which do not have one; and, the request to strengthen 
the area agencies on aging, increase in-home services for frail older 
persons, and increase training funds. 
As you know, there have been several initiatives related to the need 
for a continu-um of care for older South Carolinians in need of long 
term care services. An integral component of this continuum is the 
necessity for services and incentives which support those caring for 
the frail elderly at home. The development of more in-home services 
as alt~rnatives to institutional care should be supported, and the 
tax credit legislation for families who provide such care should be 
passed. Also our system would be strengthened with the addition of 
residential care facilities which provide a full range of housing and 
personal care services. 
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I wish to thank you for efforts in helping secure the allocation of 
more funds for 1,500 additional medicaid sponsored ~ursing home beds. 
In an effort to make these beds available faster, I would encourage -
your complete review of the Certificate of Need process to see if it 
can be streamlined - including perhaps requiring those who wish to 
appeal the DHEC bed awards to post a sizeable bond. 
In 1987 The General Assembly increased the state gasoline tax and 1/4 
of one cent was earmarked for public transportation activities. A 
portion of these dollars were designated to purchase vans for those 
agencies serving the lederly and handicapped community. I would 
encourage your support of efforts to annualize these funds to the 
Division of Public Transportation (perhaps through the interest 
accured on the state gasoline tax) and stipulating that a portion of 
the funds must be used for capital equipment expenditures for those 
serving the elderly and handicapped. 
Further support should be given to: exempting cords and batteries for 
hearing aids from sales tax; allowing dental hygenists to perform 
preventive services in nursing home settings to the "dentally indigent" 
increasing the homestead exemption either across the board or through 
the indexing/circuit brea~er approach; health care/durable power of 
attorney· (medical) legislation when it presented to you and is addressee 
in Eve Stacey's remarks (S. C. Bar Assoc.); thorough review o1 the 
regulations implementing Act 97 , Continuing Care Retirement Community 
Licensing Act, to assure the protection of older citizens who purchase 
living arrangements through life care communities; mobile and modular 
home park tenancy act. I would request that while the State Insurance 
Department is monitoring the implementation of the Long Term Care 
Insurance Act regulations to insure quality products and compliance 
with the regulations, that they review the state employee Long Term 
Care policy to ensure that it is in compliance with the regulations. 
Most of the above concerns cannot be adequately addressed for the 
present, much less the future, generation of older South Carolinians 
without a comnitment of substantial resources. I would suggest that 
it is time to allow the citizens and tax payers to have the opport~~ty 
to amend the Constitution authorizing a state lottery, if such were to 
be the vote results, along the lines of S. 180. 
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Again, thank you _very much for this opportunity to share my concerns 
regarding issues that effect the older citizens of South Carolina. 
In closing I would like to encourage your~attendance at both the 
SCFOA's and Gerontological Society Annual meetings. Also, as some of 
you know, the Appalachian Council of Governments Area Agency on Aging 
is a member of the Southeastern Association of Area Agencies on 
Aging. As such we have the opportunity to submit nominees for several 
awards that SE4A annually awards. One of the awards annually presented 
by SE4A at the annual conference is the ''Excellence in Aging" Award. 
This award recognizes "the outstanding contributions of an individual 
outside of the Area Agencies on Aging who promotes the safety, welfare. 
and weel being of the elderly. The award will be presented at our 
meeting in Huntsville, Alabama, October 23, 1989. I am proud to 
announce that this year's recipient of the SE4A "Excellance in Aging" 
Award is none other than Rep. Patrick B. Harris. On behalf of the 
entire aging network, congratulations Mr. Pat. 
Harris 
Blackwell 
- Any quest ions of Mr. Stogner? I '• not going to 
ask you how I got that. I'• very grateful and I 
appreciate i t but I hope 1 deserved i t . I .ust 
ask to be excused and ask Representative 
Blackwell if he wi II preside in the absence of 
the Vice-Chair. 
- Our next presentator is Ti• Harbeson with Legal 
D i vi s ion of Ombudsman Off ice w i th the Governor ' s 
office. 
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~-nuts to the Joint Legislative ec..ittee on Aaing 
Timthy D. Harbescm, n.hlils=an Divisicm 
Septe.ber 20, 1989 
Mr. Chairman and Committee members, thank you for allowing me the opportunity 
to make this presentation to you. My name is Tim Harbeson and I am the Deputy 
Director and Legal Counsel for the Ombudsman Division of the Governor's 
Office. I want to briefJy discuss with you an issue which the Division 
considers to be a gap in our State law. That is, a need for defining 
''neglect" and "exploitation" in the Client-Patient Protection Act, Chapter 30 
of Title 43 in the South Carolina Code of Laws. This Committee has been 
instrumental in the history of this law which is intended to protect a very 
vulnerable segment of society; the residents of nursing homes, adult 
residential care facilities, and similar residential institutions. 
Part of the function of the Ombudsman Division is to investigate complaints of 
these residents. Thus, we have a common interest in this population. It is 
because of the Division's experience with actual cases in which the lack of 
the definition of ''neglect" or "exploitation" has impacted on our function 
that I am here today. 
The purpose of the Client-Patient Protection Act as set out in Section 30 
states: 
Recognizing that client-patients need protection, it is the purpose of 
chapter to save them from injury and abuse by establishing an effective 
reporting system and encouraging the reporting of client-patients in need 
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of protection; by establishing fair and equitable procedures co~atible 
with due process of law with due regard to the safety and welfare of all 
persons and by establishing an effective system of protection of 
client-patients from injury and abuse while living in public and private 
residential agencies and institutions. 
The Act defines such terms as "abuse and neglect", "abuse", "threatened 
abuse", and "physical injury". However, the Act fails to define the terms 
''neglect" and "exploitation". It is certainly in keeping with the Act's 
purpose, especially in light of a real life example such as the one I am about 
to share with you, that both neglect and exploitation be defined. 
MS. Doe was a resident of X Adult Residential Care Facility. Our office was 
contacted by a home health nurse who visited the facility to provide decubitus 
(bed sores)care for the resident. (Decubitus ulcers occur when there is 
unrelieved pressure on a bony prominence.) In accordance with the physician's 
orders, the nurse had trained the facility staff in caring for the decubiti 
which included changing the dressing on the resident's foot four times a day. 
During a subsequent visit, she noticed that the dressings were filthy and had 
not been changed. The resident's medications for treatment of the decubiti 
were not secured and the facility failed to take the resident to follow-up 
physician visits. (The foot, in effect, had begun to rot.) The nurse 
arranged for the resident to be taken to the physician's office. The 
physician immediately admitted the resident to the hospital for removal of the 
dead tissue and possible amputation. It should be noted that the resident's 
functioning level was such that she was unable to provide her own decubitus 
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care. In the absence of a definition of neglect in our law, we had no means 
by which to cite the facility in this case. 
Further, it is important to emphasize that both an Assistant Attorney General 
and an Assistant Solicitor to which this case was referred by the Ombudsman 
investigator also determined no criminal action was possible under the 
existing code sections. 
I also want to point out that the situation concerning exploitation, while not 
involving physical consequences to the victim, is nonetheless an injury to 
which the Act should supply protection. A large number of long-term care 
facility residents are vulnerable to exploitation because of physical or 
mental impairments which necessitate them being in the facility. 
I have drafted language to propose as amendments to the Client-Patient 
Protection Act to rectify these gaps in the law. The definitions are included 
in the written material I have submitted. The language is a canposite of 
definitions fol.Dld in state and federal law and regulations. Although I have 
submitted specific suggestions I realize some changes may be desired by the 
Conmittee and by other members of the General Assembly. However, sane 
definition is needed for these terms which is at least as cauprehensive as 
what I have submitted. I appreciate your consideration and will be happy to 
answer any questions you may have now, or if you think of them later my office 
phone number is 734-0457. 
Blackwell 
Harbeson 
- Thank you, Mr. Harbeson. 
we can get. I was going 
draw it. I appreciate 
preparing this for us. 
We need all the. help 
to ask you to have Mark 
you going ahead and 
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Tim Harbeson ..! tt 
-MEMORANDUM-
Amendments to the Client-Patient Protection Act 
August 9, 1989 
Maria Patton discussed with you the desire of the Ombudsman Division to have. 
the Client-Patient Protection Act amended to include definitions of "neglect" 
and "exploitation". Below are the definitions which have been developed from 
various state and federal statutes. 
We would appreciate an opportunity to be on the agenda of the Joint 
Legislative Committee on Aging to present these proposed amendments. Please 
call Maria or myself at 734-0457 if you have any questions. 
tient 
43-30-100(1) -
It is .unlawful for any person to neglect, ellloit, abuse, threaten to abuse, 
or cause physical or mental injury to any c 1ent or patient, as defined in 
§43-30-20. 
lDH:o 
Division of Ombudsman and Citizen Semces 
1205 Pendleton Street. Room 308. Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Tel. (803) 734~7 
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Elaine Marks, l.egi.slati ve <lla:i:!' 
511 Irwin Street· 
Spartanburg, sc 293>1 
The South Carolina Retired Educators Association 
42-l.Zimalcrest Drive Columbia, S.C. 29210 Phone 772-6553 
1. Benefits for Low Income Retirees. A concern of the Retired 
Educators Association is the segment whose benefits are very low. These 
persons' salaries were low (at the bottom of the list nationally) which 
meant their retirement contributions were low. This, in essence, has left 
teachers who spent their career years in this system with an income below 
poverty level. 
We ask for your assistance with the State Retirement System to help 
us in solving this dilemaa. 
2. Health Benefits. This has become a crisis. 
a. Every member of the State Insurance System has to re-enroll 
during October. We urge the new Insurance Division to use every media 
avenue possible to ensure that retirees get this information and are 
re-enrolled. Also, the Insurance Division is going to assume that all 
Social Security recipients have Part B of Medicare. When a claia is paid 
which involves the kinds of services covered by Part B. they will deny the 
claim. This would •ean that the many who cannot afford Part B are now 
individually liable. This is a major concern. 
b. We are urcinc that premium increases be kept to a mini•ua. 
Retirees were led to believe at retirement, that this would not be a 
problem. One illness could wipe out a retiree's income. 
3. Homestead Exemption. We appreciate the passage of the increase last 
year, and hope it can be funded next year. 
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SOUTH CAROLINA RETIRED EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION 
1989-90 LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM 
1. Retirement Benefits for Low Inco•e Retirees 
For those who had taught at least 20 years and whose salaries 
were such that their retirement is below the poverty level, we 
are working to improve their monthly retirement benefits to an 
acceptable standard of living. 
2. Health Benefits 
We urge the General Assembly to keep health benefits at the 
current level and any premium increase be kept to a minimum~ 
3. General Legislation for Retired Persons 
To keep abreast, informed and alert to the general needs of the 
elderly, and to promote legislation beneficial to this group. 
We ask that the Homestead Exemption for homeowners 65 years of ~ . 
age and above be increased from the current $25,000 to $30,000 
and we urge the General Assembly to fund this program. 
5. Support for Public Education 
The me•bers of the SCREA, having invested many years of their 
lives promoting public education, continue to support advancement 
and improveaent of public education in South Carolina. 
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P.O. Boz 6009 
W. Colwabia, SC 29171-6009 
STATEMENT OF 1HE SOUTH CAROUNA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION ~-
presented to the 
JOINT LEGISLATIVE COMMITI'EE ON AGING 
by 
Preston A Callison, General Counsel 
September 20, 1989 
Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my name is Preston Callison. I am 
the s.--uth Carolina Hospital Association's General Counsel I appreciate the 
oppoHunity to be here today to discuss with you the Hospital Association's concerns 
regarding the growing elderly population. 
SCHA strongly believes our elderly citizens should be encouraged and assisted. in . 
leading independent, productive lives for as long as possible. SCHA bas been 
working with the Commission on Aging and it's Council on Elder Affairs and other 
concerned organizations and we fully support the priority goals identified by the 
Council on Elder Affairs earlier today. I would like to detail a few other related 
concerns. 
Many of thae coacerns were identified during the Healthy Future for South Carolina 
Study, initiated by the Hospital Association in 1988. While the study was very broad-
based, one task force focused on the special needs, or segments of our populations, 
such as the very young and senior citizens. Government, business, insurance, 
providers, educators and consumers were represented as problems were identified and 
recommendations to address those problems were made. A report was published in ........._. 
May of 1989 and bas been distributed throughout the state to interested groups. 
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Page Two 
Today, I would like to mention a number of recommendations from that study that 
also relate to the priority goals the Council on Elder Affairs has identified. 
Certainly, an adequate Medicare program is important to all of us. It's important to 
our senior citizens living on fiXed incomes, who rely on it for their health care 
services. It's also important to our soon to be senior citizens who expect to rely on it 
in a few years. It's important to the children, friends, and neighbors of senior citizens 
who are the cornerstone of care for the frail elderly. It's important to employers who 
pay the unpaid portion of Medicare bills through a cost-shift to privately insured 
patients. And it's important to hospitals and other providers, as partners with the 
state and federal governments in providing care. 
While decisions regarding Medicare are made at the federal level, it is critical for you, 
as state leaders to understand the problems associated with an inadequate Medicare 
program and urge our Congress to promise to protect Medicare in FY 1991 budget 
deliberations. 
Last year,_ you made a major commitment to improve the state's Medicaid program. 
Aa a result more South Carolinians will be able to access the system more easily and 
the financial burden on individuals and their employers, who share the cost of their 





However, today our inadequate Medicare program represents an even more serious 
. drain on consumers of health care and potentially threatens access to aU our citizens. 
I think you can easily appreciate the connection when I tell you that Medicare covers 
almost 40 percent of hospital patients across the country. Yet the average hospital's 
Medicare payments are eight or nine percent less than the hospital's costs. Unless 
adequate Medicaacfunding is provided by Congress hospitals will be forced to 
drastically cut services to the elderly and some hospitals face the real possibility of 
closing since the unsponsored patients can no longer carry this increased burden 
which is driving up hospital rates with the resultant inordinate increase in health 
insurance. 
The American Hospital Association has begun its next phase of a national Medicare 
advocacy campaign to affirm the need for fair Medicare funding in the budget that 
the Bush Administration will submit to Congress in January. On the occasion of 
Medicare's 25th anniversary, every hospital family will be asked to write to Congress 
and the White House before December 1 urging Congress and President Bush to 
"keep the promise" to provide high quality health care for the nation's elderly and 
disabled. We urge you to do the same. 
Secondly, we need to work together to increase public awareness of speaal problems 
of the eldei'ly and create incentives for development of programs to meet those 
needs, such as adult day care centers, respite care, personal care, transportation and 




During the last legislative session some of the regulatory barriers were removed to 
allow more skilled nursing home beds to be built and to allow rural hospitals to 
convert empty capacity to nursing home beds. Many of our rural hospitals have 
begun to respond to this opportunity but face the problem of inadequate 
reimbursement SCHA is in the procesa of surveying them regarding what they are 
planning in this area and what additional barriers could be removed to facilitate this 
process. We will share the results with you. 
Lastly, we urge you to consider ways to encourage employers to provide adequate 
health benefits and pension plans, as well as fmancial planning assistance to help 
employees avoid impoverishment in later years. 
We welcome this opportunity to discuss our mutual concerns related to our growing 
elderly population. SCHA pledges our support and assistance as we all work together 
to help our seniors maintain their dignity and independence. Thank you. 
Blackwell - We appreciate that and we are glad that they 
kept you alive, too. We appreciate the Hospital 
Association and the way it works with the 
Genera 1 Assemb I y . You can bet thIs Is one of 
the it8Ms we will want to consider as we look at 
this testimony. Thank you very .uch. We· will 
now hear from the SC Federation of Older 
~rlcans by Herbert Weisberg. 
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Herbert Weisberc. Chairaan 
-------- -·-- --- - ---------
Lecislative Forwa - SC Federation 
tor Older Americans 
1000 Quail IUD 
Columbia. Sc 29206 
i·ir. Harris, ladir.s fl.nd gC'ntlei!len of' the Joint LerrtslP.tive Commi ttc•e 
on Aging, I am Herbert \'leisberg, Che.irma.n of the Legislative Forum of .the 
South Carolina Federation for Older Americnns. 'lhe SCFOA is a statewide 
organi~tion representing members of various senior citizen groups as well 
as members of the general public concerned with the problems of the ar;ing. 
One adve.ntage ~r disadvantage of being placed so fe.r down on the list 
of speakers is that almost. ever;thing, if not everything, that I 1-rant to 
t.Plk about has already been said by the previous speakers. However, I do 
"~~'nt to touch on those matters of importance that the Legislative Forum .ftftl! 
has determined to be our priorities for 1989-90. ~!e are very sppreclative 
of your efforts in the pe.st fl.nc! hope 1-re can continue to trork jointly in the 
future. 
The ~orities I wish to discuss are not listed in any specific order 
of need, but all are of concern to usa 
TO encourage at-home care of the frail elderly to enable them to remain 
in their homes rather than being institutionalized. 
By giving a tax credit for families who provide for a frail 
elderly family memberJ 
Developing adult day care services1 
Developing programs through the State Housing Author! ty for inno-
vative housing options such as "Granny Flats" already successful in 
Canada and Pennsylvania. These are 1-bedroom modules, something 
like a mobile home, which can be set up in the back yard of a house 
for P.n elderly member of the family. This will allow for indepen-
dent living but close enough for some supervision by the family. 
lle are iii favor o'f increasing the Homestead exemption from $20,000 to 
$25,000. 
We advocate a propaa of Helll th Care Cost Containaent as well as working 
toward Medicaid pt.yaent equality bettreen So~th Carollna and other states. 
We favor the passage of a Health Care Consent Law, a Durable Power of 
Attorney for .. Health Care This is in rc~ to decisions that cn.n be lll&de for 
health cP.re between life and the living will. The South Carolina Bar is 
working on this matter. 
We favor The Palmetto Gold Card for senior citizens at no charge.This 
should be a statewide program to give discounts to cardholders. Several of 




We advocate a ~ of Home F4ui ty Conversion. This aeam~ converting 
the ~ty in a hoae into cash, without having to move or make regular loan 
payments. Hro plana enable older homeowners to receive current income from 
their homes. The major types of HEC are reverse mortgages, sale leasebacks, 
property tax deferrals, and deferred payment loans. I will not attempt to 
cover allof these, but only the Reverse Mortgages: 
Reverse Mortgages (ruts) proved monthly loan advances up to 60 to 
80% of the value of a home to a borrower. These advances do not 
have to be repaid (Principal or interest) until a future time. 
There are two kinds of RMs' fixed-term and open -ended. 
Fixed-Term RMa make monthly loan advances for an agreed-upon 
number of years (usually more ths:n.f three but less than ten). 
Then the full amount of the loan must be repaid. Fixed-term 
reverse mortgages are currently available in Boston, Tucson, 
Minneapolis-st. Paul, Nassau and Suffolk Counties, NY., Bergen 
County, NJ, Milwaukee and Madison Wisconsin, most parts of 
California and throughout Connecticut and Rhode Island. -Open-ended RMs ~e monthly loan advances for as long as the 
borrower li vee in the home. This ~ of RM is commercially 
available in New Jersey, Maryland, Connecticut, Pennsylvania and 
Ohio. ~ 
tole are in favor of the I>iedicaid Spousal Impoverishaent provision of 
the Catastrophic Health Care Law but with that program being such a state 
of nux, this provision may be eliminated. However, we feel that there is 
a need for a State law to take effect even in spite of the federal Law. 
Thank you very much for the opportunity given to us to express our 
concems to you. 
Blackwell -Thank you, sir, for a well reasoned presentation 
and you hurry now and don't let tt.. write that 
ticket. Now we ca I I on a gent 1-n I have a 
great deal of respect for Dr. Charles Still with 
SC Registry. 
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TESTIMONY 
OF 
CHARLES N. STILL, MD 
Dr. Charlet Still, Radical Director 
USC-School of Public Health .~ 
Room 202 
Columbia, SC 29208 
MEDICAL DIRECTOR, SC REGISTRY FOR OEMENTING ILLNESSESS 
DEPARTMENT OF EPIDEMIOLOGY AND BIOSTATISTICS 
SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Mr. Chairman, honorable members of the Committee, ladies and gentlemen 
- I am indeed grateful for the privilege of addressing the important 
issue of dementing illnesses in South Carolina. In my last appearance 
before this Committee in October 1985, I noted that the risk for 
Alzheimer's Disease increases with age, from about 5% at age 65 to 
more than 20% at age 80. Women are at greater risk at all ages. I 
also pointed out that Alzheimer's Disease is making a major 
contribution to the dramatic increases in health care costs in the 
United States. In 1979, Dr. Fred Plumrn estimated the annual health 
care costs of dementing illnesses at $12 billion with a projected rise 
to $30 billion by the year 2030. Today the projected costs are 
estimated at more than $750 billion in the year 2030. This figure not 
only represents a 25-fold increase based on today's dollars, but also 
threatens to bankrupt the American taxpayer if more cost-effective 
health care does not become available by the year 2000. The head of 
the National Institute on Aging, Dr. Frank Williams, believes that 
scientific research should result in advances which will halt the 
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progression -of Alzheimer's Disease by the year 2000. However, not 
many of the experts are this optimistic. They point out that until 
now the Congress has not been willing to spend more than $127 million 
annually for Alzheimer's Disease research. Currently the Congress 
recommends $300 million for research on Alzheimer's Disease, beginning 
October 1, 1989. This appears to be a generous increase. However, 
Congress has been spending over a billion dollars a year on AIDS 
research. During fiscal year 1990 Congress has recommended an 
increase to $1,306,000,000 for AIDS research. This increase exceeds 
the total for Alzheimer's Disease research. Despite the vigorous 
lobbying efforts of the National Alzheimer's Association, it appears 
that research on Alzheimer's Disease still has a low priority in 
Washington. 
Perhaps the most intensive research effort on Alzheimer's DiseasP. has 
been carried out by 20 centers known as CERAD, working from 1986 to 
1989. These 20 centers have cooperatively studied about 530 cases and 
364 control subjects using experts in clinical neurology, psychiatry, 
neuropsychology and neuropathology. Brain autopsies on more than 100 
cases have shown that 83% have Alzheimer's Disease and another 10% 
have probable or possible Alzheimer's Disease. Stroke related 
dementfas account for fewer than 3% of the cases. There is 
co-existent Parkinson's Disease in over 46% of the cases. This 
suggests that a common mechanism is at work. Such a mechanism may 
involve the passage of toxic substances across the blood-brain barrier 
·over a period of many years. Aluminum remains one of the leading 
candidates for such a role in Alzheimer's Disease. Potentially 
protective effects of fluorides in drinking water have been studied 
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only i~ South Carolina. These showed a possible protective effect in 
the coastal regions where ~uoride concentrations approached 4 parts 
per million in drinking water. However, the Environmental Protection 
Agency has required that high fluoride concentrations in drinking 
water be reduced to less than 2 parts per million, in order to prevent 
mottling of tooth enamel in children. This governmental action has 
probably reduced or eliminated the potentially protective effect of 
fluorides in drinking water against the potential toxicity of 
aluminum, which may be involved in the development of Alzheimer's 
Disease in late life. Otherwise, we have no known treatments or 
preventive measures which have been uneqivocally shown to halt or to 
slow the progression of Alzheimer's Disease. 
In the meantime, what can we do about Alzheimer's Disease? The most. 
comprehensive study of Alzheimer's Disease in this state was 
authorized by the Joint Legislative Health Care Planning and Oversight 
Committee and prepared by Dr. David Murday and colleagues in 1986. 
This bench-mark study recommended: 1) Epidemiologic research to help 
establish a firm data base to help estimate the incidence, prevalence, 
prognosis, and associated cost of Alzheimer's Disease and related 
disorders; and 2) that the General Assembly should establish a 
confidential Alzheimer's Disease reporting system through the 
Department of Health and Environmental Control for purposes of both 
research and planning. 
With regard to the first recommendation, Dementia Registries (data 
bases) are extremely important for planning allocation of resources to 




families. Thus far Alzheimer's Disease appears to be most closely 
associated with increasing age, but a recent study in East Boston 
suggests that lack of formal education may also be a major risk 
factor. If so, the limited educational opportunities available to 
South Carolinans during the earlier years of the 20th century could 
bring far worse consequences than lost opportunities. 
Yet against this ~tark background there is hope. Thanks to the 
initiative generated by the University of South Carolina School of 
Public Health, the South Carolina Registry for Dementing Illnesses was 
established in April 1988. The School of Public Health has recieved a 
generous award from the American Health Assistance Foundation, 
supplemented by matching funds from the South Carolina Health and 
Human Services Finance Commission, the Association of Schools of 
Public Health, and the Centers for Disease Control. The Registry is 
now housed in the Health Sciences Building of the School of Public 
Health at the University of South Carolina. The overall goal of the 
registry is to collect and report on the prevalence of dementing 
illness in South Carolina by type, age, sex, race, education, and 
other demographic characteristics. 
Between the years 1980 and 2000 the percentage of South Carolina's 
population over 65 is projected to increase by 76%. By then, South 
Carolina may have as many as 50,000 citizens with Alzheimer's Disease. 
Since persons with this disease may live an average of 7 to 10 years 
from the beginning of symptoms until total care is needed, the 
potential cost continues to escalate. It is vitally important to 
identify those patients and their families who are now carrying the 
burden of Alzheimer's Disease in our state. 
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The South Carolina Registry for Dementing Illnesses has the potential 
to contribute unique information on the epidemiology of dementia in 
the United States. South Carolina has a racially mixed population 
(35% black) and one of the highest rates of stroke in the nation, 
especially among blacks. The rates of illiteracy are also high, 
approaching 50%, making the clinical diagnosis of dementia more 
difficult, since the interpretation of commonly used tests depends 
upon reading ability. About 40% of all cases of Alzheimer's Disease 
are genetic, and 60% are sporadic (of which some fraction may be 
transmissible). Familial Alzheimer's Disease is of critical 
importance to the public health of South Carolina's citizens. 
The time is now right for the General Assembly to consider 
establishing a confidential Alzheimer's Disease reporting system 
through the Department of Health and Environmental Control, as 
recommended to the Joint Legislative Health Care Planning and 
Oversight Committee in·December 1986. The South Carolina Registry for 
Dementing Illnesses and the University of South Carolina School of 
Public Health stand ready to cooperate and to support implementation 
of this recommendation for purposes of both planning and research. 
Working together with other public and private agencies and 
institutions under the guidance of the General Assembly, we echo the 





- Thank you very .uch, Dr. St iII. We wi II 
certaIn I y take your advice under adv i s...,t . We 
appreciate your good work. 
- Didn't we put so. money in for that? Didn't we 
fund that an amount we cou I d get by on? 
The registry is operating but we don't require 
reporting. 
- Thank you, Dr. Sti II. Now we have Rev. Wi II ia. 
Hankerson, Foster Grandparent, Retired Senior 





lev. Williaa Hankerson 
Foster Grandparent 
e/o Susan Carlton 
Suite 207 
240 Stoneridge Drive 
Columbia, sc 29210 
JOINT LEGISLATIVE STUDY COMMITTEE ON AGING 
Wednesday, Sept. 20, 1989 
My name is William Hanke~son and I am a voluntee~ with the 
Foste~ G~andpa~ent p~og~am he~e in the cent~al pa~t of South 
Ca~olina. Ou~ p~og~am is sponso~ed by the Council on Aging 
of the Midlands. 
I am one of 61 people se~ving as Foste~ G~andpa~ents he~e. 
We each give 20 hou~s a week to help child~en and young folk 
that have a special need fo~ a~tention and love. That's 
about 60,000 hou~s of loving kindness to mo~e than 600 kids 
a yeac. We voluntee~ at 17 diffe~ent places in Richland and 
Lexington Counties, such as the Depa~tment of Youth 
Se~vices, Midlands Center, Siste~ca~e, the Wil Lou G~ay 
Oppo~tunity School, No~thside Middle School, A~den 
Elementa~y School and Headsta~t. 
I've been a Foste~ G~andpa~ent fo~ 8 yea~s. At fi~st I 
worked at Midlands Center with ~etarded children. 
Working with those children ls what made me love the 
program. You see thie is kind of a dual thing - we help 
them and they help us. I treasu~e this work and this chance 
to be se~viceable at my age. He~e I am 70 years old and I 
didn't know the need fo~ this wo~k before. 
Retarded kids know if you're real. You can't be a hypocrite 
o~ they' I 1 feel lt. Even if they can't talk, you find ways 
to communicate and they know if you really care about them. 
Now the klde at the Opportunity School know it too, but 
they're tougher and try to manipulate you more. I've been 
there 4 yeare and I work in the RIP dorm. This ie for the 
kids who break the Opportunity School rulee. Keep in mind 
that all the klde at the school are there becauee they've 
broken rulee or couldn't make it in their echools at home. 
In RIP dorm we get most of the kids some time or another 
during the echool year. 
Four evenlnge a week I spend five hours talking to them 
quietly, holding a mi~~or to their facee so they'll see 
themselves and try to improve thei~ behavior. They call me 
"Pop" and, you know, they treat me with respect. They'll 
swea~ at each othe~ and at thei~ teache~s, but not at me! 
And they ask me to say a good wo~d fo~ them so they won't 
get kicked out of the school. I stay in the office a lot of 
the time, talking to get them a second chance to stay and 
g~aduate. I've got 3 now at Benedict and one in the a~my 
that did make it. That makes me p~oud! And they we~e ones 
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I had -to ', 
them maki 
to the office fo~. Maybe I had a little pa~t in 
it this fa~. 
You don't ~et too many that go to college. I wish it was so 
that you could save them all. But if I tu~n even one child 
around I' I I feel good. And for us G~andpa~ents, feeling 
good about ou~ kids is what keeps us going. 
Now I know you want your vote~s to feel good. But I also 
know that you think of this in bigge~ te~ms and in money 
te~ms, so let me put it this way: While I am wo~king with 
each of these children at the Opportunity school I am 
stretching the dol Iars the state spends there and this is 
true of the G~anopa~ents at Midlands Cente~ and Youth 
Services ana in the 8 public schools where we work. 
If I help to tu~n Just one kid a~ound, the state saves 
hund~eds of thousands of dolla~s that might have been spent 
on him fo~ the ~est of his life in the depa~tment of 
co~rections or in food stamps, medicaid, and welfare. And 
this is true of eve~y grandpa~ent - even those that wo~k 
with Headstart and Siste~ca~e and othe~ agencies that a~e 
not state agencies. 
And us G~andpa~ents: if Just one o~ two of us keep on 
living active lives because of this p~og~am. instead of 
going downhill and having to go into nu~sing homes, that 
saves the state $32,000 a yea~ fo~ each one! 
It costs about $3,000 a yea~ fo~ each G~andpa~ent - to pay 
the stipend and t~avel that makes it possible fo~ us to 
voluntee~. Fo~ $15,000 f~om the state, fo~ example, ou~ 
p~og~am could add five g~andpa~ents and help 10 o~ 20 mo~e 
kids. When ou~ dl~ecto~ comes and asks you how to get state 
funds, I hope you'll help her because I'm su~e you can see 
how much you can save late~ by investing a little now. 
Let me hold a mi~~o~ up to you~ faces•like I do with my 
kids. Do you see a pe~son who ca~es if a kid is tu~ned 
a~ound? Do you see one who wants olde~ folks to be useful? 
If we laymen can see how much this is needed, I know you 
will see it too. Thank you. 
Blackwell - Thank you, Mr. Hankerson. We appreciate the 
service you do for the children. Now 1 don't 
see Pat here yet. So we will pass on to Jo Ann 






DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 
PEE DEE DISTRICI I 
DaLONCO~D~ON 
1st Ave. and HamPfOil 
P.O. Box 106-4 
Dillon, S.C. 29536 
Phone 774-5611 
FLORENCECO~DMSION 
P.O. Box 3,.99, 1705 W. Evana 
Aorence, S.C. 29502 
Phone 662-5281 
MARION COUNTY DMSION 
P.O. Box 609, Hwy. 76 




Joint Legislative Committee on Aging 
Jo Ann Price, RN, Director 
Nursing Services 
SCDHEC - Pee Dee I 
1550 W. Evans St. 
Florence, SC 29501 
(803) 669-4348 
JoAnn Price, Director 
DHBC 
1550 W. Evans St. 
Florence, SC 29501 
Mailinc Addresa 
1550 W. Evans Street 
Aorence, S.C. 29501 
Phone 669_..317 
Individuals being served under the End Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) program 
in S.C. are not able to receive necessary home health care because of federal 
guidelines pertaining to payment for home care. The federal gui~elines state 
that patients with ESRD must receive all renal related services by the dialysis 
center. In S.C. this is most often interpreted to mean that any problem a 
dialysis patient has is renal related. The effect of this "mind set" on the 
part of the intermediary (Blue Cross/Blue Shield) severely restricts the avail-
ability of home care to dialysis patients. Unless a dialysis patient develops 
an illness or sustains an injury that cannot remotely be associated with their 
kidneys and their function, they are denied payment for home health care. 
Because the management of ESRD has become so sophisticated we are seeing 
more and more patients living longer and needing nursing care of a highly 
technical nature. Many of these services can be provided in the home. Due 
to increasing health care costs hospitals are discharging patients for care 
in the home. Because these patients are not getting their care paid for in 
the home they are beina kept in the hospital longe·r thus increasing cost or 
being discharaed home where they receive no care. 
I requeat from this commit tee that you explore with the Department of 
Health and Human Services, the Health Care Financing Commission and the S.C. 
intermediary (BC/BS) the possibillty of major changes for the funding of 
home care for S.C. ESRD patients. 
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Suggested recommendations are: 
(1) that these agencies recognize that ESRD patients need more 
services than current ESRD facilities can or will provide i.e. 
home care. 
(2) that consideration be given to changing funding for Home Health 
care such that a portion of medicare funds are no longer pro-
vided to the dialysis center with the expectations that they 
provide home care and that these funds be held for reimburse-
ment of home health agencies whose expertise and priority is 
care of the patient in their home. 
In conclusion, I recognize this is a federal issue but I ask you as our 
State leaders to keep this need before our S.C. federal representatives in 
Washington. 
Letters on file with Cammdttee transcript: 
1) Letter to Mr. IX>nald 0. M:>rillo, Staff Assistant for Congressman Arthur 
Ravenel, Jr. fran Jackie L. McGee, MSW on August 9, 1989 
2) Letter to Ms. Jackie L. McGee, V .A. Meqi.cal Center, fran Congressnan 
Arthur Ravenel on August 31, 1989 
3) Letter to Congressmn Arthur Ravenel fran Vicky S. Fields, R.N., Provider 
Education Consultant on August 28, 1989 
4) Letter to Florence Dialysis Clinic fran Deloris G. Griffith, Director of 
the Division of lbne Health Services on August 31, 1988 
5) Letter to Felicia &n:i. th, Florence Dialysis Center, fran Jo Ann Price, 
District Nursing Director on June 2, 1989 
6) Letter to Dr. Foster H. Young, Jr., District Medical Director, fran 
Deloris G. Griffith on April 5, 1989 








- Thank you, Mlu Price. It sounds like we are 
going to have alot to tell the Federal folks and 
we appreciate you ca II i ng this to our 
attention. We are asked to hear fr011 Judy 
Allen, Customer Service Supervisor fr011 our 
brand new division of Insurance Services. Is 
Miss A II en here or a representat i ve? Is there 
anyone e I se who needs to be heard by this 
Committee? Anyone else? 
- Miss C I i ne was recognized ear I i er but was not 
here. She is here now. 
- Miss Shirley Cline is here and we are glad she 
i s here. A I I right . Did you need to uke a 
statement? We are glad you are here. The 
COllin i ttee w i II be adjourned in a 11011ent and we 
wi II ask staff to prepare the proper uterials 
and then we w i I I be sub j act to reca II by our 
Chairman in order to uke SOlie decisions about 
what I egis I at ion we are to reco.end. 




STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA ,taft ~ubget mtb Cl!ontrol ~oarb 
DIVISION OF INSURANCE SERVICES --..__ 
Judy Allen 
Customer Service Supervisor 




B&C Board - Div. of Insurance Servi 
P.O. Box 11661 
GRADY L. PATTERSON, JR. 
STATE TREASURER 
EARLE E. MORRIS. JR. 
COMPTROLLER GENERAL 
HEALTH INSURANCE SERVICES 
POST OFFICE BOX 11960 
1122 LADY STREET 
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 29201 
(803) 7U.I~ 
September 15, 1989 
The Honorable Patrick Harris 
Chairman, Joint Leg. Committee on Aging 
212 Blatt Building 
Columbia, SC 29211 
Dear Rep. Harris: 
Columbia, SC 29201 
JESSE A. COLES, JR .. Ph.D. 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Per request from your office, following are the details regarding open 
enrollment for retirees: 
1. Open Enrollment begins October 1 and lasts until October 31, 
1989. 
2. Open enrollment meetings will be held throughout South 
Carolina October 16 through November 2, 1989. 
3. Each retiree will be required to complete a new Notice of 
Election form before October 31, 1989. An NOE will be mailed 
to each retiree presently enrolled in the program by October 
5, 1989, and NOE's will be available at all open enrollment 
meetings; 
4. A toll free number will be provided for retirees throughout 
this enrollment period. That number is 1-800-868-3672 or you 
may call 734-0612 in Columbia. 
5. Retiree• may come to our office for assistance, 6th floor, 
NBSC Bank Building, corner of Lady and Main, Columbia. 
6. Long Term Care enrollment is scheduled for late fall 1990. 
If I can be of further help, please let me know. We would be honored 
to attend your meeting on September 21, 1989, if you desire. 
rncerely, 
~;t (_ tl (_) !i e'f!t·r--/ 
/Judy Af'len 
/Supervisor, Customer Services 





Hon. Keller H. Barron 
Joint Legislative Committee on Aging 
Blatt Building 
Columbia, SC 29211 
Dear Ms. Barron: 
Albert Sedlacek 
161 Spanish Point Drive 
Beaufort, SC 29902 
161 Spanish Point Drive 
Beaufort, S. C. 29902 
August 9, 1989 
I understand that a hearing by the Joint Legislative Committee on aging is 
scheduled for September 20, 1989 and you have requested comments from the 
public. 
The recent decision by the State of South Carolina to tax state pensions and 
use the revenue to increase benefits for those retirees does not address the 
.issue of South Carolina residents receiving retiree benefits from other 
states. 
The instructions for filing my 1988 South Carolina tax return referred to 
line 43 and stated: "South Carolina has a reciprocal agreement with some 
states on exclusion of part or all of state employees' and school teachers' 
retirement income. You may subtract the excludable portion from your 
income." 
Enclosed is a copy of my letter written to Sen. James M. Waddell, Jr., dated 
July 10, 1989, to which I have not yet received an answer. 
I do not understand how South Carolina can unilaterally tax a pension from 
another state with which it has a reciprocal agreement of non-taxation. 
Your help in putting this matter before the committee would be appreciated. 
Respectfully yours, 
AI~L.~ 
cc: Sen. James W. Waddell, Jr. 
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FOOiml'E: 
(1) Retirement incxme exclusion up to $6,000. 
(2) Retirement :incane exclusion up to $20,000 per year per taxpayer. 
(3) Retirement :incane exclusion ~ to $2, ooo. 
( 4) Reciprocal agreement· for plbl~c school teachers ani I¥Jt state 
erployees. 
(5) Retirement :incane, aver 65, exclusion up to $6,000: both aver 
65, up to $12,000 exclusion. 
(6) Retirement :incane, aver 65, exclusion up to $9,500. , 
(7) Retirement incane exclusion up to $5,000. 
(8) Retirement :incane exclusion $10,000 for married couples filin:] 
jointly: filin:J separate!¥, retirement incane exclusion $5,000: 
filirg sirgle return, retirement incxme exclusion $7 ,sao. To 
qualify for retirement incxme exclusion, taxpayer DJSt be 
disabled or age 62 or over. 
(9) Retirement inccme exclusicn up to $20,000 if taxpayer is 59 1/2 
or older. 
(10) Retirement :incane exclusion up to $5,000 reduced by socja] security 
benefits. 
(11) A credit is all~ as follows: If retirement incane is: 
Tax Credit 
Less than $500 
$500 but less than $1,500 
$1,500 but less than $3,000 
$3,000 but less than $5,000 
$5,000 but less than $8,000 







(12) Retirement incc:me exclusion up to $4, 500, aver 65, up to $6, 000 
excl\D!d. 
(13) Retirement incxma exclusion $2,000, over 65 up tq $8,000 exc1UB:i. 
OOI'E: If retirement incaDe is subject to tax after above exclusiat ani 
:reti..ra1 taxpayer is 65 or aver, the south carolina retirement 
exclusial of up to $3000 may also be deducted. · 
Page 2 of 2 
3/3/89 
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Lewis Levy -:: I 
SC State Housing Authority 
1710 Gervais St. 
Columbia, SC 29201 
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE HOUSING FINANCE AND DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 
1710 GERVAIS STREET, SUITE 300, COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 29201 
June 29, 1989 
Keller H. Barron, Director of Research 
Joint Legislative Ccmnittee on Aging 
Post Office Box 11867 
Columbia, South Carolina 29211 
Re: HUD Hane Fqui ty Conversion r.t:>rtgage Dem:lnstration Program 
Dear Keller: 
Thank you for you call Wednesday about the hearing scheduled for 
September 20. 'lbe Authority's new Executive Director is E. Anthony 
Buzzetti. Either he, I or both of us will try to be available. 'lbere 
is a possible carplication of which I have just been made aware. The · 
annual meeting of the National Council of State Housing Agencies will 
be held in Oklahana City September 17-19. No travel plans have been 
made yet, so I don't know if we will be back by the ItDrning of the 
20th. In the event that there is a prablan, I will see that you have a 
written report as to the status of the HEX:M Der!Dnstration. Of course, 
we hope it will be ~ight by that tine. 
Enclosed is a copy of HUD's final rule for the program.* As you 
read through it you will see why sane lenders are less than wildly 
enthusiastic. Fannie Mae' s participation is essential to the success 
of this deloonstration. 
Thus far I have received 22 irquiries about the program. I don't 
think there will be any difficulty in using all 50 reservations. 
We will be meeting with a private lender next Friday to discuss 
his participation. I will let you know how that meeting goes. 
With my best regards. 
On file with Camli.ttee Transcript 
Depa.rt:rrent of Housing and Urban 
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Representative thomas G. Keecan 
32 West Sweetbriar trail 
Surfside Beach, SC 29575 
Jfnus.e nf lt.epr.es.entatiu.es 
&tm of &outb Qtaroltna 
Thomas G. Keegan 
District No. 106 - Horry County 
32 West Sweetbriar Trail 
Surfside Beach, S.C. 29575 
August 10, 1989 434-0 Blatt Building Columbia, S.C. 29211 
Tel. (803) 734-3069 
Committee: 
Education and Public Works 
Mr. David Burgis 
Manager, Office of Tourism Investment 
~~1r Division of Engineering & Planning r ~------c~olumbia, sc 29201 
Dear Mr. Burgis: 
eop~ 
Thank you very much for your kind comments in your letter of 
July 21, 1989 in which you refer to remarks made by me as 
quoted in The Coastal Observer. 
The.information you provided regarding attracting retirees 
supports what I have been saying all along. I am absolutely 
convinced that we can compete with Florida and other sunbelt 
states and convince retirees that South Carolina is the 
place to be. 
My figures indicate that between 1983 and 1987 the state of 
Florida attracted 15,000 retirees while South Carolina was 
only able to convince 3, 0 0 0 retirees to move here. Our 
state certainly has the climate, amenities, reasonable 
housing, cultural and recreational standards, adequate 
medical facilities and favorable crime statistics. 
A more favorable economic climate in Florida is obviously a 
major reason retirees choose that state. I think it is 
incumbent upon all of us to do whatever we can to encourage 
retirees to move here and, for that purpose, I have 
introduced House Bill #3886 which will repeal the estate 
tax. House Bill #3381 and Senate Bill 1116 attempts to 





The support of the Joint Legislative Committee on Aging, 
PRT, Chamber of Commerce and other appropriate bodies would 
greatly enhance our efforts to increase the attractiveness 
of our state. 
I have enclosed a copy of Bill #3886 and an article which 
appeared in the Sun News. 
I look forward to your support and welcome the opportunity 
to work with you on thJs important project. 
REPRESENTATIVE Thom~s G. Keegan 
House District 106 
cc: Honorable Carroll Campbell 
Governor of State of S.C. 
cc: Honorable Pat Harris 
SC House of Representatives 
cc: Mr. Russell Munn 
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Health care Consent Law Reform Project 
south Carolina Bar 
Hospital and Health Law Committee 
in Cooperation with the 
south Carolina commission on Aging 
Eve Stacey 
SC Bar 
950 Taylor St. 
Columbia, SC 29201 
.;'"'-
we are very pleased to report that our study of problems encountered 
in determining who can and should speak on behalf of an incompetent 
patient concerning health care treatment, is progressing very well. 
The proposed study project was brought to the attention of the 
Hospital and Health ~~w committee of the south carolina Bar by the 
South carolina Commission on Aging's Advisory committee on Legal 
Advocacy for the Elderly. 
Members of the Advisory committee representing south carolina 
Department of social Services and the state Long Term care Ombudsman 
noted the need for a mechanism for obtaining consent for health care 
for the incompetent patient. This is a problem most prevalent among 
indigent elderly patients. The Ombudsman's Office related an 
incident in which an elderly patient in a facility fell and broke 
her hip. She was unable to sign a consent for treatment, and her 
physician refused to operate until her condition became l_ife 
threatening; five days passed in the interim. While this example 
may seem extreme, this apparently is not an isolated sort of 
incident. 
The normal procedure in this type' of situation is for the Department 
of Social Services to petition the probate court for the appointment 
of a Guardian. This procedure is frequently considered to be both 
costly and time-consuming. 
The Advisory committee on Legal Advocacy for the Elderly identified 
some possible legislative solutions to some of the problems, but 
concluded that there are a number of ethical and legal issues which 
must be considered before any legislation can be enacted. The 
Hospital and Health Law Committee of the south carolina Bar was 
approached for input. A mini-grant was obtained from the American 
Bar Association coaaission on Legal Problems of the Elderly to 
determine what other states have done, and to see how hospitals, 
nursing hoaea, and individuals in south carolina deal with issues in 
the area of consent. 
Professor Elizabeth G. Patterson of the University of south Carolina 
School of Law agreed to donate a great deal of her time for research 
and drafting. In April, there was a meeting of the leaders/heads of 
agencie·s~ as~i'ocfiaclolis and other interested groups to discuss the 
" project. Most were very interested in what we are doing and in what 
proposals will result from the study. 
Surveys of nursing homes and hospitals were sent out in July. W~ 
worked closely with the South carolina Hospital Association 
developing the surveys, and response was good. 
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During July,- four community forums· were held around the state to 
elicit information from individuals who are familiar with health 
care consent problems concerning family, friends or acquaintance~ in 
hospitals or nursing homes. The purpose of these meetings was to 
gain insight from the individual, as opposed to the institutional 
point of view. We received a great deal of valuable feedback from 
those in attendance. 
Another meeting with the agency and association leaders is scheduled 
for October 2 to review the information that we have compiled to 
this point. Decisions will be made as to which of the identified 
problems we can address and hov. We expect to begin drafting 
proposed legislation to address problems shortly thereafter. When 
there are draft proposals to present, there will be another meeting 
of the agency and association leaders to review the proposals, and 
make any necessary changes. It is anticipated that such a meeting 
will take place in early November. 
Every effort will be made to reach a consensus of support for the 
work product of the project from the various agencies, associations 
and interest groups who have been involved in the project. It is 
not anticipated that the recommendations which result from this 
project will be a panacea, however, it is hoped that some of the 
problems which were identified both before and during this study can 
be addressed, and some solutions proposed. 
september 20, 1989 
Respectfully submitted, 
~'W~~ay 
Eve Moredock Stacey 
Public Services Director 
south carolina Bar 
R. Linwood AltmaD 
District No. 108 • GeorgetoWJl County 
Box164 
Pawleys Island, S.C. 29585 
434-C Blatt Builcfuig 
Columbia, S.C. 29211 
Representati •• R. Linwood ...Utau =-
P.O. Box 164 -
PawleJI Island, SC 29585 
\;OJIUIU~ 
Education and Public Workat 
Highwaya Sub-Committeett 
Interstate Cooperation t 
State Bidding Procedurest 
Procurement Policy Committee t 
Tel. (803) 734-3064 
Home Office - 237-4 7 58 
Residence - 237-2231 
Jloust of lltprtstntatiurs 
Joint Committee on Highways 
t1at Vice-Chairman ttCbairman 
The Honorable Patrick B. Harris 
Box 655 
Anderson, SC 29621 
Dear Pat: c 
tttatr of t!tout!J Ularolfna 
August 31, 1989 
Boards and Commi•ionr. 
South Carolina Coastal Council 
South Carolina Highway Commission 
College of Charleston, Trustee 
I have been advised that the committee you chair on the Study Services, Programs and 
Facilities for Aging will have a hearing on S-578 and H-3594 (Mobile and Modular Home Park 
Tenancy Act) on September 20th. 
I am pleased to have a number of well developed parks in my district that have been 
"home" status with amenities and extensive landscaping. Many of these people are retirees 
who are making coastal South Carolina their home. 
A number of these have expressed their concerns to me about some wording in the Land-
lord and Tenants Act and_are especially interested in asking for some amendments to S-578 
and H-3594. 
Many of these parks have become retirement villages with some of the finest folks I 
know and their concerns center around the very things we are all concerned about, however, 
they feel that there is a.certain vulnerability due to the nature of their homesites. 
I would ask that your committee give special attention to a provision for extension 
of leases, lease cost esculation, relocation in case property is sold for other purposes 
and option of lease renewals. 
Recently one park in my district was sold and this resulted in an immediate 35% increase 
in lease and a reduction in amenities with no line of communication to the new owner. This 
is not condusive to the well being of people on fixed income. 
' ' 
-~ 
I will greatly appreciate any assistance your committee will provide to these people; 
knowing all members of your committee well, I feel that it could be in no better hands. 
¥ 
With all best wishes. 
~ 
cc: Committee members 















JOINT LEG I SLAT lYE CCIIII TTEE ON AGitC 
Pub I i c Hearing Schedule 
Blatt Building, Roo. 101 
Wednesday, Septa.ber 20, 1989 
10:30-10:35 Representative Patrick B. Harris, Chairman 
Welcome and Opening Remarks 
10:35-10:50 Helen Brawley, Chair 
Ollie Johnson, Executive Assistant 
SC Commission on Aging 
Miriam E. Patterson, Legi lative Committee 
Counci I on Elder Affairs 
10:50-11:00 Connie Shade, President 
SC Association of Area Agencies on Aging 
11:00-11:10 Mildred McDuffie, Commissioner 
SC Commission on Women 
11:10-11:20 Steven W. Hamm, Administrator 
SC Department of Consumer Affairs 
11:20-11:30 Fletcher Spigner, Executive Director 
Counci I on Aging of the Midlands 
11:30-12:30 
11:30-11:40 Dr. Richard Cowling, Chair 
SC Nurses' Association 
Denise li les, Program Director 
Elderly Assistance Line 
11:40-11:50 Samuel T. Waldrep, President 
SC Gerontology Society · 
11:50-12:00 Kenneth White, State Legislative Chairman 
American Association of Retired Persons 
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12:00-12:10 Tim Cash, Adult Services Division Director 
SC Department of Social Services 
Len Marini, Director of Research 
Joint Legislative Committee on Cultural Affairs 
12:10-12:20 James R. Rider, Horry County Citizen 













Horry County Counci I on Aging, Inc. 
LUNCH 
Gwen Power, Deputy Executive Director 
State Health & Human Services Finance Commission 
Jim Manning, Chair, Educ. Legislation Action Network 
Dolores Macey, Health Issues Task Force 
Pat Harmon, Health Issues Task Force 
SC National Association of Social Workers 
Margaret L. Baptiste, President 
Walter Reed, Legislative Chair 
SC Federation of Chapters - National Assoc. 
of Retired Federal Employees 
Col. Angelo Perri, Vice-President 
SC Council of Chapters of the 
Retired Officers Association 
Eric Bouchard, Vice-President 
Providence Hospital 
Eleanor Conway, R.N., Director 
E & E Personal Care Agency, Inc. 
Jerome Noble, Director 
Division of Publ tC Transportation 
SC Department of Highways & Transportation 
Mary Gai I Douglas, President 
SC Association of Counci I on Aging Directors 
Lisa Richter-Moss, Social Service Consultant 
Spartanburg County 










Or. Daniel Brake, President 
SC Medical Association 
Dr. Michael Stogner, Aging Unit Director 
SC Appalachian Counci I of Governments 
Tim Harbeson, Legal Division 
Governor's Office, Division of Ombudsman 
and Citizen Services 
3:30-4:30 






Elaine Marks, Legislative Chair 
SC Retired Educators Association 
Preston H. Callison, General Counsel 
SC Hospital Association 
Herbert Weisberg, Chairman 
Legislative Forum 
SC Federation of Older Americans 
Dr. Charles Sti I I, Medical Director 
SC Registry for Oementing I I loesses 
Rev. Wi I liam Hankerson 
Foster Grandparent, Retired Senior Volunteer Program 
Patrick Mason, Executive Director 
SC Retirement Communities Association 
JoAnn Price, District Nursing Director 
DHEC - Florence, Di I lon, Marion Counties 
Judy Allen, Customer Service Supervisor 
Oivsion of Insurance Services, Budget & Control Board 
Written Stat..ants s~ittad by persons unable to attend: 
/0238/ 
Albert J. Sedlacek, Beaufort County Citizen 
Reciprocal State Agreements Regarding Taxation of Retiree Income 
Lewis M. levy, General Counsel 
SC State Housing Finance & Development Authority 
HUD Home Equity Conversion Mortgage Demonstration Program 
Representative Thomas G. Keegan, Horry County 
Repeal of Estate Tax- H.3886 
Increase State Retiree Income Tax Exemption- H.3381 & S.116 
Eve Stacey, South Carolina Bar 
Health Care Consent Study Project 
Representative R. Linwood Altman 
Mobile Home 
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